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Abstract
Scientific research is a vanguard domain of human activity. Researchers
aim for a systematic, objective approach, but also for pushing forward
the boundaries of knowledge through the use of ever-more advanced
instruments and techniques. Computer simulations represent such
scientific instruments, capable of harvesting information in response
to questions beyond the scope of traditional experimental techniques.
The benefits of using them must, however, be considered together
with aspects that led to criticism and lack of confidence e.g. they
are difficult to analyse and validate, assumptions are only partially
managed.
This thesis scopes down the vast domain of simulation-based research,
to the use of agent-based simulations for studying complex systems.
The use of structured argumentation in a scientific research context is
studied as a means for addressing the core limitations of simulationbased research. The Goal Structuring Notation has been used effectively in its originating domain – Safety Critical Systems – in addressing similar problems to simulation-based research. Through the use
of this notation, this research emphasises the difficulty of expressing
compelling arguments, even in journal publications; in addition, it
propose a set of extensions to the notation in order to adapt it to the
scientific discourse. Finally, it shows the implications of studying a
model in a rigorous, exhaustive manner, over the claims that can be
made through it.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Knowledge is important. The reality of each human achievement and innovation
is based, amongst others, on our capacity to acquire knowledge and to use it for
achieving our aims. This also leads to differentiating between the purpose for
which knowledge has been acquired, and the multitude of purposes for which it
is being used; the history of social or environmental achievements (or disasters)
can only strengthen this point. If the important topic of the purpose belongs to a
different discussion – an ethical, moral, philosophical one – this thesis is focused
on addressing the topic of obtaining and conveying knowledge, driven by
scientific interest.
The domain in which this thesis is framed is complex systems research. A complex
system is a living or artificial system that “cannot be fully understood simply
by analysing its components” [29, p. viii], due to the interactions among its
constituents or between the system and its environment. Such a system differs
from a complicated one, as these relationships “are not fixed, but shift and change,
often as a result of self-organisation” [29, p. viii], ultimately resulting in novel
features (emergent properties). Complex systems are found everywhere in the
biological realm, but also in engineering or at the frontier between the two (as
encountered in Artificial Life (ALife research [55]); this emphasises also the scope
of complex system research.
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Due to the difficulty of studying complex systems, modelling and simulation
(M&S) are often used together with (or instead of) traditional experimental research techniques such as in vivo or in vitro; an increasing number of scientific
disciplines have adhered to the use of M&S for research purposes over the past
decades. This type of approach, called in this thesis simulation-based research
(SBR), delivers means only imagined before: models concentrate the conceptual
and creative abilities of their authors which, coupled with the disrupting processing power of modern computers, enables the (low-cost) study of potentially
any topic. It is understandable then why SBR is so appealing to a part of the
scientific community.

If SBR yields itself to the study of speculative realities [18], it is also used in
supporting risk analysis activities in disciplines such as toxicology, or hazardanalysis activities such as in safety-critical systems (SCS), [12]. The role of SBR
can become critical, albeit to a different extent, also in more “traditional” fields
of research, where scientific theories are formulated based on SBR results. If these
are flawed, consequences follow [45].

No benefits come without costs and SBR’s potential is also marked by limitations: computer simulations are more difficult to analyse [27], understand and
communicate than their analytical counterparts; this, in turn, affects their reproducibility (a pillar of scientific research) and credibility [40]. Flawed SBR [45] or
less suiting modelling paradigms [39] can also have long-term detrimental effects:
generations may end-up learning from and using flawed knowledge. Uncertainty
is also an important challenge for SBR [82]; there may be insufficient data for a
“good” model to be built on or validate against. Last, but not least, “all models
are wrong, but some are useful” [24, p. 424]. This is why adding rigour to the
process of obtaining and conveying knowledge through SBR is important.

2

1.1

Simulation-Based Research (SBR)

SBR stems from the use of modelling and simulation (M&S) techniques in scientific research. Having already become indispensable in domains ranging from
engineering, to military or motorsport, where they are used for more traditional
purposes such as assisting design, identifying and optimising solutions e.g. [59],
supporting the training of personnel or predicting scenario outcomes, M&S techniques are becoming ubiquitous through scientific disciplines1 .
SBR complements or (in cases) replaces traditional experimental approaches such
as in vivo or in vitro, contributing to the rise of what has been coined in silico
experimentation. In this thesis, the author adopts the more expressive title of
simulation-based research (SBR), when referring to scientific research employing
M&S techniques.
While not being a separate discipline, SBR is a type of research activity that
integrates within the established methods of scientific research2 , where primary
(or publishable) results are obtained from computer simulations rather than from
(or in addition to) probing directly the (often inaccessible) reality of the problem
being addressed. SBR is, consequently, an indirect and analogous (Section 1.2.1)
way of performing research: studying a reality by evaluating a different one.

1.1.1

Scope of SBR

M&S, the core of SBR, is prominent amongst traditional engineering domains;
there are conferences dedicated to it (e.g. the Winter Simulation Conference,
1

While the domains listed before e.g. military, motorsport, carry out their own research
and development programmes, when referring to “scientific research”, we mean in this thesis
the natural and social sciences, especially those focused on studying complex systems.
2
Adapted to each discipline in particular. As Medawar has pointed out [60], there is no
unique scientific method, guaranteed to turn questions into answers; the “scientific method” is
more accurately described as a scheme for explaining systematic research (a posteriori ) rather
than conducting research, as research is not an objective process (subjective, and consequently
informal, aspects of human nature, such as intuition or imagination, come into play in the
research process).
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the Summer Simulation Conference), journals (e.g. Modelling and Simulation
in Engineering), and even university degrees (masters and PhDs). The impact
of M&S has gone far and wide, such that for some purposes, it has become
indispensable; in aircraft design or motorsport, for example, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) simulation techniques have become mainstream since the 1960’s;
more recently, the National Science Foundation has reported on the precepts for
a “Simulation-based Engineering Science”.

1.1.1.1

Traditional Application Domains

There is extensive research employing M&S in a number of fields. Examples of
themes for which M&S is used are:

• Healthcare: healthcare modelling, epidemic modelling, design of healthcare
systems, simulation of patient flow, of ambulance services or emergency departments.
• Social Science and Organization: economics and management, planning, social
behaviour;
• Construction: simulation of construction operations, of construction scheduling; energy simulations and simulation in health and safety.
• Production and Logistics: warehouse logistics and inventory management, shipbuilding and maritime applications.
• Environmental: power grid simulations, decision support, traffic
• Military: military analysis, combat modelling and mission analysis, military
simulation methodologies, military logistics

Other themes for which M&S is used are computer networks and computer systems, manufacturing and transport.
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1.1.1.2

Applications in Complex Systems Research

SBR is often applied to the study of complex (natural or artificial e.g. virtual or
physical) systems and phenomena. The aim of such studies is to address hypotheses concerning unknown (or partially known) structures, processes, mechanisms
and interactions concerning entities and environmental conditions – physical (biotic or abiotic) or artificial – that generate the observable complexity e.g. identifying the factors generating a type of cancer, studying the evolution of life forms.
Seeking knowledge on partially observable, partially measurable complex systems
is different from and at the same time more difficult than seeking to optimise or
engineer1 . The study of complex systems can be argued as being the most difficult task M&S is applied to and a disciplinary approach is generally insufficient
for answering its key questions.

The above suggests that SBR is, generally, of interdisciplinary nature: it is both
widely spread throughout scientific disciplines, and constitutes a platform for
interdisciplinary research, bringing together scientists from different disciplines.
Computer science skills are an implicit requirement for this interdisciplinary equation.

Examples of such M&S range from simple, small-scale models such as the Game
of Life [44] to large and multi-scale, multi-model simulations e.g. [11] in ecology.
Among simulators used in studying natural evolution, Tierra2 is a an established
example in the ALife domain.

1

Research is more difficult (albeit not independent from) engineering in the same sense that
obtaining knowledge through the use of tools is more difficult than building tools through the
use of knowledge.
2
http://life.ou.edu/tierra/
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1.1.1.3

Thesis scope

For the purpose of this thesis, complex systems research employing M&S techniques is targeted. Arguably, this scope is too wide1 , so the scope is narrowed
down to the use of agent-based models (ABMs), in particular for ecological research. Ecology has shown both enthusiasm towards M&S and great motivation
towards pushing the boundaries e.g. developing larger, more complicated M&S,
simulating more scales in order to better accommodate the vast areas of land
relevant that ecology can study.

1.1.2

Models

There are many classes of models used for scientific research. Works such as
Cooley and Solano [31] or Jakeman et al. [51] provide a short overview of these
techniques. For the purpose of this thesis, models are only classed into formal
and semi-formal models; representative for formal category are equation-based
models, whereas agent-based models exemplify semi-formal models.

1.1.2.1

Equation-Based Models

Termed equation-based models [67], explicit mathematical treatments [27] or simply mathematical models, these are the most common representative of scientific
formal models. The reality they model is described as a system of mathematical
equations. An example is the Lotka-Volterra model (also known as the predator–
prey model), describing the dynamics of two interacting species, one being a
predator and the other its prey. Their evolution in time is expressed through the
following interdependent equations:
1

Since nature is formed of complex systems, all natural and social sciences can be considered
as being instances of complex systems research.
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dx
= x(α − βy)
dt
dy
= −y(τ − δx)
dt
Here it is important to distinguish between non-spatial and spatial models. The
mean field approach adopted in the above model suggests that every individual
has equal probability of interacting with every other individual, assumption which
speaks about the idealistic “average” individual. Criticism of this modelling
paradigm focuses on the fact that it “violates the biological principle that each
individual is different, with behaviour and physiology that result from a unique
combination of genetic and environmental influences” and “violates the biological
principle that interactions are inherently local” [50].

1.1.2.2

Agent-Based Models

At the other end lie semi-formal models: models described in natural language,
but which reflect a degree of formalism e.g. they contain algorithms which may
contain mathematical equations. Agent-based modelling (ABM) is a relevant
approach for this class of models. Different from mathematical models, where
variables were used as a summarising or homogenising mechanism (e.g. in the
Lotka-Volterra equations, x and y are population-level variables, describing the
number of the predator and respectively prey), one of the main features of ABM is
that of accounting for agency: individuals can be represented explicitly, meaning
they can be different (heterogeneous).
This couples well with the use of spatial representations; individual agents interact locally rather than having equal effects over all the other agents, as often
assumed in mathematical models [50]; the Lotka-Volterra model, previously described, can be converted from a population- level, non-spatial representation, to
an ABM where agents have behaviours and population dynamics emerging from
their interactions within an environment (as shown in Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Visualisation of a agent-based representation of the Lotka-Volterra
model
In a review on the use of ABM for ecological modelling spanning ten years of
research, Grimm [39] differentiates between pragmatic and paradigmatic motivations for using ABM1 instead of EBM. Pragmatic reasons are those that lead to
ABM utilisation because it allows the study of aspects inaccessible through EBM
e.g individual variability, local interactions, spatial representations [20]. Paradigmatic reasons are those that see ABM be more desirable than EBM because of
“the suspicion that much of what we have learned from state variable models
about the theoretical issues mentioned above, e.g. regulation etc., would have to
be revised if the discreteness, uniqueness, life cycles and variability of individuals
were to be taken into account, as well as the fact that most interactions are local
and that space matter” [39].
There is a trade-off between how easily these models can be analysed and de1

In the review, Grimm actually focuses on individual-based modelling (IBM), which ecologists consider a sub-type of ABM that is defined by the fact that agents are discrete individuals,
whereas ABM allows agents to represent communities of individuals, organisations or any other
composite group. Durrett and Levin actually identify three levels of agency: “patch models that
group discrete individuals into patches without additional spatial structure; reaction-diffusion
equations, in which infinitesimal individuals are distributed in space; interacting particle systems, in which individuals are discrete and space is treated explicitly” [33]
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veloped, following Breitenberg’s “law of uphill analysis and downhill invention”
[25]. Mathematical models are harder to construct, but their analysis becomes
straightforward as they are formal systems; ABMs on the other hand are easy
to develop, but harder to analyse (the models may not be defined according to a
formal language, but through a natural language; the resulting computer simulation most often is written in an ad-hoc manner, with potential unidentified flaws;
if off-the-shelf software is used, transparency may be reduced, etc.).

1.1.3

Positives of SBR

Versatile M&S can be applied to any domain. Since models are necessarily
wrong [24, p. 424], the whole purpose of modelling is that of simplifying a problem domain, and this implies losing information [83]. In fact, M&S have been
advocated as a way of “extending ourselves” [49], in the sense that simulations
can be used as scientific instruments, in a similar manner in which other instruments have been used throughout history; no instrument is perfect, but described
by a range of accuracy (or error) and simulations fit this description.
M&S can also be applied to scenarios (parametrisations or assumptions) that
might never occur in nature [83, citing (Zelditch and Evans, 1962)]. Furthermore, there is an extensive literature on the use of M&S for studying virtual
realities. The domain of ALife is essentially aimed at studying “life as it could
be”1 , and in doing so it capitalises on the potential insights gained from intentionally unrealistic models [18].

Powerful M&S can be used for expanding or compressing time [83, citing (Mize
and Cox, 1968)]. With the simple change of a “time” parameter, the entire history
of the universe can be traversed in a matter of passing moments. These expansion
or compression properties are applicable also to the time-related dimension of
space: we can perform studies at a molecular [71] or particle scale, as well as
1

Although it often succumbs to (and builds on) studying life as it is.
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spread the simulation compass over ecological or cosmic scales, using different
spatial [20] or temporal representations.
Another important benefit of this approach is that it requires fewer assumptions
and simplifications compared to classical approaches. As Levin et al. put it,
“classical approaches to population biology – like classical approaches to other
problems in biology – emphasized deterministic systems of low dimensionality,
and thereby swept as much stochasticity and heterogeneity as possible under
the rug” [58]. Even if their view is focused on the domain of biology, it is not
inappropriate to extrapolate it towards other domains that are taking up SBR.

Easier to develop As deriving from the law of downhill development and uphill
analysis [25], ABMs are said to be easier to develop than mathematical models,
since they can be constructed from simple observations and assumptions [39].
While mathematical models can also be very simple (the above Lotka-Volterra
model fits this description),

Non destructive No living creatures are affected during the process of SBR –
as long as validation or parametrisation of the underlying M&S does not require
the procurement of empirical data through destructive observation techniques
e.g. taking measurements of a living creature (plant or animal), that lead to its
death.
Experimenting through M&S is also cheaper and safer [66] than through prototypes; for some scenarios e.g. nuclear war, it is indeed undesirable that such
physical experiments are carried out.

1.2

SBR Problems

As many as are the positives of SBR, there are a number of aspects that make
its use problematic.
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1.2.1

The Analogy Problem

Previously we have mentioned that SBR is an indirect and analogous way of performing research, as it studies a reality by evaluating a different one. Analogy is
not a new approach, nor is its use restricted to SBR; in fact, there are claims that
the use of analogy has marked the beginning of research activities, for humanity
[17]. If such claims are harder to probe, what is clear is that analogy has been
used in the natural sciences and, albeit criticism from different pragmatic views,
it has withstood and proved a fecund approach for performing research [48].
The analogy problem does not bear a real solution; it is a state of facts which
can be summarised by the famous aphorism “all models are wrong, but some
are useful”[24, p. 424]. All the reasons for which models are indeed wrong are
subsumed by this expression; they are simplifications, always limited compared
to the system being studied; they are of a different nature and made of a different
fabric compared to the modelled system e.g. conceptual models, digital simulators versus living organisms (see research in the ALife domain for more in depth
discussions on wet-lab (traditional) versus dry-lab (computer-based) experimentation e.g. [18; 55]).

1.2.2

The V&V Problem

V&V are “two crucial parts in the process of performing a simulation study”
[61]. The topic of validity – arguably the more important of the two – has
been a challenge since the beginnings of M&S [83], when validity was called “the
most elusive of all the unresolved problems associated with computer simulation
techniques” [83, quoting (Naylor et al., 1966)]. Almost five decades later, the
situation has not radically improved. V&V remains a challenging topic both
on a paradigmatic level – converging on commonly accepted definitions for the
two terms, and a pragmatic level – establishing commonly accepted, effective
techniques for probing into these two aspects.
In the context of complex systems simulations, traditional V&V techniques do
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not suffice, as expanded further down. Consequently, there is a need for heuristic
validation or, more concretely, for justifiable confidence in the validity of a M&S
effort.

1.2.2.1

The Paradigmatic Side of the V&V Problem

From a paradigmatic perspective, we find that the verification and validation
terms bare different (sometimes similar) meanings, in different domains. In software engineering, for example, Beizer [19] made the famous distinction: verification assesses that a software program was built right and validation assesses
that the right program was built. The two concepts are complementary, one not
implying the other, although in practice, verification precedes validation. Moving towards a more research-oriented, scientific view, Stanislaw [83] differentiates
between program, model and theory validity, criticising those seeking one type of
absolute validity. Sargent [77] adds data validity to this equation, while replacing
Stanislaw’s three-faceted validity with a conceptual model validation, computerised model verification and operational validation sequence (that do not fully
overlap with Stanislaw’s proposals). Sargent also describes works that associated validity with scores; a model is subjectively scored through different tests,
its overall validity being determined by its (overall and category) scores being
greater than a passing score; Sargent mentions, however, that this approach is
not used in practice frequently.
Sales et al.’s [61] view verification as an activity aiming to “debug the model”1 ,
while validation assesses that the model is sufficiently accurate in representing
a system being studied; in light of Stanislaw’s differentiation between program,
model and theory, Sales et al. confuse program verification with model verification, whereas validation refers only to the model, making no reference to the
validity of theories underlying the model. Going further, Cooley and Solano [31]
summarise a different subset of validity definitions, focusing on Zeigler’s approach
of distinguishing between replicative validity, predictive and structural validity.
1

They actually assess if the conceptual model was implemented correctly.
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Stepping into a domain such as ecology, where scientists have been developing
and using software simulators in their research, Schmolke et al. [80] baptise the
process of assessing that a “model is working according to its specifications” as
verification, leaving validation to represent the evaluation of the model against
novel scenarios.
These views represent only a small sample from the pool of paradigmatic opinions
concerning the topic of V&V, but a sufficient one to clarify their implicit diversity.
Diversity is beneficial (especially biological diversity) but can often have negative
effects due to a high degree of relativism (or lack of standards). Even amongst
computer scientists, verification and validation are often used interchangeably,
thus creating more confusion: Stanislaw [83] criticises authors that fail to make
the difference between program, model and theory validity, but then makes no
reference to verification (apart from mentioning that a “program must be fully debugged”); Sargent [77] describes the dynamic verification of computerised models
through the use of “validation tests”; Cooley and Solano [31] address the topic
of model verification by pointing towards the need of debugging the simulator
(note that, as highlighted by Stanislaw, a model and a software simulator are two
different entities).
To summarise, the paradigmatic side of the V&V problem refers to the meaning,
scope and dimensionality of the two terms. To stem out of the different connotations that the two terms may have, these should be defined explicitly and
justifiably, according to the purpose of the study. Unsubstantiated claims for the
“validity” of the simulation are no more unhelpful than substantiations that do
not justifiably fit the purpose of the study.

1.2.2.2

The Pragmatic Side of the V&V Problem

From a pragmatic perspective, innovation in the V&V domain has not been revolutionary, in recent times; the critical mass of V&V literature has been published
in the second half of the 20th century, when the majority of tests available today
have been introduced as [16; 76; 83] point out. With respect to V&V testing, no
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“silver bullet” test or V&V strategy exists; in fact, the detailed and articulate
view reflected in these early contributions seems to have diluted with the spread
of computer simulation techniques towards other scientific domains, as suggested
by the meanings of verification and validation adopted by ecologists [80].
V&V is problematic also due to incompleteness, referring either to M&S specifications or validation data. Since M&S built for research purposes are speculative
to a degree, being aimed at reducing the uncertainties in knowledge, their specifications are necessarily incomplete.
In addition, there may be no sufficient or adequate data through which to validate
a M&S [31; 77]. ALife research, for example, intended to study “life as it could
be, not as it is”, may address scenarios of virtual worlds that are highly divergent
with our reality; validation data may not be available in such cases, or even in
some non-ALife SBR addressing real-world but out of scope problems (data being
be too costly or impossible to obtain). It can be said then that validation testing
is purpose and data dependent. In traditional engineering, data is considered
valid if it is appropriate, impartial, complete and accurate (and the model uses it
correctly [15]; in a complex systems research environment, such objectives often
remain in the realm of “high ideals”.
Furthermore, the way stochasticity is represented in a simulation can have a
relevant effect. Some simulation outcomes may depend on the choice of the
initial random number (seed), especially in the case of simulations that are pathdependent [31]. Stochasticity also implies that expected results are not available;
consequently, it is difficult, if not impossible, to formally verify complex systems
simulations.
Another pragmatic question regarding V&V is who should perform this process.
Sargent [77], for example, describes three types of approaches: V&V performed by
the development team, by the model’s users in collaboration with the development
team, or independent V&V (IV&V), which is carried out by an independent third
party.
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In addition to the paradigmatic and pragmatic facets of the V&V problem, we
need to mention the (ignored) criticality problem: although awareness exists in
terms of the importance of a detailed approach to V&V (see [39; 79] for detailed reviews), SBR literature provides evidence for a rather superficial, shallow
attitude towards V&V.

1.2.3

The Assumptions Problem

This refers to the way assumptions (modelling but also argumentation assumptions) are managed and communicated. Regarding the former aspect, at the
current stage of SBR maturity, we cannot even speak of a management of assumptions. If managing equates with “being in charge of”, as well as with “maintaining control over” or “controlling the use of” (Oxford dictionary), then SBR
is certainly not an exemplar of such an assumption-oriented activity.
To be in charge of something, one needs to know first what it is in charge of: in
this case, the (modelling) assumptions. Irrespective of the SBR study, we can
not find an explicit listing1 of all the assumptions that underlie it (so that we
are presented the individual assumptions to be controlled by the authors), nor
an explicit, justifiable criteria used in choosing to make public an assumption or
not (to differentiate between explicit and implicit assumptions).
Furthermore, an individual account of the rationale and support behind each (or
most) of the assumptions is not usually be provided; at best, some assumptions
(of interest to authors) will be justified, but an explicit, justifiable reason for
which the other assumptions were not explained, will not be provided. Since we
are not aware of the number of assumptions that go into a study, knowing what
and how many assumptions have been tested will not be sufficient for accurately
approximating the uncertainty of the model and this uncertainty will, more often
than not, be disregarded in the concluding claims of the study.
The above contour also the communication part of the assumptions problem:
1

Be it in the main body of text or provided as supplementary information.
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there is a lack of assumption transparency [13]. Not all assumptions that are
declared explicitly are also discussed, as emphasised in Chapter 2.
Albeit assumptions constitute an essential dimension of research validity, since
both in computer science [77; 83] and in other scientific disciplines e.g.[40; 80],
assessing assumptions is mentioned as essential towards claiming validity, little
evidence is provided that this is done on a systematic basis. If assumptions are
not managed, model interpretation is rendered more difficult, opening the door
for further flaws. There are cases of published SBR that are shown to be flawed
due to inadequately treated assumptions, such as the case analysed by Bullock
and Cliff [28], or even blatantly flawed, from premises to conclusions, as is the
case criticised by Ostermann-Kelm et al. [63].

1.2.4

The Argument Problem

Represents a three-fold problem. Firstly, in SBR publications, arguments are
scattered, difficult to access or inaccessible (beyond what constitutes the top
claim of an argument). Scattered claims may span the length of a research publication, but their corroboration does not equate to obtaining cohesive, compelling,
detailed, first-class arguments. SBR authors do not explicitly provide such arguments and, in turn, this may affect the reviewing and understanding of their work
(much as an inconclusive description of a simulation model may prevent others
from replicating it [89; 91]).
Secondly, the arguments put forward in SBR contain many leaps of faith [1, Annex 2.6.4] that are not filtered by the peer-review process. The analogy problem
constitutes itself an intricate and irreducible leap of faith, accepted by all modellers; however, accepting this situation should not constitute grounds for making
claims that extend this “leap” beyond an acceptable boundary. In line with SCS,
in complex systems research, which is practically ubiquitous throughout scientific
disciplines1 , consequences may be undesirable. In addition, arguments can simply
1

Every physical object is eventually constituted from a multitude of interacting particles;
interaction takes place both on the microcosm scale and the macrocosm scale
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be shallow, ambiguous, too general or absolute; they may contain terms with implicit (and often unclear) meanings, but also fail to specify the assumptions they
make. There are numerous aspects that can affect the quality of an argument, a
complete listing going beyond the scope of this thesis.
Finally, even if scientific arguments were highly accessible and sound, another
question is: does a study put forward all the arguments that are necessary for
gaining confidence in it? Are, for example, arguments for the fitness-for-purpose
of a given work, or for the contribution of that work to the wider understanding
of the domain problems?
Note that, albeit the other SBR problems have received considerable attention in
the literature, the domain and importance of arguments has been under-explored.
In addition, weaknesses in the argumentation layer of a SBR effort, can be associated with one of the three following cases: a) the research was “good”, but
the arguments were “diluted and dissipated” in the write-up process, b) the research was “bad”, hence its published report could not have put forward “good”
arguments, in the sense hinted above and c) the problem lies somewhere between
cases a) and b). While the first two cases are necessarily (optimistically) exaggerations, the latter case carries the biggest relevance, and is in line with the thesis
put forward here.

1.3
1.3.1

Thesis statement
Motivation

All of the problems signalled in Section 1.2 are important; while they do not
represent an exhaustive listing of SBR issues, they point towards interrelated
areas of concern.
For the purpose of this thesis, the argument problem (Section 1.2.4) represents
the focal point. To an extent, all of the other mentioned problems can be (ret-
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rospectively) related to the argument problem as arguments and their supportive
evidence summarise (and justify) the essence of a research effort. In other words,
a deficiency in addressing an SBR issue can be reduced to the 1) lack of an argument supporting the adequate treatment of the issue e.g. for V&V, an argument
coupled with evidence in favour of the adequate addressing of V&V, or 2) a flaw
in the argument or evidence [53; 87; 88] supporting the adequate treatment of the
issue (the fallacy concerning the argument’s reasoning, evidence or a combination
of the two).
Finally, if justifiable confidence in SBR is needed, to an extent that researchers
can express clear and compelling arguments supporting the adequacy of their
work, inspiration can be taken from other domains which 1) work with complex
systems 2) in a manner that requires such confidence. The area of critical systems
engineering (or safety critical systems – SCS) is such a domain. SCS provides an
extensive literature on the use of structured argumentation (SA) for the purpose
of conveying, in a clear and comprehensible manner, why engineered systems
are safe, dependable, secure, etc. (as addressed in Chapter 3). Documenting
such properties is a requirement and the successful assessment of the resulting
report e.g. a safety or dependability case, is what leads to the certification of
the system. Moreover, failure to carry out correctly or to analyse effectively such
documentation, can have disastrous consequences e.g. the Nimrod disaster [43].
If in SCS, standards in terms of expressing arguments and evidence – such as SA
– are better than SBR’s, then SBR can and should learn from them.

1.3.2

Statement

This thesis is putting forward the following statement regarding structured argumentation (SA):
SA is needed for the development of rigorous SBR and for adequate
communication of SBR
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The reminder of this research aims to substantiate why and how SA can be useful
in the context of (performing and communicating) SBR. While hard evidence for
the “need” of using SA in SBR is beyond the scope of this work – only a systematic
and continued use of SA for SBR purposes can yield such evidence – claiming
this need is based on our expectation that the benefits of using SA outweigh the
costs (and risks [52]). Throughout the rest of the thesis, the “need for SA” will
bare this meaning.

1.3.3

Thesis Plan

In addressing the thesis statement, a case study-based approach is adopted. Theoretical insights are useful, but experience gained through the analysis of a case
study is fundamental. For this purpose, a SBR study published in a high-profile
journal (Chapter 4) was used.
The argument problem was highlighted as a focal point; it is also the starting point
for this research. Substantiating the existence of this problem (the claim that
SBR publications, while delivering information necessary for gaining confidence
in their quality, do not excel in providing first-class, compelling arguments) is
pursued by using a SA notation for extracting the argument threads from our
case study (Chapter 5). Insights are gained, both into the suitability of the SA
notation to SBR (as this has been developed for the SCS domain, and not for
SBR), but also on the structure of SBR arguments – and on the existence of the
argument problem.
Establishing that there is indeed an argument problem does not necessarily mean
that its source has been identified; the information content of a research can be
distinguished between pre-publication and publication, but published research
issues cannot be fully isolated from issues existing during the research. In other
words, it is not that researchers had justifiable confidence in their work, but this
lost its clarity or comprehensibility during the write-up process. The author aims
then to show how and why SA is useful in other stages of SBR; assuming that
the benefits of SA outweigh the costs, then we can claim SA is needed – SBR
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problems are important and need to be addressed.
In addressing the two main claims of the thesis (that SA is needed for the a)
rigorous development of SBR and b) adequate communication of SBR), we then
focus on the V&V and Assumption problems. For the rigorous development
need, we investigate the use of SA in expressing fitness-for-purpose arguments
(Chapter 6), together with assurance-giving sub-arguments, while clarifying the
assumption problem (Chapter 7) will provide further substance to these arguments. The adequate communication need is substantiated through solving the
argument problem.

1.4

Thesis Outline

This thesis proceeds as follows:
Chapter 2 describes an original survey of research articles published in 2011, that
use the Overview, Design Concepts and Details (ODD) protocol [40] for describing
IBMs. The survey has a two-fold aim: its immediate objective is to gather
information on ODD’s uptake within the scientific community e.g. spread across
domains, number of papers using it, the accuracy with which its specifications
are being followed; more importantly, the survey seeks to identify the relation
between the use of ODD and the rigour or studies (described by V&V activities,
by the provision of justifications, the transparency of assumptions, etc.). We
seek to scope the role of SA for SBR publications, among that of documentation
standards such as ODD (Section 2.1).
Chapter 3 focuses on SCS and the way SA became a tool of choice in the construction of safety cases. GSN is introduced and its use in constructing safety
cases explained.
Chapter 4 is a bridge between the first part of this report – the background one
– and the second part – the original contributions one. It presents the case study
used throughout the remainder of the thesis.
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Chapter 5 presents a systematic reverse-engineering method, introduced by the
author in order to converting the argument threads of a publication into GSN
arguments. By using the method, insights are gained into the necessity for using
SA in SBR: if the reverse-engineering would easily produce compelling arguments,
this would imply SA is not needed as the plain text form in which information is
laid out suffices. The chapter’s results suggest the opposite.
Chapter 6: shows why SA is needed in the exercise of developing rigorous SBR.
Exemplification takes place through the development of equivalence and fitnessfor-purpose arguments.
Chapter 7: provides further evidence in support of the claim that SA is needed for
communicating SBR. Building on the GSN arguments obtained from the reverseengineering exercise in Chapter 5, the chapter proceeds by thoroughly assessing
the case study model’s assumptions, using a customised version of the Hazard
and Operability Study (HAZOP), an established SCS hazard analysis technique.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, summarising the contributions and detailing further research avenues.
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Chapter 2
Survey of SBR articles using
ODD
This chapter is aimed at presenting new evidence on how aspects of research
rigour, such as V&V and assumption management, are treated in SBR publications that adhered to a more systematic and standardised way of presenting their
information. The criteria for selecting these publications is that of using the
Overview, Design Concepts and Details (ODD) protocol, a wide spread model
description format intended to promote rigour (Section 2.1). Previous surveys
e.g. [39; 79] have already emphasised that a low proportion of ABM research
publications are taking into account and thoroughly addressing topics of V&V
nature; in this context, use of documentation formats such as the ODD should,
in theory, correlate with a more rigorous delivery of research altogether.
The survey described in this chapter does not represent a comparison between
publications that use ODD and ones that do not. ODD is used as a criteria
for selecting publications, which are then subjected to our analysis. Apart from
assessing the way V&V aspects are considered, the survey addresses the volatile
but essential topic of assumptions. Assumptions come in different flavours: albeit
the most prominent in the SBR domain are modelling assumptions, assumptions
can be found in arguments, in the way part of research data and knowledge is
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abstracted away from publication, etc.
Secondary aims include assessing how well ODD’s specifications are being followed, on the assumption that, if ODD usage is largely according to its specifications, then it is sufficient for its purpose. If that is not the case, then there
is room for it to be complemented by further structured information: structured
arguments.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 2.1 introduces the ODD protocol; Section 2.2 details findings from previous relevant surveys, whereas Section 2.3 details
the materials and methods used by this survey. Section 2.4 presents the findings
of the survey, the chapter concluding with a discussion in Section 2.5.

2.1

The ODD Protocol

Coming from the ecological domain, the ODD protocol [40; 41] is a documentation
format for describing ABMs. In a research domain abounding in models described
in a (incomplete, ambiguous, etc.) manner that does not facilitate replication
[39; 79], ODD has been aimed at becoming a standard that will raise the level of
thoroughness and rigour. Introduced in 2005 and used, to date, in more than 100
publications that span disciplines such as ecology or the social and earth sciences,
ODD is the product of a wide collective effort (28 authors on the original paper
[40]).
ODD’s specifications are defined so that the result is marked by a: 1) a succinct purpose, 2) a comprehensive model description, and 3) assurance of design
decisions; these, in turn, enable the replication of baseline experiments via reimplemented simulator. The protocol is made up of three parts (see Table 2.1):
firstly, the overview, giving a baseline understanding of the purpose and model
constituents; secondly, the design concepts describes the way general concepts
from the field of Complex Adaptive Systems are specified in the model, so that
“each individual-based and agent-based model is integrated into the larger frame-
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Purpose
Entities, state variables and scales
Process overview and scheduling
Basic principles, emergence, adaptation, learning
Design concepts prediction, sensing, interaction, objectives
stochasticity, collectives, observation
Initialization
Details
Input Data
Submodels
Overview

Table 2.1: The ODD protocol (second version [41])
work of the science of Complex Adaptive Systems” [40]; finally, the details section
contains information necessary for completely reimplementing the model and running baseline simulations.
More comparative information regarding the two versions of ODD can be found
in Appendix A.

2.2

Previous Surveys

Grimm et al. published in 2010 a survey on ODD’s usage [41], assessing publications from the year 2006 – when ODD was introduced –, to 2010. Their review,
based on a pool of 54 articles containing ODD model descriptions, found that
75% of model descriptions were complete and correct (or only one ODD element
was missing or incorrect), whereas 62% provided incorrect information for the
Input element. The review focused only on the ODD model descriptions, not
evaluating other qualitative aspects of the papers in which the models had been
published.
In the same year, Schmolke et al. [79] performed a different review, this time
addressing the modelling practise for pesticide risk assessment (a safety-critical
domain). Looking at modelling aspects such as model type, complexity, parameterization and evaluation, they found that, out of 62 pesticide risk assessment
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models published between 2000 and 2008, only 3% had been validated, while 24%
had not been evaluated at all by the authors. Verification had been performed
more frequently than validation, but with only 26% of the models verified, there
was no reason for excitement. Concerning parametrisation, 15% of the models
did not make use of any empirical data, while the majority – 56% – were partially
parametrised from empirical data.
In an earlier review of ecological IBMs, Grimm [39] found that, out of 50 selected
articles, only 36% referred explicitly to validation or corroboration, this percentage being considering as “less than one might assume in view of the higher degree
of realisms of individual-based models”. One notable aspect was that all papers
employing pattern-oriented modelling (POM) [42] had explicitly considered validation.
Relevant are also the reviews of Grimm [39] and Schmolke et al. [79]. In [39],
published approximately ten years before [41], Grimm surveys ecological IBMs.
Out of 50 articles, he finds that validation had been performed in only 36% of the
cases. Although Grimm appreciates that this percentage “is probably much more
than a random sample of 50 state variable models would show, but still less than
one might assume in view of the higher degree of ‘realisms’ of individual-based
models”, which should be better testable. More recently, surveying pesticide risk
assessment models, Schmolke et al. [79] find that out of 62 published models, 15
(24%) were not evaluated at all by the authors, 16 (26%) underwent verification
whereas sensitivity analysis was conducted (at least on a subset of parameters)
on 38 (61%) of the models. Validation using independent data was performed
only on 2(3%) models.
All these reviews underline the V&V problem (Section 1.2.2), both from a quantitative perspective i.e. very small percentage of published models have been
rigorously validated and a qualitative one i.e. models validated without using
empirical data [79], model descriptions not according to ODD standard [41].
The survey presented in this chapter targets articles published in 2011 (previous
surveys considered articles published up to 2010) so that results can be put in
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perspective with those published by earlier reviews. The author assumed that
the absorption and diffusion of ODD throughout disciplines, as observed in [41],
would extend further in time: new disciplines would start using it, ODD model
descriptions would be more accurate and the positive qualitative impact of using
ODD would be further emphasised. The survey was also motivated by the fact
that Grimm et al.’s earlier review [41] had only covered the topic of ODD usage,
not accounting for the other qualitative markers studied by [79] and [39], and
consequently not providing a more comprehensive image of the rigour of papers
using the ODD protocol.

2.3

Materials and Methods

For this survey, the Web of Knowledge1 and Google Scholar reference databases
were used in order to retrieve articles published in 2011 that cited the original
ODD paper [40]. Out of the 105 publications, 40 did not contain ODD model
descriptions (they only referenced the article in which ODD was introduced). The
survey used the remaining 65 papers which contained ODD model descriptions
and these are listed in Appendix B. Out of the 65 articles, 60 were journal papers,
2 PhD theses, 2 conference papers and one technical report. These were assessed
according to the following characteristics:

2.3.1

Model Evaluation

In order to assess how the models were evaluated (or tested), the author assessed
if verification, validation and sensitivity analysis had been performed on them.
Different from other surveys that treat findings in a boolean manner, we use a
fuzzy approach to recording findings; for each of the three types of evaluation,
the following categories are used:
• missing: no reference to an evaluation method is made the article;
1

http://apps.webofknowledge.com
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• mentioned: references are made, but in theoretical terms or in relation to work
published in other papers;
• claimed: the authors claimed they have evaluated (e.g. verified) one or more
elements of their research, but have not provided evidence of that;
• supported: authors provided evidence that assures the evaluation.
Because of the discrepancy between the meaning of verification and validation,
as used by some ecologists and computer scientists, these need to be further
expanded.

Verification In their review, Schmolke et al. [79] consider a model as verified “if
the whole or parts of the model output were compared to the data set initially used
for model parameterization”. They consider such a comparison test as evidence
that the model “works as intended by the developers”. While it can be accepted
that this type of comparison provides information on the relation between a
model’s output and another data set, it can be shown that faulty models can
produce such desired results. In fact, Grimm, co-author of [79], introduced in an
earlier article the concept of pattern-oriented modelling [42], which is aimed at
reducing the likelihood of such misleading situations altogether.
Schmolke et al.’s definition of verification overlaps with what a computer scientists
calls validation; in fact, according to Sargent’s view [77], such an understanding
of “verification” spans actually over a full cycle of conceptual model validation,
computerized model verification and operational validation. What the survey
understands through verification is either Schmolke et al.’s view, or the literal
computerized model verification.

Validation Ecologists refer to validation when comparing model outputs with
independent (not used for parameterization) empirical data [79]. This equates to
what others refer to as prediction [31]. Sargent also mentions data validation as
a step in his modelling process [77]. In assessing validity, the survey adopts the
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former view, and notes that for a more thorough evaluation, each type of validity
(conceptual model, data and operational validity) should be accounted for.

2.3.2

Assumptions

The survey assess the way assumptions are exposed, by identifying explicit declarations e.g. “we assume”, “it was assumed”. These references are then classed
into different categories: assumptions regarding the author’s own work (e.g.
about the published model) or about someone else’s work, assumptions that accompanied by a rationale (justification) and unjustified ones, assumptions that
are discussed in the Discussion section of the article.
Additionally, the survey records the section in which each assumption was exposed. The ODD model requires the declaration of modelling assumptions, hence
it is useful to note how well this requirement is implemented.
From the set of 65 papers, the author randomly selected 10 articles which were further assessed with respect to the number of assumptions they explicitly declared,
the sections in which they were declared and the ownership of these assumptions
(if they referred to their own model or to someone else’s work).

2.3.3

Contextual Information

In order to gain more contextual information, each article was assessed for which
of the two ODD specifications had been used, what scientific discipline did the
model belong to and which of ODD’s co-authors was also a co-author on these
articles.
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2.4
2.4.1

Results
General Information

Out of the 65 model descriptions, 17 (26%) used the updated format, whereas
the remaining 48 (74%) used the initial ODD format. This may suggest that,
although the update had been introduced in the previous year, the initial version
of ODD had been sufficient for the majority of researchers employing it. Since
the differences between the two versions are not many (see Appendix A for more
details), one can hypothesise that the researchers had not been interested in
following ODD’s evolution – in making better use of it.
The distribution of articles across scientific disciplines is shown in Figure 2.1. It
is observable that ecology remains the field where ODD has its biggest uptake,
as identified by Grimm et al. in their review of ODD usage [41]. However, the
number of disciplines embracing ODD has increased in comparison with Grimm
et al.’s findings.
Figure 2.2 presents the number of surveyed articles that were co-authored by the
researchers authoring the initial or updated ODD format. If Grimm et al. [41]
found that in 13 out of 87 publications(24%), one of the original co-authors of
ODD, was a co-author. This survey found that 10 articles out of 65 (15%), had
been co-authored by one of the 28 co-authors of the original ODD paper [40],
whereas the additional co-author of the updated version (Eva Rossmanith) had
co-authored one article.

2.4.2

Verification, Validation and Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 2.3 and Table 2.2 present the way the three main topics of verification,
validation and sensitivity analysis were considered in the surveyed papers. We
notice that, out of the 65 papers, in 59 papers (meaning over 90%) the topic of
verification was missing, while validation and sensitivity analysis were missing in
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of reviewed articles across scientific disciplines.
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Figure 2.2: Number of surveyed papers co-authored by ODD’s authors
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Figure 2.3: Verification, validation and sensitivity analysis, in surveyed papers.
Results are listed in Table 2.2
Verification
missing
59 (90.77%)
mentioned 1 (1.54%)
claimed
4 (6.15%)
supported 1 (1.54%)

Validation
39 (60%)
6 (9.23%)
12 (18.56%)
8 (12.31%)

Sensitivity
34 (52.30%)
1 (1.54%)
15 (23.08%)
15 (23.08%)

Table 2.2: Verification, validation and sensitivity analysis, in surveyed papers
almost 40 papers (approximately 60%). The number of articles that provide hard
evidence about these three topics is alarmingly small.
While verification was claimed in four articles (6%), the survey found only one article that provided evidence in support of such claims. With respect to validation,
12 articles claimed it while 8 provided a minimum amount of evidence. Sensitivity analysis was claimed but not supported in 15 articles, whereas in another 15
it was substantiated.

2.4.3

Explicit Assumptions

The way assumptions were declared and used in a number of 10 papers, chosen
arbitrarily, was analysed in more detail.
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Figure 2.4: Declaration of assumptions throughout article sections

A total number of 73 explicit assumptions was identified, across the 10 papers.
Out of the 73, 68 were unique references while 5 times an assumption was repeated. Out of the 10 papers, in only one case was an explicit assumption thoroughly analysed and discussed. Only one explicit assumption was accompanied by
justifying information. Most assumptions were of modelling nature (45), followed
by assumptions regarding experimentation (9); a number of 5 assumptions were
declared as being introduced for simplification purposes, whereas 2 represented
parameter values (for which real values were not available).

With respect to the positioning of assumption declarations, the majority were
defined in the ODD description of the model (53%); 17% of these unique references
occurred in the Materials and Methods section of each paper, following by the
Results section with approximately 10%. The following figures expand on these
results. Figure 2.4 details this aspect.
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2.5

Discussion

This chapter has focused on a subset of SBR articles (the majority published in
journals) that already use a documentation standard – the ODD. Following ODD
is expected to lead towards obtaining easier to reproduce models, but also more
rigorous (since it comes equipped with assurance giving specifications – see Table
A.2). Taking into consideration previous ecological surveys that have emphasised
the persisting problem of V&V not being widely applied in ecological SBR, this
survey aimed if ODD stimulated an improvement in this situation. Additionally,
it assessed a smaller number of articles, in terms of their approach towards making
assumptions explicit.
ODD is becoming more popular; researchers from more domains are beginning
to use it. Part of the authors that proposed it, still use it and propose new
developments, five years after its introduction. However, the above results suggest
that, even if researchers using ODD have taken a step towards a more rigorous
approach to communicating SBR, the majority of efforts fail short of providing
sufficient assurance information.
The fact that in so many articles, a direct reference to verification, validation
or sensitivity analysis is missing, is indeed a problem. Different from previous
surveys, articles were assessed here according to a fuzzy classification. It can be
observed, this way, that a larger number of unsupported claims were made about
V&V and sensitivity analysis (32 in total) whereas supporting evidence was found
in 25 cases.
Verification is the topic that is most often ignored and even when it is claimed (4
times), only once it is accompanied by supporting evidence. Consequently, apart
from the focus on validation, it would be useful to investigate why verification
receives this little attention.
Validation was completely absent as an explicit term, in more than 60% of the
analysed papers. A number of six articles mentioned validation without pursuing
it, due to reasons such as insufficient information; in only one of these articles
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was verification referred to (mentioned, not claimed or supported).
Sensitivity analysis was claimed and substantiated in more articles than validation or verification. This may be partly due to the fact that sensitivity analysis
generates results that can be considered contributions (they represent investigations into the unknown behaviour of the model); as such, it can be more rewarding
to detail results from various sensitivity analysis experiments, than to expand on
how (or if) the simulation has been verified and validated. Another explanation
for this situation is that, in performing sensitivity analysis one does not need
validation data (that is so hard to obtain in some cases) – the model is explored,
rather than tested.
The domain of assumptions can hardly be called under control. There is an average number of 7 references towards assumptions per paper (albeit the variance is
high, the maximum being 17, while the minimum being 2); in only one instance,
an explicit assumption was mentioned in the Discussion section of the article.
Approximately half of the explicit assumptions are declared in the ODD description of the model, however, the remaining half is scattered across the length of
the publication.
Although the survey does not expect that the explicit assumptions identified are
the only one in the assessed articles (only the simplest of models could be composed of 2 assumptions), the focus here was on explicit, recognisable assumptions.
The easier it is to identify a piece of information as an assumption, the higher
the awareness of the reader, reviewer and author. By moving assumptions, from
the implicit domain towards the explicit one, SBR can approach what in SCS is
called assumptions management [81].
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Chapter 3
Safety-Critical Systems and
Structured Argumentation

This chapter introduces the domain of Safety-Critical Systems (SCS), that represents one of pillars of this thesis. SCS deals with the engineering and certification
of systems where failure equates with disastrous consequences e.g. loss of life,
environmental damage. An important interdisciplinary potential exists between
SBR and SCS; SBR can be augmented by the rigour-sustaining tools and techniques developed in SCS, while SCS can benefit from the modelling and simulation
literature generated in so many disciplines employing SBR. The chapter aims to
link the two domains by focusing on structured argumentation (SA), an approach
developed in SCS but, from the author’s perspective, evermore relevant to SBR.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 3.1 defines relevant domain concepts,
Section 3.2 describes what a safety case represents, while Section 3.3 expands
on the relevant SCS concepts of claims, evidence and arguments. Section 3.4
introduces structured argumentation, describing two examples of structuring notations (GSN and Debategraph) and their relation. The chapter is summarised
in Section 3.5. Note that the chapter makes extensive use of Kelly’s seminal work
[54] and the GSN standard [1].
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3.1

Domain Concepts

The domain of SCS has its own ontology and, before addressing the main topic
of structured argumentation, it is useful to define its core domain concepts.
A system can be defined as “a set of things working together as parts of a mechanism or an interconnecting network; a complex whole” [10]. The fabric of a system is not particularly important: in the context of SCS, safety applies equally
to software applications and to systems of equations and procedures that keep a
satellite on the right orbit .
Safety represents “the condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause danger, risk, or injury” [8]. As a property (modifier), it denotes something “designed
to prevent injury or damage” e.g. a safety helmet. The probabilistic nature of
the above definition reflects the limits with which safety can be established: what
separates safety from the complementary “danger, risk or injury” is unavoidably
contextual.
The adjective critical is defined as “having a decisive or crucial importance in the
success or failure of something” [3]. In SCS, success is related to the preservation
of safety. Failure points towards two further concepts: hazard and risk. A hazard
denotes “a potential source of danger” [6], whereas risk implies “the possibility
that something unpleasant or unwelcome will happen” [7]. Hazards need to be
mitigated in order to minimise their associated risks.
From the above definitions it results that, for a system to be safety-critical, it
must be “designed or needing to be fail-safe for safety purposes” [9].

3.2

The Safety Case

An important concept in SCS is that of a safety case. In Kelly’s words, a safety
case communicates “a clear, comprehensive and defensible argument that a sys-
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tem is acceptably safe to operate in a particular context” [54, p.22].
An engineered system that is deemed unsafe should not be used, nor enter mass
production. Consequently, the stakeholders behind the development of a safetycritical system must motivate why their product is safe and they must show how
their claim for safety is adequately supported by evidence – this is the basis for
certification.
The safety case (also known as safety case report) represents the means through
which stakeholders substantiate their safety claim. As such, the safety case delivers an argument (of a particular quality e.g. clear, comprehensive, defensible)
that shows how its authors have concluded that the “system is acceptably safe
from the evidence available” [54, p.22]. Each word of the above definition must
be taken into account. The attribute clear, for example, points towards the subjective dimension of a safety case (and its safety argument): information itself
is useful provided it is communicated in a manner that facilitates understanding
and evaluation. Any argument must also be placed within a context; absolute
safety is unattainable, hence an argument can only aim for the acceptably safe.
Finally, the safety argument should be defensible i.e. justifiable (in both structure and content); the more comprehensive the argument is, the more ground it
has for being defended.
A safety case generally consists of three main types of components: a) safety
requirements and objectives, b) safety evidence, and c) a safety argument that
bridges evidence and requirements (see Figure 3.1). The safety requirements
and objectives dictate the type of safety evidence that must be collected; the
safety argument transforms the implicit (and incomplete) link between evidence,
requirements and objectives, into an explicit and justifiable one.
The safety case represents an unavoidable middle layer in an acceptance process
(see Figure 3.2). Consequently, it represents a “single point of failure”. In fact,
the image depicted by SCS is paradoxical to an extent, and this also due to
the high level of effort required in addressing safety : on one hand, there is
the engineering of highly complicated systems; on the other hand, safety cases
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Figure 3.1: Safety case components (derived from [54, p.25])

Figure 3.2: Phases and deliverables in a SCS life-cycle (abstract view)
communicated in a subjectively argumentative manner, undergoing a subjective,
(albeit expert) evaluation; the process concludes with a binary decision (system
acceptably safe or not) that may bare important consequences. Making good
use of this unavoidable subjectivity, implicitly added by the human factor, is
essential. Here is where the quality of a safety case must be addressed.
The quality of a safety case is directly dependant on the quality of the available
evidence, the clarity of its safety requirements and objectives and that of the
safety argument.

3.3

Claims, Evidence and Arguments

A claim represents “an assertion that something is true”; to claim something
means to “state or assert that something is the case, typically without providing
evidence or proof” [2]. Consequently, in its purest form, a claim is simply an assertion, unsupported by evidence; to accept it represents an act of faith, requiring
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the existence of a belief in its truthfulness (having confidence in something that
is not proved certain). The opposite of an unsupported assertion is a fact (“a
thing that is known or proved to be true” [5]).
The road from claims to facts is necessarily paved with elements that substantiate
the claim’s veracity e.g. evidence, justifications (see Figure 3.3). Evidence is
composed of facts (or information) that indicate “whether a belief or proposition
is true or valid” [4]. Justifications “show” why claims are right or reasonable.
The relation between a claim and the elements that support it may, however,
not be unequivocal. This is why, as a research topic, the organisation and use of
safety evidence has received attention in SCS. Kelly and Hawkings [53] expand
on this topic, emphasising why evidence may not be sufficient in supporting a
claim by itself. Firstly, one has to assess the capability of the evidence type
e.g. derived from testing, analysis, reviewing or field experience, and establish
if a particular type of capability is sufficient in supporting a type of assurance
claim (e.g. a software safety assurance claim). Secondly, the capability of the
evidence instance, to support an assurance claim, needs to be evaluated; it is
possible that software testing provides adequate evidence in supporting a claim,
but a particular test may be inadequate as it may be irrelevant (e.g. if applied
to a different version of the software), be executed in a different context or under
a different set of assumptions, it may not cover all the required properties or
may not contain information to the level of detail required. Finally, but equally
important, authors question the trustworthiness of evidence.
In front of the unknown or uncertain, the acceptance of a partially supported
claim represents an act of trust in the assurance achieved through the supporting
evidence. Assurance is another important (and problematic) concept in SCS.
In addressing the above topics, arguments may be used. A safety argument
must “demonstrate that sufficient assurance in the safety” of the safety-critical
system has been achieved [53]. The safety of a safety-critical system can be
considered an ideal, ideal that cannot be absolutely or objectively established
(hence dotted line in the figure). As shown in Figure 3.1, generating safety
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Figure 3.3: Relation between claims, evidence and facts
evidence is important, but in order to support a claim of safety, a safety argument
is constructed. Building blocks can be other (sub)claims, evidence, justifications.

3.4

Structured Argumentation

The expression of arguments can be achieved both through free-form text, and
structured approaches. The latter approach has received considerable attention
and different methods have been proposed, especially in the domain of SCS e.g.
tabular structures, claim structures, traceability matrices, Bayesian belief networks [54]. Other submissions argument interchange format (AIF) [70] or riskbased argumentation [34].
The chapter proceeds with an introduction of two notations for structuring arguments – the Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) and the Debategraph notation.

3.4.1

The Goal Structuring Notation (GSN)

The Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [1] is a graphical notation for presenting
structured arguments, that has been introduced and developed initially on the
EPSRC-funded ASAM-II project. Building on the Toulmin form for structuring
arguments [85] (i.e. in terms of claims, warrants, backing, rebuttal etc.), GSN
differed by making supporting evidence a first class element. Having established
the basic GSN, the ASAM II efforts were continued by Kelly [54] in order to
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Figure 3.4: Basic GSN notation
provide methods for the construction of goal structures, to clarify the semantics
of elements of the notation, and address deficiencies in GSNs expressive power.
Features: visible decomposition of the chain or reasoning; supporting evidence
represented explicitly in the argument; claims are contextualised.
The main benefit of GSN is claimed to be fact that it improves “comprehension
amongst key stakeholders”, which in turn is expected to “improve the quality of
debate” and also shorten the time needed for reaching agreement on the argument
[1, p.6].

3.4.1.1

GSN Elements and Relation Types

Goal structures/hierarchies are composed of elements e.g. goals, strategies, solutions, contexts, assumptions, justifications (see Figure 3.4), linked through “SupportedBy” or “InContextOf” relations. Elements have a minimum of two boolean
properties: developed and instantiated.
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Goal The goal element represents a claim, expressed in a noun-phrase + verbphrase formula.

Strategy The strategy element declares the reasoning step when decomposing
a goal into subgoals.

Context The context element represents a reference to contextual information
or a statement. It describes the context in which the goal or strategy to which it
is linked should be interpreted. The context defines or constrains the scope of a
claim, and is considered an assertion for the whole argument strand supporting
the claim. “Claims can only be asserted to be true in a specified context” [1,
p.12] as there is no ‘universal validity’ [1, p.28].

Assumption The assumption element contains an “intentionally unsubstantiated statement” which needs to “hold valid” for the interpretation of the goal or
strategy to which it is linked.

Justification The justification is a “statement of rationale”, explaining why
authors consider the linked claim or strategy acceptable. The justification applies
only to the element to which it is linked.

Solution The solution element contains a reference to a piece of evidence, supporting the “truth” of a claim [1].

3.4.1.2

Constructing GSN arguments

The GSN Community Standard, version 1 [1], details two approaches to constructing GSN (safety) arguments: Kelly’s six step top-down approach [54], and
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a complementary bottom-up approach. Apart from specifying how a GSN argument can be built, these two methods also suggest how we can evaluate the quality
of a GSN argument. The GSN standard stipulates as objectives for this notation:
argument clarity, comprehensibility and veracity [1, p.25]; the hierarchical, annotated and evidence-based nature of a GSN argument should substantiate these
three desired traits.
In addition to the above mentioned methods, Hawkins et al. [46] propose “a
clearer way to constructing safety arguments”, oriented on separating the core
(safety) argument from the assurance arguments required in supporting the inferential and evidential relationships of the (safety) argument elements. This
method also requires an extension of GSN beyond its standard [1]; for the purpose of this thesis, we focus only on the six-step method, as this corresponds to
the standard GSN which is supported by the argumentation tools (editors) at our
disposal.

3.4.2

The Debategraph Notation

Debategraph1 is a web-based system providing functionality for recording debates.
Equipped with a visual interface enabling the browsing and collaborative editing
of debates, Debategraph comes with its own debate-mapping notation. This
notation is relevant for our purposes as it has been shown to capture debates
from many domains, including scientific ones.
The notation currently supports 15 types of elements and 13 types of relations2 .
The elements describe the debate content e.g. through positions or supportive
arguments, but also include references to the protagonists 3 involved, the decisions
taken in response to debates issues or tasks that should be addressed by the
debate’s participants. For the purpose of this thesis, we focus only on the elements
that describe the debate content:
1

www.debategraph.org
Inter-element relations are called cross-links in Debategraph
3
Significant actors in a debate, that have recorded arguments.
2
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• Map: starting point for a debate; a map will contain one or more issues;
• Issue: a topic (e.g. question) considered by the debate (map);
• Position: an answer or option concerning a raised issue. Complex positions
are broken up in components;
• Supporting (Opposing) argument: an argument supporting (opposing respectively) a position or another argument;
• Argument group: a set of arguments that are net supportive or opposing;
• Part-argument: a co-premise that can be coupled with other co-premises in
order to support an argument or conclusion.
The set of relations between Debategraph element is rich. We focus again on
those types of relations that are limited strictly to describing the debate content:
• Causation, Consistency and Inconsistency: reflects a causal link between two
elements, two elements are consistent/inconsistent respectively;
• Equivalence, Explanation: the related elements are equivalent, an element explains another element respectively;
• Relevance: a generic way to express that one element is relevant (in an unspecified way) to another;
• Variation: points towards the fact that one element is a variation of another
element.
To differentiate between the many types of elements and relations, Debategraph
uses both shape and colour. Elements are represented as “bubbles” (circles of
different sizes, with a (limited in length) text label overlaying them); colour is used
to differentiate between the existing types of elements. Relations are displayed
as simple (one or two-headed) arrows, differentiation taking place also through
the use of different colours.
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Figure 3.5: Debategraph notation example (bubbles format)

3.4.3

Relating Debategraph to GSN

Table 3.1 shows a parallel between Debategraph and GSN elements. It can be
seen that, in order to express some Debategraph elements and relations, with the
standard GSN, a degree of “engineering” is required. For example, through GSN
we cannot directly place an argument within a specific a specific domain or topic
(i.e. the map and issue Debategraph elements), but we need to create a goal
claiming that a different element (goal or goal structure) is relevant to a domain
or topic.

In terms of relations, Debategraph’s abundance can mainly be accommodated
by the standard GSN through a goal claiming the relation type holds e.g. goal
claiming that consistency of two other goals.

While Debategraph is richer in terms of the relations between elements, GSN
is already a standard [1] applied to no less than SCS. For this reason, and due
to the better support for expressing evidence in GSN, we make use of it for the
reminder of the thesis.
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Debategraph
Elements
map

GSN

goal claiming relevance of a different element,
towards a topic (map) referenced in a context element
issue
the same solution as above
position
top goal
component
goal
supportive / opposing a module containing an entire goal structure
argument
argument group
goal claiming the existence of a group
and referencing out towards each module
part argument
a public goal, goal structure or module
Relations
causation
a goal claiming the existence of a causal link between
two elements defined, if necessary, in separate contexts 1
consistency,
a goal claiming the consistency (respectively
inconsistency,
inconsistency, relevance) of two elements
relevance
defined, if necessary, in separate contexts
explanation,
a strategy can be used as intermediary between
equivalence
the explicandum and explanandum.
Alternatively, the same solution as above (goal claiming
explanation exists and context referring to it)
Table 3.1: Parallel between Debategraph and GSN elements
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3.5

Summary

This chapter has focused on three main concepts: SCS, SA and GSN. We have
shown why the domain is SCS is relevant in the context of this thesis, when
considering SBR. We do not intend to deploy a full-fledged SA, but to customize
GSN for SBR purposes: we need to understand how useful is GSN, in its current
format; to what extent it is readily usable.
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Chapter 4
Case Study
Previous chapters have introduced the domain of this research (SBR), the problem
that we are addressing (accessibility and availability of arguments in SBR) and
our thesis (SA is needed both in conducting rigorous SBR and in communicating
adequately its outcomes). For the remainder of this thesis we will be using a case
study – a published piece of SBR – to address the topics of argument accessibility
and GSN’s capability of capturing argument threads (Chapter 5), GSN’s usage
during research (Chapter 6) and assessing the uncertainty of simulation models
in comparison with the scientific claims derived from them (Chapter 7).
The case study that we are approaching has been selected based on a series of
criteria:
1. it has been published in a reputable journal, consequently it has passed through
a series of thorough reviews;
2. the publication has not been contested and has not been shown as being flawed;
3. the study exemplifies SBR (Section 1.1) through the use of a domain-grounded,
validated IBM;
4. the simulator’s source-code is accessible, upon request; its main author collab-
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orated with us on this research;
5. the study inspires confidence 1 .
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 4.1 provides a brief introduction into the
ecological background of the case study. Section 4.2 describes the plant ecology
case study addressed throughout the remainder of this thesis.

4.1

Ecological Background

Ecology is concerned with the study of interactions among organisms and their
environment. Topics of interest include diversity, competition and facilitation
among organisms and within ecosystems, number and distribution of populations.

4.1.1

The “Holy Grail” of Ecology

Ecology also has a so called “holy grail”; coined in 2002 by Lavorel and Garnier
[57], this highly sought objective consists of uncovering the link between environmental conditions, species traits and community composition. In other words,
understanding how environmental conditions will eventually affect the distribution and abundance of organisms, in accordance with their specific traits.
This objective is both important and hard to achieve as it spans multiple scales
and focuses on features of different nature. Research addressing the “holy grail”
involves sub-fields such as soil science, ecophysiology, population and community
ecology. Depending on the scale of the research, other ecological disciplines may
be involved, e.g. ecosystem ecology, system ecology. Due to this abundance of
domains and information, SBR is becoming an evermore popular approach to
addressing the “holy grail” of ecology.
1

It has been validated, the model and experiments have been thoroughly described so they
can be reproduced.
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One necessity along the path of studying this objective, is that of taking into
account intraspecific variation.

4.1.2

Intraspecific Variation

Intraspecific variation refers to the variation of traits amongst the individuals of
a species, rather than between those of different species. In more detail, a species
can be described in terms of plant traits (e.g. required uptake, death probability).
Plant traits are the bases of differentiation between species: two species will have
different values for a set of traits, situation also known as [interspecific variation].
If the values of traits vary amongst the individuals of a single species, this is
called intraspecific variation.
Many previous research efforts, especially using EBM, have considered individual
variation as not being significant, when looking at larger scale communities. Thus,
mathematical or matrix life-cycle models have implied populations are formed of
identical individuals, differences appearing only from species to species. Such
models have either neglected intraspecific variation, haven’t simulated at population level or have had too strong assumptions.
ABM and SBR are modern prerequisites for studying intraspecific variation.

4.1.3

Plant competition

Competition arises naturally in a system that has bounded resources and two
or more individuals requiring the same types of resources. If each individual
would have its separate, unique niche, competition would not exist or would have
minimal effects.
Competition between plants usually occurs with respect to resources (e.g. water,
nutrients, light) and space. In terms of effects, competition drives species extinction or succession, mapping plant traits to environmental features. Competition
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leads to the “survival of the fittest”.
In ecology, plant competition has been studied for a long period of time, both
experimentally and theoretically, more recently scientists adding plant facilitation
as a complementary and equally important process [26].

4.2

The Case Study

The case study used in this research is a plant ecology study, published in 2007 in
the Journal of Ecological Modelling. Authored by James Bown and collaborators
from the SIMBIOS Centre1 , Macaulay Institute2 and Scottish Crop Research
Institute3 , the study was published in a series of two articles, [23] introducing an
individual-based model and demonstrating its relevance to ecological research,
whereas [64] made use of the model for generating new ecological results. For the
purpose of this thesis, we focus on the first paper [23].

4.2.1

The Model

The plant ecology model proposed in [23] is evolved from Bown’s PhD work [22],
and was initially published in [65]. Adopting a widely used 2D grid spatial layout
and running in discrete time, the model enables the study of plant diversity
throughout space and time.

Purpose The purpose of the model is to allow the study of the contribution of
variation among individuals, to the functioning of ecosystems. “To understand
the structure, dynamics and function of communities within an environment”
[23], by creating a model that combines intraspecific and interspecific variation.
1

SIMBIOS Centre, University of Abertay Dundee, Bell Street, Dundee DD1 1HG, UK
Macaulay Institute, Craigiebuckler, Aberdeen AB15 8QH
3
Invergowrie, Dundee DD2 1RJ
2
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The main objective sought in [23] was to showcase the importance of accounting
for individual variation (also known as “intraspecific variation”); contrary to the
widespread use of mathematical models which treated individuals as homogeneous
masses, Bown et al. [23] provided a validated, biologically-grounded example of
IBM which did not only reproduce familiar ecological patterns, but it suggested
explanatory insights into the relation between structure and function, as mediated
by trait trade-offs.

Entities Two types of entities are represented: plant individuals and spatial
cells.

State Variables Plants are defined in terms of a genotype (defined by 12
directly-parameterizable traits) and a phenotype reflecting the state of the plant
(see Table 4.1). A spatial cell is described by its resource substrate; the corresponding state variables are listed in Table 4.2.

Scales In terms of organisational scales, the model sees the development of
populations of plants sharing the same genotype (clones). In terms of time scales,
a time step represents one day in the real world, and experiments run for 50000
time steps. The environment is formed of spatial cells that correspond to a surface
of 10×10 cm2 in reality; the studied spatial scale varies between 10×10 to 50×50
cells wide (1 to 25 m2 ).

Process overview and scheduling Each time step, plants execute, sequentially, the following processes: resource uptake, resource allocation, development
or reproduction. The model is resource-driven: a single, abstract resource that
fills the environment and replenishes the grid cells at the end of each time step.
Figure 4.1 contains a state diagram depicting the scheduling of the plant and
environment processes.
Initially plants uptake resources from the environment, the acquired quantity
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No.
State variable
Genotype
1 essential uptake
2 requested/essential uptake ratio
3 spatial distribution of uptake
4 compartment partition
5 structural store release rate
6 surplus store release rate
7 time dependent fecundity
8 development dependent fecundity
9 storage/fecundity relation
10 seed dispersal pattern
11 resource shortfall threshold
12 resource shortfall period
13 plant death probability
Phenotype
1 age
2 development stage
3 structural compartment
4 structural store
5 surplus store

Details
Ue (s)
Ur (s)
Du (s)
Ps = 0.8
rt ∈ [0.28, 0.143]
ru ∈ [0.140, 0.153]
Rt
Rd (s)
Rf
Dp
Vt = 0.1
Vp = 5 days
Pd = 0.001
≥0
s ∈ [0, 50]
Ss ≥ 0
St ≥ 0
Su ≥ 0

Table 4.1: Plant state variables

No.
1
2
3
4
5

State variable
resource intake rate
resource release rate
initial resource level
resource saturation level
resource level

Details
Ri.r = 3
Rr.r = 3
Ri.l = 3
Rs.l = 3
r ∈ [0, Rs.l ]

Table 4.2: Resource substrate state variables
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Figure 4.1: Scheduling of plant processes (state diagram)
being a trade-off between the requested amount and the availability of each environment cell. Resources are then distributed amongst the three resource compartments of the plant. If a plant suffered from insufficient resources over a specified
time interval, it will die. Development is a consequence of resource levels in the
general store exceeding a certain threshold, while reproduction may be time or
resource mediated. Plants may also die at the end of a time step, according to
the Pd probability (trait).

Emergence Population dynamics and competition emerge from plant-to-environment
interactions. Plants compete for space and for resources; competition for space
results from the fact that grid cells that cannot be occupied by more than one
plant, operate on a first-come first-served basis, whereas fecund plants disperse
their seeds over their surroundings; competition for resources is caused by the
direct uptake of finite resources from the environment.

Interaction Individuals do not interact directly, but mediated through the environment. The plant life-cycle is driven by the availability of resources, and as
the environment contains is limited in this sense, competition emerges.
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Stochasticity Various individual traits are sampled from normal distributions
of species values. Individuals have a random death probability. Plants disperse
their seeds in random locations positioned in their vicinity. Stochasticity is also
involved in determining the order in which plants disperse their seeds, so that
biases are avoided.

Observation For evaluation, the number of distinct genotypes present within
the environment and the abundance of each of them are recorded.

Initialization The resource substrate of the environment is initialised homogeneously, with all state variables valued at 3 units. With respect to the individuals, a number of 75 plants is generated initially. Each of these has a unique
combination of trait values drawn from the species distributions, while their resource compartments are empty. The values for the plant related state variables
are shown in Table 4.1. These are derived from laboratory observations of the
Rumex acetosa species.
Initialisation may vary between simulations. A unique random number generator
is used, and this can be seeded differently across simulations.

4.2.2

The Experiments

The model proposed in [23] was evaluated based on the genotype-area and genotypeabundance patterns it produced. For the first type of evaluation, experiments
were perform to establish the relation between the diversity of genotypes (number of unique genotypes) remaining at the end of a simulation, and the size of
the 2D environment. Figure 4.2 shows the genotype-area curve obtained in Bown
et al.’s [23] experiments, which is considered as being consistent with standard
species-area curves.
In terms of the relative-abundance distribution of genotypes, the model produces
a familiar lognormal curve, that is said to be “consistent” with (species) lognormal
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Figure 4.2: Genotype-area curve produced by Bown et al’s model (from [23, p.11])
distributions observed for other ecosystems. Since both the genotype-area curve
and the relative-abundance distribution are consistent with the literature, the
model was considered valid.
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Chapter 5
Reverse-Engineering Publications
into GSN Arguments
One of the points of interest of this thesis is the communication of SBR. Motivated by what we call SBR’s argument problem (Section 1.2.4), we aim to see the
accessibility and quality of arguments increase in SBR publications; in particular, we seek to stimulate the use of SA for the construction of SA as primary or
supplementary sources of information accompanying SBR publications. Towards
these objectives, we view the adopting of SA in mainstream SBR as a precursor
to a solution.
There exist a number of notations for developing SA (see Section 3.4) but for the
purpose of this thesis we focus on GSN – a well-established SA notation in the
SCS domain, who’s features1 make it a candidate to structuring SBR arguments.
Moving from SCS to SBR, we need to establish if, in what context and to what
extent is GSN, in its current format [1], adequate for SBR use.
GSN is traditionally used for expressing safety, security or assurance arguments,
that is arguments in favour of a position or claim. Science, however, reflects a
1

GSN is a generic notation: its elements can contain information pertaining to any domain,
including science and SBR.
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networking of ideas that goes beyond the strictly positive affirmation of a (system)
property; ideas are contrasted, opposed or generally related in more ways than
GSN allows for (see Section 3.4.1). Science uses persuasive forms of expression,
not only logical ones. Questions arise then about the scope or applicability of
GSN within a scientific context: can GSN be used to capture the threads of
argument in existing SBR publications? If the standard GSN is not fit for this
task, how would we need to alter it in order to succeed? This is the first objective
of this chapter.
Some researchers have started to demand a higher rigour from SBR publications (see the ODD [40] protocol, addressed in Chapter 2), while the peer-review
system is being generally criticised for its deficiencies, mainly for not efficiently
filtering out flawed publications1 . Through rigorous construction of SA, it may be
possible to address the two issues described above. Assessing how existing SBR
publications map onto GSN is therefore motivated by the potential of identifying
GSN as a solution and a means for improvement.
This chapter explores the level of rigour in existing papers, presenting exemplars
in detail. We study how easy it is to reverse-engineer the arguments of our case
study publication (Chapter 4), assessing the hypothesis that, since scientific articles present peer reviewed, systematic research, the obtained SAs should be clear
and sufficiently supported by evidence. The corollary of the hypothesis is that, if
GSN is appropriate for capturing structured arguments in SBR publications, then
creating GSN diagrams of the arguments should be a seamless mapping process.
In fact, the mapping of a SA in GSN from the SBR publications considered is
not seamless. There are two possibilities: that the arguments are not adequately
expressed in the publications, or the GSN SA is not appropriate for this purpose.
We explore both alternatives.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 5.1 motivates the need for clear, evidencebased SBR arguments, while Section 5.2 describes the reverse-engineering ap1

We can argue that peer-review deficiencies are also due to the current plain-text format of
publications, which often lack accessible, structured arguments.
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proach we developed; Section 5.3 exemplifies the reverse-engineering approach
through as applied to our case study.

5.1

The Need for Clear, Evidence-Based SBR
Arguments

We have argued that SBR and its publications, in general, manifest a so called
argumentation problem (Section 1.2.4). Albeit it can be said that science learns
also from mistakes, it is far more important to have solid, sound research, putting
forward clear, compelling arguments even in situations when the difficulty (or
complexity) of the published research represents a certain challenge.
To discuss about the need for clear, evidence-based arguments requires a set
of clarifications. Firstly, structured argumentation has only been used for SBR
purposes in a number of publications, first-authored by Fiona Polack or Teodor
Ghetiu; currently there is no edifying body of SA research within SBR. Secondly,
it is important to note that the structure of information is comparably as important as its actual content. While this thesis does not delve into the formalism
of language formation or related topics e.g. grammar, we emphasise through
a simple example that plain text can efficiently present concise, well-structured
information (Section 5.1.1), but that this relation does not scale up to research
articles (Section 5.1.2).

5.1.1

Clearly Structured Information: A Definition

For this exercise, we choose a succinct piece of information, that is straightforward
to structure: a definition is a good enough example. Let us study the definition
of an assurance case, a concept relevant to this thesis. The assurance case has
been defined as “a reasoned and compelling argument, supported by a body of
evidence, that a system, service or organisation will operate as intended for a
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properties: reasoned and compelling
Assurance case
= Argument

supported by: body of evidence
a system
claiming that: a service
an organisation

will operate
as intended
for a deﬁned application
in a deﬁned environment

Figure 5.1: Decomposition of assurance case definition

defined application in a defined environment”[1, par 0.2.2].

Assuming we are unfamiliar with the domain of SCS and this definition is providing novel information, how should we understand it, “compile” it? While not
seeking a unique answer, we can simply decompose the definition in the manner
presented in Figure 5.1, based on the relations between its concepts (and not
their accurate semantic). An assurance case is thus a supported argument, of
an explicitly defined quality, addressing a contextualised1 claim of noun – verb
nature.

Although the assurance case definition is written in plain text, it reflects a metastructure, a conceptual organisation2 , which can be said to reflect the structured
thinking of its authors3 . The conclusion is simple and not innovative:

well-structured, concise information can be efficiently presented
through plain text 4 .

1

Contextualisation is achieved through the properties underlying the verb ‘will operate’
enhanced by parsimony
3
Expressed also in, and stimulated through their work on structured argumentation.
4
Poets and writers have often shown the power of words.
2
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5.1.2

Why research articles are more problematic

A definition is a concise piece of information, encapsulating one meaning. In the
above assurance case definition, no term could be omitted with harm:if we leave
out the two qualities, the argument might as well be erratic; if we leave out the
‘supported by’ attribute, it could be understood that an incomplete (unsolved)
assurance case would be sufficient for certifying a SCS; if we do not mention
what claim the argument addresses or we do not contextualise this claim, then
the argument would be ill-scoped, requiring an excessive level of induction. Let
us note that the approach for structuring the definition is ad hoc (classifying and
relating the concepts) and it does not directly use GSN, although the awareness
of GSN has helped (especially GSN’s context element).
If the above conclusion regarding plain text holds in the small, does it hold in the
large? If a short message conveying one meaning can be efficiently “serialized”,
can the efficiency be maintained in the large, when the message spans over the
length of an entire research publication and a varied set of positions is expressed?
The earlier discussion on ODD and the peer-review system should point towards
an optimistic it depends answer.
Our view is that the length of the publication only sets the scene, whereas the
(difficult) topic of SBR instantiates it (as will be shown in the Chapter 7). A
research paper does not have the same aim as that of a definition; while the
definition needs to unequivocally clarify the meaning of a concept, the purpose of
a research paper is to convey a contribution which is acceptably incomplete1 with
respect to an ideal which may not even be explicit (or scoped). If in a definition,
every word, every concept must be accounted for, how different is the situation
in a research article! If dictionaries represent sorted collections of unequivocal
definitions, then how different are the expectations for scientific journals and
proceedings? If one will use a dictionary for clarifying the meaning of a term,
how much more varied is the set of purposes for which someone will access a
scientific publication!
1

Knowledge is forever open; we will always have work to do [62].
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The length and purpose of a piece of information are important. A research
paper cannot fit into a paragraph, in the same manner as a concise definition
can. Conversely, once there is sufficient room for a larger, complicated piece of
information, we may not see the woods for the trees i.e. the concise, compelling
scientific argument (if it exists).

5.2

GSN Reverse-Engineering Method

Knowing that GSN is a SA notation standardised within the SCS domain [1],
being used for structuring safety, security and assurance cases of high1 rigour, it
is relevant to see what we can find out about SBR arguments, through GSN’s
perspective. In other words, how well do SBR arguments fit the GSN format.
We also study the use of GSN for developing repositories of scientific arguments,
in a similar manner as there currently exist databases of scientific abstracts and
publications. Since scientific arguments are traditionally not first-class elements
in research publications 2 .
In order to address these topics, we need a method to go from the plain text of
SBR publications, to the GSN structures: to reverse-engineer the publications
into GSN diagrams. The interesting part is that this activity is what any peerreviewer, formally or informally must do: to identify and evaluate the scientific
arguments and evidence put forward by a publication. Since we cannot conceive
of a scientific publication that does not consist of at least one argument (its
premises being its results, while its conclusions being its claimed contributions),
those involved in peer-reviewing should be well-experienced in reverse-engineering
and assessing arguments.
1

Ideally; in reality, there are examples of GSN safety cases that were poorly constructed,
leading towards catastrophic failures e.g. [43]
2
Neighter abstracts nor research papers deliver explicit, structured arguments (on a regular,
systematic basis).
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5.2.1

Motivation of an Approach

The GSN standard [1] describes two methods for constructing GSN arguments: i)
a top-down approach (Kelly’s 6-step method [54]) and ii) a bottom-up approach
(adaptation of the top-down approach, comprising 7 steps). There is, however,
no guidance on how to use GSN for reverse-engineering existing publications
into structured arguments. If we were to perform this action without a method,
then the procedure could be summarised through a subjective process of reading,
‘understanding’ the publication and structuring its arguments according to the
two approaches.
The outcome of such an ad-hoc approach would be limited in the sense that it
would not benefit from the added confidence of having followed a method, nor
would there be a guarantee of its repeated success. Let us look in more detail
into what using the two argument construction methods, for reverse-engineering
GSN arguments, implies.

5.2.1.1

Using The Top-Down GSN Argument Construction Method

Reverse-engineering a publication through the 6-steps method implies:
1. identify goals: the GSN user will decide1 , upon scanning through the article2 , which are the claims put forward by the publication. Since the formulation
of step 1 does not refer to “top-goals”, the GSN user will decide which goals
to start with (or rather identify all goals?). In addition, the GSN user will
decide upon the most compelling formulation for each goal ’s statement.
2. define basis of goals: The GSN standard requires any unclear term of a goal
statement to be clarified within context elements, apart from the purpose of the
statement which will be addressed through the supporting sub-argument e.g. if
the goal claims that “System X is safe”, then “safe” – the purpose of the claim
1
2

“identify” [1, Sec. 2.3.2]
Its Abstract, Introduction and Conclusion sections.
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– will be defined by the underlying argument [1, par. 2.3.3.5]. The GSN user
will decide which terms should be defined in context elements and which will
be addressed through the goal structure.
3. identify strategy used to support goals: the GSN user should identify the
reasons that were put forward in favour of each goal ’s truth (or how the goals
were substantiated);
4. define basis for strategy: the same applies here as in step 2 (identifying the
bases of the goals);
5. elaborate strategy: the GSN user should identify the goal statements that
follow from the strategy; the GSN user should repeat steps 1 – 5 until lowestlevel goals can be directly supported by evidence;
6. identify solutions: the GSN user should identify the information that was
used as supporting evidence for lowest-level goals.
Any realistic reverse-engineering based on using this method requires that the
GSN user familiarises itself with the publication (i.e. reads it and tries to understand its essence). The GSN user, familiarised with SCS arguments, might be
surprised by the lack of context information or strategies; additionally, confusion
might be raised by the double meaning of terms such as “assumption” (which can
be a modelling assumption or an argument assumption) and “purpose” which can
mistaken for a goal instead of the context of a claim. Table 5.1 lists the type of
information that should be associated with each GSN element, and what should
be avoided in a SBR context.

5.2.1.2

Using The Bottom-Up GSN Argument Construction Method

Reverse-engineering a publication through the 7-steps, bottom-up method is also
possible. This method requires that the GSN user establishes the top claim(s),
after which the GSN user should identify the items of evidence provided by
the publication and establish what can be claimed for them e.g. in SCS, if
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GSN elem.
goal
strategy
solution
context
justification
assumption

SCS
claim needing substantiation
e.g. “System X is safe”
how to decompose goals
e.g. “Argue over all hazards”
supporting evidence e.g.
“Fault-tree analysis table”
definition of terms or
reference to information
motivation of goal or
strategy adequacy
condition for goal or
strategy adequacy

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

SBR
(scientific) claim
research purpose
(scientific) reasoning
experimental approach1
-=algorithm, math. solution
-=loose uses of “context”
explanation or justification
Purpose
-=modelling assumption

Table 5.1: Relation between GSN elements in SCS use, and what should (not)
be used in scientific GSN arguments.
the top claim was that a system was safe for operation, this phase would require
“obviously to ascertain what evidence for system safety exists, and precisely what
can be claimed for it”[1, par 2.4.2.1]. The remaining 6 steps of the method could
be “translated” into what the GSN user should or would, but it is not the
purpose of this thesis to continue this line of work.
Rather than assuming that the GSN user will be able to effectively go through
the steps of the top-down or bottom-up method, and produce GSN arguments
that adequately reflect the publication’s arguments (rather than the GSN user’s
interpretation of those arguments), we study the use of a brute-force reverseengineering method. While this still maintains a degree of subjectivity, it has the
added benefit that it will process, methodically, each piece of information within
the publication.

5.2.2

The Reverse-Engineering Method

In order to identify the argument structures as they emerge from the plain text
document, we investigate a brute-force approach. This is aimed at accounting for
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each phrase within the document and, even more, for each statement (or GSN
element) within each phrase. Analysing publications in a sequential, brute-force
manner can provide insights into the scattered nature of scientific arguments (due
to the absence of explicit, first class, SA).
The method we propose here is iterative, a process composed of two groups of
activities: activities applicable to each section of a publication and activities
applicable to the whole publication.
Activities addressing the section level:
1. segment the publication into paragraphs and phrases;
2. segment the phrases into statements;
3. classify each statement;
4. insert statements into GSN arguments;
5. assemble the GSN arguments;
Cross-section (whole publication) level activities:
6. substantiate GSN arguments with away elements;
7. assess the resulting GSN arguments.
Figure 5.2 depicts a process of applying these GSN reverse-engineering activities.
Activities 1 to 5 can be applied to each section of the analysed publication; they
could be sequentially applied, from Abstract to Conclusions, the end of this phase
marking the passage towards activity 6.
For reasons of efficiency, however, we suggest applying the above activities in a
gradual, incremental manner. The GSN user could start by reverse-engineering
the Abstract and the Conclusions sections; these initial arguments will guide the
rest of the reverse-engineering process e.g. will lead to the reverse-engineering of
the whole or part of the Introduction and Results sections. The process would
continue and move towards reverse-engineering other sections as needed (in fact,
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2
Segment phrases into
statements
1

3

Segment text into
paragraph / phrases

Classify statements (into
GSN element types)

5

4

Assemble GSN
arguments

Insert statements into
GSN diagrams

6

7

Substantiate arguments
with away elements

Assess GSN arguments

Figure 5.2: Overview of the GSN reverse-engineering method
this gradual approach can be applied to steps 1 to 5 also i.e. only parts of a
section being reverse-engineered, as needed). Figure 5.3 reflects this approach.
In detailing each activity, the author turns to the case study and the Introduction
section of [23], noting that a more extensive exploration of [23] is provided in
Section 5.3.

5.2.2.1

Activity 1: Segment Article into Phrases

The first activity is a necessary must, for this is a bottom-up approach and we
want to take into consideration each phrase written in the article. In performing
this segmentation, the GSN user does not need to pay attention to the significance
of each phrase. We can use tabular structures to facilitate this process: using
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GSN RE

GSN RE

Abstract

Conclusions

GSN RE

GSN RE

Introduction

Results

GSN RE

GSN RE

Method

Parametrisation

Figure 5.3: Potential approach to gradually applying the GSN reverse-engineering
activities
Par. Phr. Text
1
1
“There exists a considerable literature [...] (2002)”
1
2
“In spite of [...] (Mouquet et al., 2002)”
Table 5.2: Activity 1 example
a separate table for each article section and inserting each phrase in a new row,
recording in addition to the text, its paragraph number and phrase number.
To briefly exemplify this activity, we look at how the first two phrases from
[23]’s Introduction can be processed. Table 5.2 depicts the development of the
tabular structure. After the completion of this activity, each phrase has a unique
identifier, composed of its section, paragraph and phrase number e.g. the first
phrase can be identified as phrase 1 1.1.

5.2.2.2

Activity 2: Segment Phrases into Statements

The second activity derives from GSN’s rule: a goal should only contain a single
claim; phrases often encapsulate multiple claims (together with other types of
elements). Here we go through each of the table rows (phrases) and identify
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Par. Phr. Sta. Text
1
1
a
“There exists a considerable literature based on both
the structure and function of biological communities”
1
1
b
“with a particular focus on exploring the link between
the two, e.g. [...] Mouquet et al. (2002)”
1
2
a
“In spite of a considerable effort to seek general relations
between species richness and function, e.g. productivity”
1
2
b
“no such generalisations have been found”
1
2
c
“and it is now [...] (Mouquet et al., 2002)”
Table 5.3: Activity 2 example
composite statements. We separate these up, inserting the additional statements
in subsequent rows and assigning them unique identifiers e.g. Latin characters,
as Table 5.3 shows.
In our example, we have separated the first phrase into two statements that
constitute separate claims: [23]’s authors first claim the existence of a reality or
fact (a “considerable literature” in this case), then they claim the existence of a
state or property concerning the previously mentioned fact (in this case, the fact
that the “considerable literature” has a particular focus). Here it can be observed
that activity 2 is interlinked with activity 3: we need to have a good idea about
the kind of content that constitutes a statement (and here GSN’s elements are
our guideline for what kind of statements to seek), so that we know where to
draw the line between a composite phrase and a “simply long” one.
Having mentioned that GSN’s element provide a fist guideline in this process,
we provide a second aid. In Figure 5.4. we sketch a map of types of relevant
information that the GSN user (Me) is expected to find when reverse-engineering
a publication. Obtained during the reverse-engineering of our case study (Section
5.3) and of other publications, Figure 5.4 tells that, through the process of reverseengineering a publication, the GSN user observes the content put forward by
the publication’s authors (Them). By claiming, describing, justifying, etc., this
content can refer to the authors themselves, their work, others or others’ work,
but also to an aspect of reality (fact/state) or theory for which agency has not
been specified.
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Figure 5.4: Relations between the GSN user (Me) and the observed structure of
the publication.
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While not suggesting that claims should receive a different treatment, depending
on their focus (e.g a reality or a concept), Figure 5.4 should firstly help the GSN
user consider all relevant claims (i.e. not overlooking claims about a theory or
someone’s work, that may seem not important); in addition, this differentiation
between claims could help us develop an agency-wise understanding into the claim
structure of a SBR publication: what is the percentage of claims concerning the
authors’ and their work, compared with that referring to others, or to realities
and concepts of unspecified agency? Are there radical biases towards one type
of claim or another? For each type, what is the percentage of substantiated,
justified and contextualised claims?

5.2.2.3

Activity 3: Classify Statements

The objective is to classify statements into the six types of GSN elements (Section
3.4.1.1); as papers are not plain text representations of structured arguments, but
combine descriptive passages with reasoning and evidence, this activity carries a
degree of subjectivity. There are questions that need to be addressed here: where
should the line be drawn between a composite phrase and a single statement
phrase? Should a statement be classed in only one category (type of element) or
in more? How should be text that does not seem to correspond to any of the six
GSN elements (e.g. editorial information) be treated?
In order to provide answers, we return to Figure 5.4. We suggest that the best
way to go about this classification process is to pursue it from the GSN user’s
point of view: we (the GSN user) will not be able to exactly capture [23]’s
authors’ intended argument and trying to do this can actually prove too costly;
the alternative is to classify statements according to what we perceive them as
being e.g. a claim remains a claim, even if it is supported by evidence; if something
seems to be a “factual statement”, this still represents a claim that can be justified
or supported by evidence. We can treat any statement contained in the paper
as a claim, unless it is obviously a different GSN element. The GSN user will
decide the type of the statement and the granularity of phrases.
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Par.
1
1
1
1
1

Phr.
1
1
2
2
2

Sta.
a
b
a
b
c

Text
“There exists [...] communities”
“with [...] Mouquet et al. (2002)”
“In spite of [...] productivity”
“no such generalisations have been found”
“and it is now [...] (Mouquet et al., 2002)”

Type
claim
claim
claim
claim
claim

Table 5.4: Activity 3 example, first iteration
Returning to our example, a first iteration of the reverse engineering process could
yield the classification shown in Table 5.4. Using the above rule – if a statement
is not obviously a different type of element, then it is a claim, put forward by
the authors (Them) – all the five statements can be classed as claims or GSN
goals. Another reason motivates the focus on claims: in GSN, goals and strategies
represent the building blocks of hierarchical arguments (the only elements that
can be SupportedBy).
What we have segmented and classified in Table 5.4 is still too coarse-grained to
constitute adequate GSN. Statements 1.1.a could be further decomposed into two
separate claims, whereas statement 1.1.b contains additional information (“e.g.
Naeem and Li (1997) [...] and Mouquet et al. (2002)”) that goes beyond the noun
+ verb phrase specification of a goal element. Similar observations can be made
for phrase 1.2 and its statements. A second iteration of this activity should see
the additional information being (completely or partially) separated out; activity
4 constitutes another opportunity for further separating statements, crystallising
them into concise GSN elements.

5.2.2.4

Activity 4: Insert Statements into GSN Arguments

The fourth activity is open to even more degrees of freedom. The GSN user
should identify the relation between the statement to be inserted and the developing GSN argument. Since it cannot be assumed1 that the first statement within
a paper is also the (or a) top claim, and that subsequent statements substantiate
1

Nor expected.
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it, this activity should allow the argument structures to emerge.
There can be cases when it is not obvious in what type of relation should a new
statement be appended to an existing argument. Also, since the publication is
composed of sections, we need to decide if the reverse-engineering phase should
attempt the construction of one GSN argument per section, multiple arguments
per section or should there be other criteria for deciding where to stop an argument and where to start another.
To facilitate the execution of this activity, we use GSN’s modular extension [1,
Annex B1]. A GSN module encapsulates one argument; through modularisation,
argument reuse is enabled, while the visualisation of complicated arguments is
simplified. In our case, however, we do not know in advance how many arguments the reverse-engineering process will generate, hence we can start with a
module for each section of the publication. Moreover, to reflect the separation of
ideas into phrases and paragraphs, we similarly reverse-engineer the publication’s
content firstly into separate GSN elements, with only obvious InContextOf and
SupportedBy relations between them, then assemble these into more complicated
(consolidated) ‘paragraph’ and ‘section’ arguments (as presented in Activity 5).
In instantiating GSN elements, it has to be noted that the we are not following
all GSN standard specifications. Goals, for example, are filled with more than
the noun phrase + verb phrase specified by the standard. In order to respect
the standard altogether, after classifying the statements (Activity 3) we would
need an additional phase of normalising the statements, by extracting the exact
content appropriate for a GSN element. In a follow-up study, this alternative
could be assessed. In this effort, however, the aim is to be 1) as objective as
possible by 2) altering as little as possible the original text, so that we will
not create the need for further assuring the reader about the adequacy of our
‘normalisations‘ or adaptations. The reader of GSN arguments obtained from
the reverse-engineering process should be able to reconstruct the core text of the
article from which content is assessed.
Because GSN elements require unique identifiers, we choose to instantiate these
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with encoded texts reflecting the location of the statement they are encapsulating.
In doing so, we use the following encoding:

hGSN element typei hSection identifieri hParagraph numberi.hPhrase
numberi[hStatement identifieri]

meaning that inserting the first statement into a GSN diagram will lead to the
creation of a goal element with identifier G 1 1.1.a and summary containing the
statement’s text. Figure 5.5 exemplifies the result of a first iteration of this
activity.

In Figure 5.5, we have extracted three more elements, in addition to the five
claims: two solutions (Sn 1 1.1.b and Sn 1 1.2.c) and a context (C 1 1.2.a). The
information contained in Sn 1 1.1.b substantiates claim G 1 1.1.b, hence they
can be connected with a SupportedBy relation; in addition, because statement
1 1.2.b contains a claim (G 1 1.1.b) and a single solution, both GSN elements
can use the ‘1 1.2.b’ identifier. Note that although G 1 1.1.a and G 1 1.1.b
are part of the same phrase, these cannot be connected through any of the two
relations described by the GSN standard, although the second claim (G 1 1.1.b)
makes reference to the subject of the first claim (the “considerable literature”);
accordingly, at this stage we can only leave them as separate goal elements.

Looking at phrase 1 1.2, we find that the lack of a standard GSN relation between
claims, observed in the previous phrase, is repeated. Although the claims refer to
the same “effort” and “general relations”, they do not substantiate each other1
hence the only available standard relation between GSN goals – the SupportedBy
relation – cannot be applied. We are left with three separate claims. Table 5.5
presents the result of a second iteration of this activity.

1

In fact, claim G 1 1.2.a is a condition for stating G 1 1.2.b and G 1 1.2.c and should
consequently be defined also as a GSN assumption.
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G 1_1.1.a

G 1_1.1.b

There exists a considerable
literature based on both the
structure and function of biological
communities

with a particular focus on
exploring the link between the
two

Sn 1_1.1.b
e.g. Naeem and Li
(1997), Yachi and
Loreau (1999),
Schwartz et al. (2000)
and Mouquet et al.
(2002)
C 1_1.2.a
General relations between
species richness and
function: e.g. productivity

G 1_1.2.a
Considerable effort to seek general
relations between species richness
and function

G 1_1.2.b

G 1_1.2.c

No such generalisations
have been found

It is now believed that such
relations, if they exist, depend on
the phenotypic response of species
to different environmental contexts

Sn 1_1.2.c
(Mouquet et
al., 2002)

Figure 5.5: Activity 4: converting the first two phrases into GSN elements
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Par.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Phr.
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

Sta.
a
b
b
a
a
b
c
c

Text
“There exists [...] communities”
“with [...] Mouquet et al. (2002)”
“e.g. Naeem [...] Mouquet et al. (2002)”
“In spite of [...] function”
“e.g. productivity”
“no such generalisations have been found”
“and it is now [...] two ”
“(Mouquet et al., 2002)”

Type
claim
claim
solution
claim
context
claim
claim
solution

Table 5.5: Activity 4 example, second iteration
5.2.2.5

Activity 5: Assemble Arguments

This is an activity that can be applied on multiple levels; as Figure 5.5 suggests,
we need to first assemble ‘phrase’ arguments, then assemble these into ‘paragraph’
arguments and, if possible, proceed to higher levels of organisation e.g. ‘section’
arguments. Consequently, the goal of this activity is that of interlinking the
separate GSN goals previously inserted in a GSN diagram. If in activity 4 we
only used the two standard GSN relations, here we go a step further and propose
a series of new relations, represented in Figure 5.6, with the aim of leaving no
GSN goal unconnected:

• CoupledWith: between two GSN elements mapping to two adjacent statements
within a phrase e.g. G 1 1.1.a and G 1 1.1.b;
• FollowsFrom: between the last (or any) GSN element from one phrase and a
GSN element mapping to the first statement within the following phrase e.g. G
1 1.1.b and G 1 1.2.a;
• InconsistentWith: between two GSN goal elements who’s claims point towards
an inconsistent (or contradictory) state of facts e.g. G 1 1.2.a and G 1 1.2.b;
note that, as in Debategraph (Section 3.4.2), this relation is different from an
OpposedBy.
• PartSupportedBy: between a GSN goal and another goal or solution that are
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CoupledWith

InconsistentWith

FollowsFrom

PartiallySupportedBy

Figure 5.6: New types of GSN relations
believed by the GSN user to provide a degree of support, the relation being less
compelling than the SupportedBy. We suggest leaving goals supported through
this type of relation, in an undeveloped state, to further emphasise that it is not
sufficient.

Note that CoupledWith and FollowsFrom have a narrative rather than logic purpose: they record how the text was written. In a different context, we could
imagine these being replaced by ConsistentWith and (Part)SupportedBy, however, for the purpose of reverse-engineering plain text, the role of these two relations is limited. At the other end, InconsistentWith and PartSupportedBy have
clear connotations.
Figure 5.7 depicts one possible result of activity 5. The non-standard GSN argument presented here exposes the difficulty of reverse-engineering an SBR publication into GSN arguments, through a brute-force approach. Note that the
InconsistentWith relation can be formulated between goals at any hierarchical
level within a GSN diagram; the vertical arrangement of goals G 1 1.2.b and
G 1 1.2.c above G 1 1.2.a is only due to spatial constraints, and should not be
understood as reflecting a hierarchy in the manner of SupportedBy relations.
Strategies can be employed for further assembling arguments, for example SupportedBy relations can be used between goals that state the existence of a reality
or concept, and goals that claim a property of this reality or concept. Figure 5.9
exemplifies this strategy on the first three sentences of [23]’s introduction; here G
1 1.1.b is SupportedBy G1 1.1.a because first the “considerable literature” must
exist, and then something can be claimed about it; similarly for G 1 1.3 being
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G 1_1.2.b

G 1_1.2.c

No such generalisations
have been found

It is now believed that such
relations, if they exist, depend on
the phenotypic response of species
to different environmental contexts

C 1_1.2.a
General relations between
species richness and
function: e.g. productivity

G 1_1.1.b

G 1_1.1.a
There exists a considerable
literature based on both the
structure and function of biological
communities

A

G 1_1.2.a

with a particular focus on
exploring the link between the
two

Considerable effort to seek general
relations between species richness
and function

Sn 1_1.2.c

Sn 1_1.1.b
e.g. Naeem and Li
(1997), Yachi and
Loreau (1999),
Schwartz et al. (2000)
and Mouquet et al.
(2002)

(Mouquet et
al., 2002)

Figure 5.7: Activity 5: connecting GSN elements into a ‘paragraph’ argument
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Top claim
Context
System/concept
<X>

System/concept <X>
has a property <Y>

Existence claim

Property claim

System/concept <X>
exists

Property <Y> exists

Property
solution
Evidence of
<Y>'s
existence

Figure 5.8: Property existence GSN pattern
supported by G 1 1.2.b and G 1 1.2.c.
Going further, we can extract a GSN pattern that reflects the above strategy.
Figure 5.8 exposes what we call the Property existence pattern. Note that the
two SupportedBy relations marked with an empty circle represent optional links
[1, Appendix 1]. The Existence claim and Property claim goals constitute the
starting point for potential sub-arguments. Finally, the GSN elements need to be
instantiated (the abstract entities hXi and hYi need to be replaced with references
towards concrete systems, concepts or properties), as emphasised by the triangle
shape underlying each of them.
At the end of this activity, it is recommended that all top goals in a paragraph
argument are aligned horizontally; all top goals should be equally important.

5.2.2.6

Activity 6: Substantiate GSN elements with their away correspondents

This aim of this activity is to interconnect the ‘paragraph’ arguments obtained
in the previous activity; for this there are two possibilities: replacing or substantiating as many elements as possible, with their away correspondents. We opt
for the latter option, so that we preserve the original sequence of GSN elements.
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C 1_1.3

G 1_1.3

Important: in both
structure, and structure–
function relations

Variation in behavioural
responses to environment is
important

C 1_1.2.a
General relations between
species richness and
function: e.g. productivity

G 1_1.2.b

G 1_1.2.c

No such generalisations
have been found

It is now believed that such
relations, if they exist, depend on
the phenotypic response of species
to different environmental contexts

G 1_1.2.a

Sn 1_1.2.c

Considerable effort to seek general
relations between species richness
and function

(Mouquet et
al., 2002)

G 1_1.1.b
with a particular focus on
exploring the link between the
two

G 1_1.1.a
There exists a considerable
literature based on both the
structure and function of biological
communities

Sn 1_1.1.b
e.g. Naeem and Li
(1997), Yachi and
Loreau (1999),
Schwartz et al. (2000)
and Mouquet et al.
(2002)

Figure 5.9: Activity 5: further assembling the ‘paragraph’ argument firstly depicted in Figure 5.7
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For increased efficiency, we process the publication in a backwards manner, from
the Conclusions towards the Introduction.
Looking at the two phrases we have been analysing, we observe two unsubstantiated goals: G 1 1.1.a and G 1 1.2.b. These are connected through PartSupportedBy relations to Sn 1 1.1.b and Sn 1 1.2.c respectively; the reason for not using
SupportedBy is that the text is vague in both cases: it is not clear if the solutions support only their adjacent claim (G 1 1.1.b and G 1 1.2.c respectively) or
all claims within their corresponding phrase. Because we are looking at the first
phrases within the publication, there are no away GSN elements that can be used
to substantiate them, at this stage. Progressing through the publication, we may
find such supporting elements or we may find that these will remain unsupported
claims.

5.2.2.7

Activity 7: Assess the resulting GSN arguments

Here we look for the top goals of the resulting GSN arguments. We also look
for the existence and positioning of validity claims. Finally, we take into consideration the unsubstantiated claims composing the Abstract, and the claims
constituting the Conclusions section of the case study. Since up to now we have
only looked at only the introductory phrases in [23], this activity will be further
exemplified in the following section (Section 5.3.5).

5.3

Case Study Example

In this section, we apply the above method to our case study (Section 4.2). In
doing so, the author focuses on activities 4 to 7. It is worth reiterating, however,
that subjectivity is implicit in all the activities, bar the first.
According to Figure 5.3, the first step we take is to reverse-engineer the Abstract
(Section 5.3.1), followed by addressing the Conclusions (Section 5.3.2). Since con-
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trasting the arguments corresponding to these two pivotal sections, and knowing
that the Abstract’s claims will not be substantiated, the process shall proceed
with substantiating the Conclusion claims, this motivating the gradual reverseengineering of other sections of the case study e.g. the Results or “Predicted
Patterns of Diversity” section (Section 5.3.3).
The following subsections are named after the sections found in [23].

5.3.1

Abstract

The Abstract makes seven1 “promises” (unsubstantiated claims or goals). G
A 1.1 to G A 1.3.b point towards the Introduction (the background literature)
of the paper, G A 1.4 to C A 1.6 towards the Modelling approach and Sample
parametrisation sections, whereas G A 1.8 to G A 1.9b towards the Predicted
patterns and Conclusion sections. Figure 5.10 reflects this arrangement2 , whereas
Figure C.1 proposes a linear arrangement, where goal hierarchies are only due to
SupportedBy relations.
In obtaining these figures, activity 5 required the use of three of the new relations:
FollowsFrom, CoupledWith and InconsistentWith. Statements A 1.5 and A 1.6
were classified as GSN contexts as they describe (or clarify) two terms from
G A 1.4: individuals and “physiologically based” respectively; they could have,
however, be left as unsubstantiated goals. It was our subjective decision to use
the context representation.

1

In Figure C.3 we identify eleven “promises”; note that G A 1.4 can be further divided into
three separate claims; meaning that we actually can identify thirteen unsubstantiated goals.
2
Note that this is not the only compact arrangement of GSN elements that we can suggest.
Figure C.2 provides an even more compact arrangement, based on the use of PartSupportedBy
relations.
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Figure 5.10: GSN representation of [23]’s Abstract (compact arrangement); alternative to Figure C.2
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Biodiversity is generally
accepted to include both within
species and between species
variation

G A_1.1

The contribution to the
functioning of ecosystems of
variation among individuals should
be accounted for

PartiallySupportedBy

FollowsFrom

We identify the importance of
physiological trade-offs at the
individual level in promoting
diversity

InconsistentWith

Physiologically based: Estimates
for the variation in the
parameter values are obtained
from experiments conducted on
the species Rumex acetosa.

We identify the sensitivity of
genotype richness to the degree of
similarity of individuals in the
community

G A_1.9.b

Simulations are performed to predict
the form of the relative abundance
distribution, and the dependence of
the predicted number of coexisting
genotypes on patch area (the
genotype–area curve)

Individuals: defined in terms of
measurable parameters that
relate environmental context to
phenotype and in this sense
define the genotype
C A_1.6

C A_1. 7

G A_1.9.a

G A_1.8
We find that the predicted forms of
the abundance distribution and
genotype–area curve are
indistinguishable from those
measured at the species level

C A_1.5

We present a model for the
dynamics of individuals that is
physiologically based and spatially
explicit

G A_1.4

CoupledWith

Less is known about the patterns of
individual diversity and their
relation to ecosystem context and
community function

Very little is known about
patterns of diversity below the
species level

G A_1.2

G A_1.3.b

G A_1.3.a
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J 5_1.4
As a test of the feasibility
and validity of the
approach

J
G 5_1.4.a

G 5_1.4.b

G 5_1.4.c

The model is parameterised
using data that characterises the
intraspecific variation for the
species R. acetosa

and is used to predict the
form of the abundance
distribution

and the relation between
the number of individual
types and patch size

C 5_1.2
Individuals are characterised in
terms of physiological traits that
govern the lifecycle dynamics
and the interaction between
individuals and the environment

G 5_1.1
C 5_1.3
We introduce a framework for studying
the impact of variation on the structure
and diversity of communities that does
not rely on making a distinction between
intra- and interspecific variation

The approach
incorporates measured
variation in physiological
traits of individuals.

Figure 5.11: Reverse-engineering the first phrases in [23]’s Conclusion

5.3.2

Conclusions

Second in the reverse-engineering process is the Conclusions section. This section
is composed of three paragraphs. We address them one at a time.
In Figure 5.11 we use activities 1 to 6 in order to assemble the first statements in
paragraph 5 1. Because goal G 5 1.1 – the starting point – claims the introduction (hence the existence) of Bown et al’s modelling framework, the three goals
composing phrase 5 1.4 can all be partially substantiated by it; we can employ
the property existence pattern described in Section 5.2.2.5, by considering that
a claim for a property is substantiated firstly by a sub-argument claiming the
existence of the object or concept to which the property belongs, then by subargument demonstrating the existence of the property. Note that J 5 1.4, albeit
connected only to G 5 1.4.a, holds for the entire sequence of goals connected with
CoupledWith (in this case, goals G 5 1.4.a to G 5 1.4.c).
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At this stage in the reverse-engineering process, G 5 1.1 to g 5 1.4.c are undeveloped. The shaded triangle shapes located on the bottom left of each goal indicate
the fact that these elements have been referred to in other arguments (as we shall
show further on).
Figure 5.12 depicts a second set of claims put forward in paragraph 5 1. G 5 1.5
and G 5 1.8.b constitute, in fact, the two fundamental top claims of [23]; that
is, the claims that relate directly to the scientific meaning of results published
in [23]. Both G 5 1.5 and G 5 1.7 which represent the support for the two top
claims, are result claims; in addition, goal G 5 1.5 represents the validity claim
of [23].
Figure C.6 represents the GSN reverse-engineering of the entire first paragraph.
The interconnection between goals represented in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 was done
through PartSupportedBy relations e.g. a claim about predicted forms (that is,
a claim about simulation results such as G 5 1.5) can be partially supported by
the fact that the model was parametrised (G 5 1.4.a) and used to simulate such
forms (G 5 1.4.b and G 5 1.4.c).
Performing this activity over the length of the case study paper yields cases that
motivate further GSN extensions; such is the case of statement 5 1 9. Here Bown
et al. [23] express an uncertainty regarding their results: they must be confirmed
by field experiments. In other words, while not implying that there are problems
in their work, the authors indicate areas (GSN goals) that should be accepted
with a cautioned confidence, reminding their readers that the results have not
been yet confirmed. Rather than leaving this reality implicit, the authors make
it explicit, expressing part of their subjectivity and need for more confidence in
their results.
Far from diminishing the importance or quality of their work, we consider that
this single statement is a model for how SBR should be presented: an ensemble
of claims and expressed subjectivity (including authors’ uncertainties). Consequently, we suggest the introduction of another GSN element to express uncertainties, as in Figure 5.13; alternatively, any GSN element should have a decorator
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G 5_1.6

G 5_1.8.b
Intraspecific variation
important in
conservation

These patterns are related at the
fundamental level to variation in
individual behaviour rather than to any
distinction arising from whether that
variation is within or between species

G 5_1.8.a
Individuals that are too
similar cannot coexist

suggests

G 5_1.5

G 5_1.7

The predicted forms are consistent
with those observed where variation
is accounted for at the species level
and where intraspecific variation is
ignored

Sufficiently high levels of differences
between individual behaviour
promote diversity in communities of
the same species

Figure 5.12: Core top claims in [23]’s Conclusion, paragraph 1
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G 5_1.8.b

G 5_1.10

U 5_1.9
It is important to confirm
these results in the field

Intraspecific variation
important in conservation

Complex models may be reduced to
simplified formulations based on trait
trade-offs that emerge at the communityscale, rather than trait trade-offs that are
prescribed at the individual-scale

Figure 5.13: GSN uncertainty element
for expressing uncertainty.
If this new GSN element were to be adopted, its use within GSN would need to be
regulated. For example, U 5 1.9 refers to “these results”, making the statement
vague unless the results that it is referring to are pinned down; a context element
could be used in order to clarify this expression; another possibility would be
to link element U 5 1.9 to those elements that stipulate the “results”, through
InContextOf relations, but considering the high probability that the results would
be expressed as goals, which cannot be referred to through InContextOf, then the
clarifying context element seems to be the solution.
Paragraphs 5 2 and 5 3 point towards work that does not fall within the confines of [23] and we shall not address them further here; representations of the
reverse-engineered GSN arguments for the two can be found in Figures C.7 and
C.8. Following the reverse-engineering of the Conclusion section, we are left with
at least six unsubstantiated goals (belonging to paragraph 5 1). According the
gradual nature of our reverse-engineering approach, we look into the adjacent,
Predicted Patterns of Diversity section.

5.3.3

Predicted Patterns of Diversity

The Predicted Patterns of Diversity section provides information about the experimental setups and the results of [23]. The reverse-engineering process highlights
that paragraph 4 1’s top claims is that the model was used to predict. Figure 5.14
depicts the resulting paragraph argument. According to the GSN standard [1],
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G 4_1.1
C 4_1.1

C 4_1.3 to C 4_1.4

Using the above parameterisation,
the model was used to predict the
patterns of diversity that emerge
in a mixed community of
individuals

Parametrisation

Used: No a priori assumptions
were made about the possible
correlations among traits, and
independence was assumed
in all cases [...] lattice.

G 4_1.5

G 4_1.8

G 4_1.10

The environment comprised a
homogeneous distribution of substrate
that was replenished at every iteration
to maintain homogeneity and a
constant substratelevel at three units.

Each simulation was run for a total
of 50,000 iterations, which
corresponds to around 1250
generations for the average
genotype.

At the end of the run, the total
number of individual types was
recorded along with the number
of each genotype

C 4_1.7
The size of each lattice
cell corresponds
approximately to 100 cm2
forR. acetosa.

J 4_1.6
C 4_1.9

In a companion paper, this value was
identified as an intermediate level of
substrate; sufficiently low for resource
competition to impact on the community
dynamics and high enough to support a
range of genotypes.

J

It was found that a relatively brief
period of transient behaviour of
5000 iterations (lasting around
100 generations) occurred before
the number of plant genotypes
settled

Figure 5.14: GSN representation of [23]’s Predicted Patterns of Diversity, paragraph 4 1
there are two ways of clarifying terms within a goal : through context elements or
by direct substantiation. In our case, statements 4 1.5 to 4 1.10 clarify the way
the model was used for predictions. The conversion of statements into GSN elements is constrained by the GSN standard e.g. since statement 4 1.6 represents
clearly a justification for a term used in statement 4 1.5, this statement needs
to be represented as a goal ; context C 4 1.7 also reinforces the decision to leave
statement 4 1.5 as a goal. At this point, the parametrisation used is represented
as a context element that requires instantiation (C 4 1.1).
Note that the terminal goals are all unsolved; we do not have an item of evidence
that can support them since we are not in possession1 of the initial data files or
simulator source code underlying the top claim G 4 1.1.
The section is continued with three subsections, each one paragraph long; each
section describes the setup and results for a type of experiment.
1

At least at this stage of the reverse-engineering process.
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5.3.3.1

Diversity vs. Area Size

Let us look at the first subsection, reverse-engineered according to Figure 5.15.
The Property existence pattern was employed for substantiating G 4.1 1.3: the
consistency claim, concerning Bown et al.’s [23] simulation results can be substantiated firstly by a claim substantiating the experimentation indeed took place and
a claim concerning the results. G 4.1 1.5 can be partially supported by G 4.1 1.3;
this is not obvious for the text, domain expertise being required for knowing that
power-law relations (claimed in G 4.1 1.3) are biologically relevant and found in
studies of species richness (as claimed in G 4.1 1.5). G 4.1 1.5 cannot be fully
supported as the term ‘consistent’ is not defined, while further justifications or
supporting arguments or evidence are provided; the claim remains, however, the
top claim of this paragraph.
Note that from the goal structure presented in Figure 5.15 it is not clear what
the top claim refers too: “this value” was defined in the underlying G 4.1 1.4,
“consistent”, although substantiated in the underlying G 4.1 1.3, may not have
the same meaning here. More importantly, the top claim does not clarify the
experimental context to which it refers or its purpose; context C 4.1 1.2 provides
this information (the fact that the experiments addressed the genotype diversity
– area size relation). Reverse-engineering plain text into GSN arguments may
not yield sufficiently meaningful arguments, especially in cases where the context
of the top claim is misplaced at the level of sub-goals.
As observed in paragraph 4 1, the terminal goals of this GSN argument are unsubstantiated; to an extent, the fact that results have been provided in the shape
of a plot (individualised in C 4.1 1.2.b) could be considered “soft” evidence for
the fact that simulations were indeed performed, as claimed in G 4.1 1.2.a and
G 4.1 1.1, but we do not have the “hard” evidence (original output files and simulator source code) to back these claims up. G 4.1 1.4 is also unsubstantiated,
for the same reason. Accepting the top claim G 4.1 1.5 means accepting the
adequate fulfilment of all unsubstantiated claims underlying it.
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G 4.1_1.5

C 4.1_1.5

This value is consistent with the
value observed for studies of
species richness across similar
spatial scales

Studies of species
richness across similar
spatial scales: (Crawley
and Harral, 2001)

G 4.1_1.3
The results are consistent with a
power-law relation between
number of types, n, and area, A,
of the form n = kAz

C 4.1_1.2.b
Fig. 6

G 4.1_1.4

G 4.1_1.2.b
the plot of existing
genotypes versus the area
is shown in Fig. 6

The exponent, z,of the curve is
estimated from a linear
regression of the points and is
0.343 with a standard error of
0.036

J 4.1_1.1
G 4.1_1.2.a

G 4.1_1.1

Ten simulations were
performed at each patch
size

Simulations were performed
on 10 × 10, 20 × 20, 30 × 30
and 50 × 50 lattices

to examine the effect of patch
size on the number of
genotypes remaining at the
end of the simulations

J
C 4.1_1.1
Lattices: corresponding
to a range in area from
1 to 5 m2

Figure 5.15: GSN representation of [23]’s Predicted Patterns of Diversity, paragraph 4.1 1
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Top claim
Activity <X> has been
performed in conditions
<Y>

J

Sn

Justifies why the set of
subactivities is
sufficient

Argue the execution of
subactivities of <X>

J

n
Sub claim
Subactivity <Xi> has
been performed

Figure 5.16: GSN pattern: Activity performed
5.3.3.2

Relative-Abundance Distribution

The following paragraph has been reverse-engineered into the GSN argument
presented in Figure C.4. If the GSN argument for paragraph 4 2 culminates
with goal G 4.2 1.6 (claiming the consistency of simulation results with empirical
observations), it also reflects the authors’ caution towards this claim through the
uncertainty element U 4.2 1.7. Top claim G 4.2 1.6 is only partially supported by
G 4.2 1.1 which, according to what the author proposes as a new GSN pattern
called the activity pattern (Figure 5.16), is supported by goals substantiating the
simulation experiments.

5.3.3.3

Impact of Similarity

Finally, the third paragraph, reverse-engineered according to Figure C.5, exposes
a more elaborate argumentation structure. The top claim, G 4.3 1.19 integrates
Bown et al.’s [23] study into the wider picture of ecological research; this goal,
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together with G 4.3 1.16, represent two lines of confirmation of Bown et al’s [23]
adequacy to the domain concepts and interests at that time. For reasons of clarity,
we have introduced strategy Sn 4.3 1.16 (not found in the text) and encapsulated
the description of the simplified model used by Bown et al. [23] into the GSN
model element M 2 (spanning statements 4.3 1.7 to 4.3 1.11); had there been a
need to address separately the statements encapsulated by M 2, these could have
been expressed as individual GSN elements.

5.3.4

Assembling Section Arguments

Having reversed-engineered the Predicted Patterns of Diversity section, we can
gradually substantiate the Conclusion arguments corresponding to the first paragraph (5 1). Leaving G 5 1.1 and G 5 1.4.a unsubstantiated as we have not
processed the sections of Bown et al.’s paper [23] that deal with them, we focus
on the remaining goals. Figure 5.17 presents the result of activity 6 applied to G
5 1.4.c; this goal was previously only partially supported by G 5 1.1 (as shown in
Figure 5.11) whereas after reverse-engineering the Predicted Patterns of Diversity section, we can further substantiate that the model (or “framework”, in G
5 1.1) was used to study the species – area relation by referencing as many goals
(arguments) from the Predicted Patterns of Diversity section.
In the case of Figure 5.17, G 4 1.1 and G 4.1 1.1 were deemed sufficient for substantiating G 5 1.4.c; G 4 1.1 claims that the “model was used to predict the
patterns of diversity” (and although the expression “patterns of diversity” is not
clarified here, domain expertise allows us to deduce that it includes the species –
area relation) and represents the top-goal of an argument that, although unsolved
(its sub-goals are unsolved), provides a good amount of descriptive information;
different from G 4 1.1, G 4.1 1.1 is a terminal sub-goal ; although it is unsubstantiated at this stage, it is justified (J 4.1 1.1) and part of an argument that points
towards simulation results: the reverse-engineering of paragraph 4.1 1 yielded G
4.1 1.5 as the top-goal as in order to claim something about simulation results,
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Main

G 5_1.4.c
and the relation between
the number of individual
types and patch size

G 5_1.1

G 4_1.1_Predicted Patterns

We introduce a framework for studying
the impact of variation on the structure
and diversity of communities that does
not rely on making a distinction between
intra- and interspecific variation

Using the above parameterisation, the model
was used to predict the patterns of diversity that
emerge in a mixed community of individuals

G 4.1_1.a_Predicted Patterns
Simulations were performed on 10 ×
10, 20 × 20, 30 × 30 and 50 × 50
lattices
Predicted Patterns

Predicted Patterns

Figure 5.17: Activity 6: retrospectively substantiating claim G 5 1.4.c

one needs to establish the premises i.e. simulations took place1 ,

The GSN arguments described in the previous section contribute also to retrospectively substantiated claim G 5 1.4.b, as shown in Figure C.9. Moving towards
the higher (core) claims of paragraph 5 1 (Figure C.6), we address G 5 1.5 – one
of the validity claims of Bown et al. [23] – according to Figure 5.18; apart from
the set of claims belonging to statement 5 1.5, we can now substantiate why
the simulation results are “consistent”, through the away goals G 4.1 1.5 and G
4.2 1.6; for convenience reasons, we introduced two strategies (Sn 5 1.5 Model
and Sn 5 1.5 Results, not present in the original text).

The two remaining unsubstantiated claims have been addressed in a similar manner; G 5 1.7 is solved in Figure C.10, G 5 1.10 in Figure C.11.

1

Albeit (and confusingly enough) a different view on the reverse-engineering process could
have yielded an inverse of this argument: the fact that simulations took place can be supported
by the existence of simulation results.
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98
and is used to predict the
form of the abundance
distribution

The model is parameterised
using data that characterises the
intraspecific variation for the
species R. acetosa

Main

G 5_1.4.b

G 5_1.4.a

Main

Sn 5_1.5 Model
Argue over model
parametrisation and
usage

Main

Main

and the relation between
the number of individual
types and patch size

G 5_1.4.c

Argue over results

Sn 5_1.5 Results

Predicted Patterns

This value is consistent with the value
observed for studies of species
richnessacross similar spatial scales

G 4.1_1.5 _Predicted Patterns

The predicted forms are consistent
with those observed where variation is
accounted for at the species level and
where intraspecific variation is ignored

G 5_1.5

Predicted Patterns

The parameters of the relative abundance curve of
the (genotype) lognormal distribution here are
consistent with those observed for the (species)
lognormal distributions for a range of different
ecosystems

G 4.2_1.6 _Predicted Patterns
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Figure 5.18: Activity 6: retrospectively substantiating claim G 5 1.5

5.3.5

Assessing the Argument Structures

The aim of this activity is to generate information concerning the GSN arguments
obtained through the reverse-engineering activities (1 to 5), and consequently,
concerning the SBR case study.

5.3.5.1

The Abstract

The first area to consider is the Abstract. Its corresponding GSN argument (Figure 5.10) suggests that Bown et al. [23] make seven “promises” (unsubstantiated
Abstract claims). Statements A 1.1 to A 1.3.b point towards the Introduction
section, emphasising the niche targeted by Bown et al. [23]; statements A 1.4 to
A 1.7 point towards the Introduction and following two sections (Modelling approach and Sample Parametrisation respectively) and represent Bown et al.’s [23]
description of their approach; finally, the remaining statements (A 1.8 to A 1.9.b)
relate to the Predicted Patterns of Diversity section and express the outcomes of
Bown et al.’s research [23].
The argument presented in Figure 5.10 represents one of the possible representations obtained through the reverse-engineering process. If Figure 5.10 abounds
in FollowsFrom relations, which do not possess a precise logical function, the
alternative representation of Figure C.2 replaces these with the PartSupportedBy
relation, which is more committing. From this latter representation we can observe the importance of G A 1.4 and if this is not well substantiated, then the
concluding goals G A 1.8 to G 1.9.b cannot to fully substantiated either. G A 1.4
does not depend on the “niche” goals G A 1.1 to G A 1.3.b.
Finally, we can evaluate the completeness and clarity of the formulated claims;
we suggest marking areas of concern through uninstantiated contexts. Figure
5.19 exposes a fragment of the initial GSN argument, augmented through such
GSN contexts that function as annotations for the GSN user; in total, we add five
such elements to the GSN argument (Figure C.3). Provided these annotations
are sound, they represent useful cues for further analysis of the text.
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<C A_1.3.a little>

G A_1.3.a
Very little is known about
patterns of diversity below
the species level

<Little: ?>

<C A_1.3.a
agency>
<By whom: ?>

G A_1.2

<C A_1.2
agency>

The contribution to the
functioning of ecosystems of
variation among individuals
should be accounted for

<By whom: ?>

Figure 5.19: Fragment of [23]’s Abstract GSN argument, with annotations
5.3.5.2

Conclusions

Leaving aside paragraphs 5 2 and 5 3, which deal with Bown et al.’s [23] proposals
for further work, paragraph 5 1 represents the sole concluding text to consider.
The reverse-engineering process yielded three top claims: G 5 1.6, G 5 1.8.b and
G 5 1.10. While the latter claim can be considered of secondary importance, in
relation to the purpose of Bown et al.’s [23] research, it results that the first two
goals (Figure 5.12) represent the main scientific claims put forward by [23].
It is useful to note firstly that both these claims are at least a hierarchical level
away1 from the main result claims; secondly, the claims are not addressing the
level of the simulation but that of the ecological reality; thirdly, we note the absence of further grounds to inspire confidence in the adequate passage from the
simulation domain to the ecological domain (none of the two claims are backed
by justifications or further explained through context elements; no assumptions
or strategies can be identified, between them and the supporting goals; they are
supported by only one sub-goal each). These premises suggest the inductive na1

G 5 1.8.b is two levels away.
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ture of the concluding claims, and the leap of faith [1] implicit in their acceptance
(that the reviewers of [23] have also made).

5.3.5.3

Abstract vs. Conclusions

In terms of GSN representations, we have already shown that more alternatives
can be generated; Figures 5.10, C.1 and C.2 are only three examples corresponding to the Abstract of [23]; we could have pushed the reverse-engineering even
further and considered all context elements as goals, such as presented in Figure
C.3. For the purpose of this assessment we shall proceed with the GSN argument
presented in Figure 5.10.
Table 5.6 provides a summary view of the Abstract claims and their substantiation. In addition, we differentiate between the Subject (or agency) of the claim
and the Object (the noun referred to by the claim). We leave in italics the support
elements that represent either unsolved goals e.g. G 1 2.4 or elements identified
as providing partial support (a SupportedBy relation has not been established),
whereas bold fonts are used for elements belonging to the Conclusion. We find a
wide range of support in this table:
• at one extreme, we cannot find support for claim G A 1.3.b1 ; at the other
extreme, G A 1.2 is solved directly in the Abstract;
• G A 1.1 can be matched with elements of the 1 2 paragraph and there is no
reference in the Conclusions; G A 1.8 and G A 1.9.b are supported by Conclusion
goals;
• G A 1.9.a cannot be directly matched with any of the Conclusion claims; the
best approximation for a SupportedBy relation comes from G 4.3 1.1; together
with G A 1.3.a, G A 1.3.b and G A 1.4, it forms a set of Abstract claims for
which more investigations need to be done;
• finally, the first half of the Abstract claims lack an explicit Subject (they are
1

At least not immediate support, for the exact formulation of claim G A 1.3.b.
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Goal
G A 1.1
G A 1.2
G A 1.3.a
G A 1.3.b
G A 1.4
G A 1.8
G A 1.9.a
G A 1.9.b

Subject
?
?
?
?
Bown et al.
Bown et al.
Bown et al.
Bown et al.

Object
biodiversity
contribution [...]
knowledge on [...]
knowledge on [...]
model
predicted forms [...]
physiological [...]
sensitivity of [...]

Support
J 1 2.3.a, G 1 2.3.b
G A 1.1
G 1 2.4, G 1.9.10
?
G 1.9.7, G 5 1.1
G 5 1.5
G 4.3 1.1
G 5 1.7

Table 5.6: Summary of [23]’s Abstract claims
expressed in general terms) whereas the second half claims are attributed to the
authors (Bown et al.).

5.4

Discussion

This chapter presented an effort for reverse engineering a SBR publication into
GSN arguments, in order to a) obtain a diagramatic, structured view of its main
argument threads and b) facilitate the analysis and understanding of the research
itself.

5.4.1

Bijective Transformation – An Ideal

An ideal concerning the former objective is that of achieving a bijective transformation: one publication transformed into one (composite) GSN argument. To
clarify this idea even further, we could distinguish between a single (composite)
GSN argument and a network of arguments. From the above exercise it is conclusive that it is difficult to obtain a unified argument beyound the realm of a
paragraph, hence the possibility of obtaining a set of networked arguments is
more practical. We were able to achieve this partially: by substantiating the
Conclusion argument (paragraph 5 1), goals from the paragraph arguments of
previous sections were brought in direct connectivity with it; this objective is
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only partially met as a) [23] has been reverse engineered only partially and b)
not all top goals from the collection of resulted paragraph arguments were used
in substantiating other sub-goals.
The clarity of the hierarchical arrangement of GSN goals, both at the level of
paragraph arguments and of cross-section arguments, is affected by the multitude
of permutations in which the goals can be arranged; the uncertainty resulting
from these degrees of freedom is augmented by other fine-tunings that can be
applied to the reverse engineering process (as described further down), which in
turn would lead to the generation of different goal structures. In fact, starting
from the Conclusion paragraph 5 1, the further down we go on the substantiation
path, the more alternatives we find.
Converging to a stable argument structure represents a challenge; due to the
lack of clear SupportedBy relations and to the fact that plain text is written in
a persuasive rather than logical way, it is not realistic to achieve this convergence. Only through the collaboration of [23]’s authors could we agree on a set
of representative GSN arguments.

5.4.2

Why reverse-engineering publications into GSN arguments is difficult

There are numerous aspects that render the reverse-engineering process difficult.
Here are some of them:

1. a GSN argument substantiates a claim (top goal); a publication usually contains a set of claims, their substantiation ranging from rigorous to missing;
2. in a GSN argument, goal elements are organised in a hierarchical topology
– they must be related through SolvedBy relations. In a publication, a claim
can reference another claim, through a non-inferential or evidential relationship
(as highlighted in Section 3.4.3): the InContextOf relation, with its restrictive
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meaning, is also not allowed between goal elements;
3. scale: a publication spans several pages, up to tens and hundreds of pages.
Due to the geometry of GSN elements, even a limited number of elements take
up large proportions of page area, meaning that increasingly large page sizes need
to be used;
4. software or paper: can we do the reverse engineering without a particular
software? Is just pen and paper sufficient?
5. citations: if a phrase is composed of multiple claim statements, do terminal
citations support the last claim, a subset of claims or all the claims in the phrase?
In other words, in a phrase composed of multiple statements e.g. “SBR has an
important potential, but also relevant problems and without addressing these,
the state-of-the-art cannot advance [45]”, should the final citation be considered
as a solution for the last claim, or all three claims?
6. vague terms: e.g. “these findings” (in phrase 1 1.3) succeeds a series of divergent, composite claims. “these” is plural, but does it refer to the last composite
claim or to all the previous composite claims in the paragraph?

5.4.3

Analysing the Resulting Goal Structures

At the end of the reverse engineering exercise, we have obtained a set of goal
structures (GSN arguments) corresponding to a part1 of [23]. We established
that the best approach was to convert paragraphs into block-arguments, and
then interconnect these paragraph-arguments where needed and possible, through
away elements.
The resulting goal structures facilitated the analysis of [23]. If its Abstract put
forward 7 main promises (claims), we then showed how these related to the Conclusions claims and that it was not straightforward to establish bijective corre1

Its Abstract, Conclusions, Predicted Patterns sections, in full, and partially the remaining
sections.
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spondences; in fact, we were not able to do so in some cases, further support from
[23]’s authors being required if intending to finish the one-to-one claim matching.

We also proceeded downstream, investigating the substantiation of the main scientific claims of the case study paper (identified in paragraph 5 1). The resulting
goal structure showed that two out of the three top claims from paragraph 5 1
were inductive “leaps of faith”. Furthermore, each of these two claims were
substantiated by only one sub-goal and a justification for why they should be
considered adequate was not provided. In fact, the issue of auxiliary information
(e.g. contexts, assumptions and justifications) is insightful: due to the emerging
hierarchy within paragraph patterns, the top goal is, most often, a goal lacking explanatory elements; these are defined in phrases that constitute sub-arguments.
Consequently, resulting GSN arguments, although having a hierarchical structure, are not adequate according to the GSN standard and the six-step method;
if clarity decreases as we go up the hierarchical ladder, then this goes against the
top- down nature of GSN arguments.

5.4.4

Adequacy of GSN Standard

The above work suggests that the standard GSN [1] is insufficient for capturing
the rich argument structured expressed in SBR. At the same time, the reverseengineering exercise provided evidence in favour of claiming that plain text, irrespective of its scientific, peer-reviewed nature, cannot be fully translated into
GSN arguments; even if the richer Debategraph notation would allow the capturing of more content, the results have a reduced utility. SBR publications can be
too long, meaning that the effort required for reverse engineering would be too
high and the resulting structured arguments would simply be excessively large.
The reverse engineering process is too demanding, even/especially for journal
papers.
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G A_1.4.a

G A_1.4.b

G A_1.4.c

We present a model for
the dynamics of
individuals

that is physiologically
based

and spatially explicit

Figure 5.20: GSN representation of composite claim G A 1.4

5.4.5

Reverse Engineering Fine-tuning

The reverse engineering process can be fine-tuned on a number of dimensions.
Firstly, the acceptable granularity (or atomicity) for the GSN elements. In activity 2 we proceeded with segmenting phrases into atomic statements; however,
we have not provided a definition for the level of atomicity we find acceptable; in
the GSN standard, it is said, for example, that a GSN goal should consist of one
claim (multiple claims being represented through multiple GSN goals), however,
when we are reverse engineering a complicated statement, we need to decide if to
treat it as a single claim or as a set. To exemplify this situation, G A 1.4 (Figure
5.10) is considered a single claim, but we can equally well decide to divide it into
three separate claims, as shown in Figure 5.20; in this case, the Abstract does
not put forward 7 “promises”, but 9 (and the number increases if we apply this
viewpoint to the rest of the claims). It could be then considered ideal that the reverse engineering process starts from a coarse-grained representation of elements,
then, according to additional analysis needs, these can be further broken down.
A second dimension that can be fine-tuned is that of the level of packaging that
the GSN user applies to the paragraph arguments. If the initial translation of the
plain text into GSN arguments delivers mainly linear goal structures (e.g. Figure
C.1), the GSN user can seek to increase the degree of layering of these structures
by replacing FollowsFrom (and CoupledWith) relations, with PartSupportedBy
ones: there is a trade-off between these two types of relations.
In an ideal scenario, the GSN user would first obtain the quasi-linear goalstructures obtainable through the standard GSN, then would refactor them by
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using the non-standard PartSupportedBy. Note that PartSupportedBy is insufficient for considering a goal substantiated. In practice, through experience and
through the use of argument patterns (e.g. the Existence Pattern – Figure 5.8),
a refactored version of the arguments can be obtained from the first pass through
the plain text.
The criteria for deciding what level of fine-tuning to apply should be made explicit
and justified.

5.4.6

Insights into the Structure of Plain Text Arguments

One objective of this reverse engineering exercise was to gain insights into the
structure of scientific arguments, as they are written in plain text format. We
previously (Section 1.2.4) criticised the fact that arguments are not easily accessible; they are scattered throughout the length of a publication, they are not
first-class elements and the persuasive rather than logical way in which scientific
publications are written, affects the clarity of such information.
The GSN arguments obtain through the reverse engineering of [23] emphasise the
fact that, even in the case of a well-written, peer-reviewed paper, published in
a respectable journal, the path from Abstract to Conclusions is not a straightforward substantiation of a set of “promises”; vice-versa, going from Conclusions
to Introduction is equally a difficult exercise. GSN helps, but also complicates
the attempts to reverse-engineer. A first benefit of using GSN is that of using
an argumentation framework, equipped with a syntax and semantic; while the
process of constructing GSN arguments is not completely formal (and GSN arguments are not completely formal themselves, although attempts are being made
into this direction [74]), the level of rigour and formalism it provides is still better
than no formalism whatsoever.
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5.4.7

The Argument Problem

The above reverse engineering exercise emphasises that there is indeed an argument problem (Section 1.2.4). In the case of this case study, the argument
problem is describable both in terms of argument accessibility and argument constitution. We do not focus on the existence of first-class arguments for the fitnessfor-purpose of Bown et al.’s simulation model [23], since mainstream ecology is
not aware yet about such a type of knowledge representation – and consequently
does not require it.
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Chapter 6
Structured Arguments
Supporting SBR Rigour
The previous chapter emphasised the existence of an argument problem (Section
1.2.4). SA can be used in addressing the publication phase of SBR (in achieving an
adequate communication of SBR). However, deficiencies in the public arguments
(or publication) layer cannot be considered in isolation1 . The aim of this chapter
is to substantiate the claim that, given knowledge and capability of using SA
for their own purposes, researchers could develop and use structured arguments
during research, this increasing the rigour of their research.
Expanding this topic, we need to clarify when SA is needed and how it can be
used.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 6.1 presents theoretical considerations
on the use of SA for supporting SBR rigour; this is followed by practical examples
of retrospective uses of GSN (Section 6.2) as well as for ongoing research (Section
6.3). Section 6.4 details insights obtained from re-engineering Bown’s simulator.
The chapter concludes with a discussion in Section 6.5.
1

The expression “a tree is recognized by its fruit” (Matthew 12:33) holds for more than its
immediate meaning.
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6.1
6.1.1

Theoretical considerations
When is SA needed

The discussion about rigour in SBR can be a far reaching effort. Looking at the
literature, we find a range of criticism addressed to aspects of SBR: flaws can
be limited to facets of an SBR study or be wide-reaching, they can have limited
consequences (due to the limited use of the published SBR in time) or can become
hubs of historical error (see [45]). Adopting a simpler approach for addressing
the topic of rigour, we consider the following three levels:
1. complete lack of rigour: SBR of this type can be defined by a spurious,
unvalidated simulation, and by unsubstantiated, unjustified claims put forward based on experimenting with this simulation;
2. partial rigour: here we can discuss of a systematic approach to SBR e.g.
Stanislaw [83], Sargent [77], Pattern-Oriented Modelling [42]; issues of V&V
and sensitivity analysis may be addressed, in a partial manner;
3. substantial rigour: this type of SBR provides justifiable confidence in its
contributions; it is verified, validated, and there is an explicit level of assurance in the quality of the research e.g. the CoSMoS process [14].
SA is not really necessary for the first case, but it becomes more relevant as we
climb the rigour ladder; it is needed for the latter case – in case a substantial
level of rigour is aimed – as it allows structuring arguments that answer questions such as “why should one trust hXi is adequate?”, while clarifying what the
used terms e.g. “adequate”, mean. From another perspective, the higher the
rigour level required, the more assurance and validity information needs to be
provided and, in order for this information to be effectively presented, structured
arguments synthesising them are needed. The alternative, as so often noticed in
scientific publications, is that of scattered pieces of information that, combined
in a subjective manner, are expected to satisfy the requirements of readers and
reviewers.
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6.1.2

How can SA be used

6.1.2.1

Knowledge Repository

In SCS, a safety case consists of a safety argument and its accompanying evidence.
The safety argument is essential, as it delivers the “core message” (why engineers
consider a system to be safe) that can further be supported by tens or thousands
of pages of detailed evidence [54]. The combination of structured arguments and
evidence is then, an effective way of recording knowledge.
Structured argumentation, through GSN, has already been introduced to domains
other than SCS. Ge et al. [35], for example, discuss about the use of GSN for
explaining decisions in clinical practice. Our own research e.g. [36; 37] aims to
popularise GSN within the SBR community. More generally, GSN can be used
in recording in a structured manner the answer to any (relevant) question, whose
answer brings together reasoning and evidence.
The author has used GSN as a way of recording literature reviews, for structuring
the arguments of this thesis or as a collaboration tool. As the previous chapter
has shown, if successful, the reverse-engineering of publications can also generate
useful structured arguments; it may be more conclusive to remember or discuss
about a publication, based on its (high-level) structured arguments rather than
its (possibly lengthy) plain-text representation. In Polack et al. [68], GSN is
used in establishing a baseline understanding between domain experts (cancer
researchers) and computer scientists (handling the simulation development).

6.1.2.2

Argument Patterns

Argumentation can be useful not only through capturing a rich content of information, in a structured way, but also through the development of arguments
patterns that have the potential of summarising existing standards (or defining
new ones) [52]. An example is provided in Figure 6.1, which presents a GSN pattern for arguing validity, derived from Sargent’s paradigm [77]. According to this
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pattern, six goals need to be substantiated in order to support the (top) validity claim; the relate to the four dimensions of validity identified by Sargent [77].
Each terminal goal will, in fact, represent the top claim of a different argument.
The argument presented in Figure 6.1 does not constitute a standard pattern in
as much as it is too detailed; we can decompose it into a high-level pattern (the
top claim, together with its contexts and the first level of sub-goals) and four
separate sub-patterns, corresponding to the substantiation of each validity type.
The high-level pattern is essential – to claim that the approach or the simulation
model is valid, is to claim the four types of validity – but the way it is solved (or
its leaf goals are solved) may vary.
Researchers can develop a multitude of high-level or supporting argument patterns. We can speak then of the CoSMoS [14] pattern(s) for fitness-for-purpose,
the TRACE [80] pattern(s) for research adequacy, etc. The benefits (and downsides) of using argument patterns in the context of SBR are similar to those of
using them in SCS [52].

6.2

Retrospective Use of SA

Moving on from theoretical aspects, we look first at retrospective uses for SA. It
is natural to use our case study then, since this represents a piece of research that
has been published and, to a large extent, concluded. In the previous chapter we
have already used SA for extracting [23]’s argument threads, to the extent that
we needed. From this point onwards, we are interested in addressing the V&V
problem. We consequently look at Bown et al.’s [23] validity argument.
In [23], authors claim the validity of their approach in an indirect way: there is no
explicit validity claim, formulated as a noun + verb phrase e.g. “Our approach
is valid”. The only reference to validity is made in J 5 1.4 (Figure 5.11).
In Figure 6.2, we sketch Bown et al.’s [23] potential argument of validity. There is
a stark contrast with what would be considered sufficient in Sargent’s view (Figure
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Figure 6.1: Validity argument pattern derived from Sargent’s paradigm [77]
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The model representation of the
system is “reasonable” for the
intended purpose of the
simulation model

G CM_Val.2
Specification
verification satisfactory

G CpM_Ver.Spec
Implementation
verification satisfactory

G CpM_Ver.Imp

The model’s output behavior has
sufficient accuracy for the model’s
intended purpose over the domain of
the model’s intended applicability

G Op_Val.Expl

G Op_Val
Operational validity
asserted

G CpM_Ver
Computerized Model
verified

Domain of
intended
applicability

C DomainApp

G CM_Val

Theories and assumptions
underlying the conceptual model
are consistent with those in the
system theories

G CM_Val.1

G ApproachValid
Approach is valid for its
intended purpose, over its
domain of intended
applicability

Conceptual Model
valid

Purpose

C Purpose

The data necessary for model building,
model evaluation and testing, and
conducting the model experiments to
solve the problem are adequate and
correct

G Data_Val.Expl

Data validity asserted

G Data_Val
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<G ValidityAchieved>
<Approach is valid>

<G Operational_Val>
<Results emphasise that
the simulation is
operationally valid>

G 5_1.5_Conclusion

<G ValidityTested>
<Validity of the
approach was tested>

The predicted forms are consistent with those
observed where variation is accounted for at the
species level and where intraspecific variation is
ignored
Conclusion

<S ValTested_Use>

<S ValTest_Par>

<Argue over model
usage>

<Argue over model
parametrisation>

G 5_1.4.a

G 5_1.4.b

G 5_1.4.c

The model is parameterised
using data that characterises the
intraspecific variation for the
species R. acetosa

and is used to predict the
form of the abundance
distribution

and the relation between
the number of individual
types and patch size

Figure 6.2: A potential structuring of [23]’s validity argument

6.1). Essentially, the explicit validity argument expressed in [23] is, in Sargent’s
terms, one of operational validity or, from Sales et al.’s perspective [61], we are
dealing with black-box validation. It is then useful to note that, although aspects
relating to the conceptual model and data validity are described throughout [23],
they are not brought together in the only part of the text that mentions validity
explicitly. The reader needs to record and put all this information together, in
order to be assured that valid (consistent) simulation results are obtained from
a valid conceptual model, simulated through a verified implementation that is
instantiated with valid data.
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Not making a direct validity claim implies that Bown et al. [23] do not provide
a definition for “validity”; a validity test (as Bown et al. [23] put it “as a test of
validity, we [...]”) can only partially provide it; consequently, the narrower (but
fundamental) understanding of operational validity is implied. Looking further
into the topic of the top (validity) claim, we address the level of “the basis on
which the goals are stated” [1, p.27]; in other words, how precise is the claim
and to what extent are its terms defined. In Figure 6.2, we expressed the top
validity claim as a rather absolute, unqualified “Approach is valid”. The absence
of an explicit validity claim from Bown et al. [23] can be interpreted as such a
simple, unrefined claim. To contrast this approach, in Figure 6.1 we explicitly
added the concepts of purpose and domain of intended applicability to the claim
of validity, as required by the validity definitions provided in [77; 78]. These two
factors, to be defined in their specific contexts, are then applicable to the entire
sub-argument, and will be of use in goals such as G CM Val.2 or G Op Val.Expl.
This argument itself is not ideal, but it is a step further in terms of rigour and
clarity, from that expressed in Figure 6.2, and this emphasises the benefit of
adopting an argument or claim-conscious approach to SBR.
With effort, [23] could be used for substantiating an argument of validity such as
that proposed in Sargent’s validity pattern (Figure 6.1), and this is testimony to
the quality of the work of Bown et al. [23]. However, it is important to remember
that unless Bown et al. themselves construct the structured argument, we are
only going to obtain a version 1 of what may be such a validity argument.
Suppose we would want to reconstitute Sargent’s validity pattern, according to
the GSN arguments we have obtained in the RE process. We would need to first
identify the purpose of Bown et al.’s [23] work and the domain of intended applicability (in Schlesinger et al. [78], this is defined as the “prescribed conditions for
which the CONCEPTUAL MODEL is intended to match REALITY”). Albeit
explicit for these aspects are provided by Bown et al. [23], we can only assume
or deduce.
1

In the previous chapter we showed that reverse-engineering a publication into GSN arguments does not lead to a single, cohesive argument.
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G 2_1.2
The plant forms and the
biological processes
represented are general

G 2_1.4

G 2_1.5

The physiological scheme defining the plant
and its interactions is based on generic
aspects of that used by Squire (1990), which
in turn derives from the incorporation of
resource flux (Monteith, 1972) into plant
growth analysis (Evans, 1972)

The model comprises four general
biological processes associated with the life
cycle of a plant: uptake of resource,
allocation of resource, reproduction and
development, together with a spatially
explicit representation of an environment

Figure 6.3: Snippet of GSN argument corresponding to [23]’s paragraph 2 1
Going further into the substantiation process, we would need to address the validity of Bown et al.’s [23] conceptual model; in doing so, we would seek goals
that provide assurance with respect to the quality of the model; statements that
describe, rather than justify, the conceptual model, are not evidential. Scanning
through GSN arguments generated from Bown et al.’s [23] model description
(Section 2 of [23]), we come across statements that seem to suit our assurance requirement; for example, goal G 2 1.4, represented in Figure 6.3. Because it refers
to “generic aspects”, we had considered it as supporting G 2 1.2 (claiming the
generality of plant processes); G 2 1.5 was treated similarly. However, on a closer
look, the relations between these goals are less clear than represented in Figure
6.3: G 2 1.4 refers to the physiological representation of modelled plants, making
references to different articles with supporting information; it is not obvious if G
2 1.5 details content that could be found in these cited articles, or is independent
from G 2 1.4.
Argumentation uncertainties, such as the ones described above, consolidate the
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case for the use of SA as a communication tool. This also substantiate the need
for interacting with domain experts (in this case, Bown and the co-authors of
[23]). Without a good knowledge of the referred domain, we cannot succeed in
this argumentation exercise. The reverse casts an optimistic light over SBR: with
good domain knowledge, or through efficient cross-domain collaborations, there
is an important potential to harvest from the use of SA such as that expressed
through GSN.
In addition to Sargent’s pattern of validity, we can devise other GSN patterns, for
the same or other purposes. We can speak of a CoSMoS [14] fitness-for-purpose
pattern or of a TRACE [80] pattern, concerning the fulfilment of a documentation
standard for SBR publications.

6.3

SA for Ongoing Research

While having shown that SA can be used for a suite of retrospective objectives,
this section provides an insight into the use of SA for ongoing research purposes.
Using the same case study, the section addresses one of the fundamental research
activities: replicating the results of Bown et al. [23], by re-engineering their
simulation. The motives behind this activity are multiple. The first reason is that
of validation: replication enables the validation of published research. In addition,
this effort allows us to push the boundaries of Bown et al.’s [23] validation, by
performing wider-scoped experiments.
As shown in the previous chapter, Bown et al. themselves [23] acknowledge
that, due to computational limitations at the time, they were not able to run a
sufficiently large number of simulations (for each data point in their figures, they
averaged from only 10 simulations), nor to perform large-scale experiments (in
relation to real space, the largest simulation described in [23] is of 50 × 50 grid
cells, meaning 25 m2 ).
To increase the relevance of [23]’s validity, the model would need to be simulated
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over larger environments and results aggregated over a larger number of simulations (per parametrisation). Since the results published in [23] are positive,
suggesting the adequacy of the model, it is an useful exercise to establish more
clearly what is the “domain of applicability” of the model (in other terms, what
are the parameter ranges over which the model remains valid).

6.3.1

Re-engineering the Case Study Simulator

In October 2008, the author obtained a version of Bown et al.’s [23] simulator
(from Bown), written in the C programming language. In order to perform largescale simulations, the author realised that a different simulator was needed – one
which could be executed in parallel on a computer cluster. While performing
more experiments per parametrisation was already possible using the original
C simulator, large-scale simulations were not achievable. Consequently, the reengineered simulator needed to scale the number of computer nodes used, in order
to extend the spatial scale it simulated.
In addition to the above, the author observed that the C simulation (let us call
it cplants) was unlikely to be the one used in performing [23] experiments; this
was apparent as the source code did not contain specific functionality for outputting the data that was presented in [23], nor for accepting inputs (i.e. different
parametrisations). Following further discussions with Bown, it was acknowledged
that this was a different version of the code (probably one prior to Bown et al’s research), and the exact version used in [23] was no longer available. Consequently,
the C code was enhanced so that it could process inputs and output the type of
required data.
The author also observed that the C code, albeit functional, was not optimised for
high performance. It was obvious why, on slower computers, the simulation was
only executed a limited number of times, on a limited scale. The architecture was
preserved and the code was not further enhanced, however, in order to preserve
its integrity.
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To perform the re-engineering targeting large-scale simulations, we turned to
the occam-π programming language, which allows the explicit parallelisation of
execution code and, through the use of programming patterns [75], this can be
further distributed across computer grids. At this stage, the author aimed only
to re-engineer cplants into a single-machine occam-π simulation (occplants).

6.3.2

Arguing Equivalence of Simulators

If structured argumentation is useful and needed in the large e.g. in order to
put forward fitness-for-purpose cases [68], and to structure arguments behind
scientific claims, here the aim is to show that it is also useful and needed in
the small i.e. in arguing lower-level, technical aspects of research. To do so,
we focus on the concept of replication; it is generally accepted that replication
of results is fundamental to the establishment of scientific truth or, to be less
abstract, of confidence in scientific research; replication, together with other other
quality assurance activities such as verification and validation, is a key factor in
substantiating such confidence.
The literature of SBR emphasises, however, the fact that replication is not necessarily a straightforward exercise; works such as Wilensky and Rand’s [89] suggest
that it can represent a long, challenging process, relying more on human communication than on formalisms; failed replications can also be subject of long
debates, such as that exemplified by Will vs. Macy and Sato [90; 91]. There is a
need for confidence both in the original M&S and in the result of the replication
process. Structured Argumentation plays a favourable role in this context.
In 2009, we published a first study on the use of structured argumentation for
clarifying the result of a M&S replication process [36]. If Wilensky and Rand’s
approach is driven by the iterative testing and adaptation of a replicator (M&S
replica) and Will’s can be described as assumption driven (the model description
was broken down into assumptions, from which the replica was generated), our
approach consists of a three-fold strategy of arguing that the science, engineering and the outputs of each simulator are similar. Figure 6.4 presents a GSN
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CDesc
Description of C
model

OCEquiv

DefAdEq

O simulation is
adequately equivalent to
C simulation

Definition of
'adequately equivalent'
is given in section 4.1

ODesc
Description of O
model

ArgSciImplRes
Argument over science,
implementation and
results

ORepScience

ORepImpAbs

OSameResults

O represents the same
science as C

O uses implementation
abstractions that are
adequately equivalent to those
of C

O gives same results
as C

Figure 6.4: Top claim and strategy for arguing the equivalence of the two simulators
argument summarising it.
GSN practice requires us to clarify the basis of the top goal immediately after
formulating it (it is the second step in Kelly’s six-step argument construction
method [54]). Appropriate contexts were added, accounting for the description
of the two simulators and for our definition of adequate equivalence. GSN allows
context and solution elements to point towards the exact location of the required
information; in the case of [36], a definition for adequate equivalence of simulators
was provided, but the contexts intended to describe the two simulators were left
uninstantiated.
The question about how to effectively refer to a simulation, in a SBR argument,
remained unanswered; was referencing the source code of each sufficient? Should
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we have pointed towards their binaries (executable files) or towards UML diagrams that described their implementation? From this perspective, this top goal
needed to be revisited and its basis clarified. In the context of this thesis, Appendix D, sections D.1 and D.2, carry the details that describe the C and occam-π
simulators respectively. Consequently, a revised GSN diagram would see contexts
CDesc and ODesc being represented as supported (without the underlying triangle that mark the fact that they are undeveloped).
Looking at the strategy adopted for substantiating the adequate equivalence
claim, the existence of the OSameResults branch is understandable: it represents
Sargent’s operational validity [77] (of the replica against the original simulator) or
Sales et al.’s black-box validity [61]. The way this goal was substantiated (Figure
6.5) has been described in detail in [36]; the technical argument presented in Figure 6.5 corresponds to the realm of the computer scientist; if the OCExperiments
is self-justifiable, the OCBoundaryCases, which can be complemented by other
software testing techniques [19], suggests that a software engineering expertise
was used in setting the path for substantiating OSameResults.
Having emphasised the importance of the results branch, it is important to explain
why it was not considered sufficient to rely on the homomorphism of simulation
outputs. Firstly, it is acknowledged that a given set of outputs can be reproduced
by a multitude of models; this is the main distinction between definitional and
descriptive models [69]: descriptive models are not bound to a given structure
(they do not need to be “realistic”), their only aim being that of approximating or reproducing data. Consequently, if the two simulations yield the “same”
results, this only tells us of a descriptive homomorphism between the two, not
a definitional one. In addition, from a practical perspective, the two simulators
cannot be tested over the same range of parameters, since the C implementation is not as computationally efficient as the occam-π one; large discrepancies in
computing efficiency deter such comparisons. As such, even if the OSameResults
branch would be the only one considered, it would be costly to obtain sufficient
evidence for fully substantiating it.
To argue the adequate equivalence of two simulators is to use a more in-depth
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RangeOfConcern
OSameResults
Description of the range
of input parameters over
which C model is valid
and interesting

O gives same results
as C

CExperiments
OCBoundaryCases

OCExperiments

O gives same result as C in
boundary cases of valid
range

O gives same result as C in
original experiments used to
validate C

Description of original
experiments used to
validate C

BoundaryCases
Description of
boundary cases

CExperimentsGood
The experiments used to
validate O provide a good
test case because...

ArgCExp
Argument over N
experiments

J

n=N
Exp1Same

ExpXSame

Experiment 1 gives the
same result in O and C

Experiment X gives the
same result in O and C

Exp1Results
Results of
experiment 1
in O and C

Figure 6.5: Argument for the equivalence of results
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approach: that is, to address the engineering and conceptual levels. Figure 6.6
presents a GSN argument for the former purpose, while Figure 6.7 for the latter.
On the engineering level, we seek to make a case for the structural similarity of
the simulators; this implies that not only are the data structures and algorithms
equivalent between the two implementations, but that also the two can be used
in the same way (they accept the same parameter values); it came from our
experience with the (what we believed to be the) original C implementation and
its lack of input – output capability, that we realised the relevance of this input
– output layer with respect to the equivalence of simulators.
Finally, arguing that the two implementations are based on the same science
(conceptual model) is intended to counter-balance any remaining uncertainty
generated by the incomplete solving of the engineering and results branches. In
other words, if the results statistically match, and the implementations are structurally similar, remaining assurance deficits1 can be outweighed by the adequate
substantiation of this third and final argument strand.
Note that in solving the leaf goals of ORepScience, we head again into the domain
of assumptions and implicitly into the assumptions problem (Section 1.2.3): to
make a claim spanning “all” biological assumptions requires investing efforts into
addressing the assumptions problem. Will and Hegselmann [91] provide a nearenough example of assumption awareness: before embarking of their replication
exercise, they make a list of all the assumptions they could identify in the target
model. Since their aim is not that of managing assumptions, the list they obtain
is coarse-grained.The following chapter focuses more on this topic.
All the arguments presented in this section can be transformed in GSN argument
patterns, through the removal of solutions and contextual information that is
related to the specific case presented in [36].
1

Hawkins and Kelly [53] define the concept of assurance deficit through “weaknesses or
limitations in the sufficiency of the evidence”. They provide three markers identifying an
assurance deficit: 1) the type of evidence is incapable of supporting the safety claim, 2) an
instance of that type of evidence is incapable of supporting a safety claim and 3) the instance
of that type of evidence cannot be trusted to deliver the expected capability.
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ORepImpAbs
O uses implementation
abstractions that are
adequately equivalent to those
of C

OCodeStructures
The code of O
implements all the code
structures of C

OAlgorithms
O implements algorithms that
are computationally
equivalent to the key
algorithms in C

CCodeStruct

CParameters

CParameters

Description of
code structures
used in C

C is configured to use
the same parameter
values as O

List of parameter
values used in C

ODataStructures

ParameterComp
arison

O is implemented using data
structures that are equivalent to
the data structures used in C,
given the algorithms used in O

AlgMapping

DataMapping

Table showing
how algorithms of
C are
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Table showing how
data structures of
C are implemented
in O

Table showing
value of each
parameter in O
and C

Figure 6.6: Arguing the conceptual similarity of the two implementations
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CScience
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List of assumptions
made by C
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biological assumptions used
in C
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same abstractions of the
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by C
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Table of
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showing how they
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O
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showing how they
are used in the
design of O

Figure 6.7: Argument for the equivalence of the science behind the two simulators
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CLAIM 1

Simulation of prostate
cancer cell behaviour
is suitable for intended
research

CONTEXT 1

Intended research and purpose
of simulator defined in [4] and
summarised here in S1.2.

STRATEGY 1

Argued over
(a) biological basis
(b) software engineering
(c) results

CLAIM 1.3

Simulation results are
consistent with results
of lab experiments

CLAIM 1.1

Biology of prostate
cell behaviour is
adequately modelled

CLAIM 1.2

Software engineering of
simulator is of sufficient
quality to trust the
simulation results

Figure 6.8: Top argument in the Alkan cancer model [68]

6.3.3

Fitness-For-Purpose Arguments in Cancer Model

More recently, Polack et al. [68] discuss the use of GSN for arguing the fitness-forpurpose of a complex system simulation used in cancer research. The approach
adopted here is in the same philosophy as that presented in [36] – the top goal
being substantiated through a three-fold science–engineering–results strategy, providing further basis for considering it a pattern.
The top argument provided by [68] is represented in Figure 6.8. The benefit of
using GSN is again emphasised through this diagram: at a glance, we observe
that albeit adequacy of simulation results is claimed, the goal is undeveloped –
in [68] we shall not look for, nor expect information regarding simulations to be
provided. We shall however expect to see how the biological basis and software
engineering arguments are substantiated.
Use of GSN has also stimulated a better understanding of the domain of applicability of Polack et al.’s model. By recording what it means to claim that the
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scope and scale of the model are adequate (Strategy 1.1.2 in Figure 4 [68]), they
bring into discussion the fact that the prostate was model as a closed system of
cells. The consequence is goal 1.1.2.2, which exposes to scrutiny the fact that
the computer scientists agreed with the cancer experts that such a modelling decision was acceptable; furthermore, as Polack et al. acknowledge, this exposure
triggered a reassessment of the existing argument and model.

6.4

Simulator Re-engineering – Insights

In Section 6.3.2 we described theoretical work concerning the adequate equivalence of two simulators. In this section we describe insights obtained from performing the actual re-engineering. As mentioned in Section 6.3.1, the C source
code we received from Bown et al. was soon identified as not being the one used
in generating [23]’s results. We initially believed that this was only due to its lack
of input – output capability. As the re-engineering process progressed, inspired
both by the C code and the conceptual model description, we soon gained more
insights into the reality of model.

6.4.1

Essential Uptake

The essential uptake function (Ue ), describing a plant’s resource requirements
depending on its development stage, was defined by Bown et al. [23] as a sigmoidal
curve [23, Table 2]. Two of the parameters of this function (α and β) were
defined as distributions i.e. as means and standard deviations, their values being
calculated at run-time in a stochastic manner1 . In our implementation, we noticed
some simulations taking much longer times to complete and in cases, we even
had to abort runs as they were progressing too slowly. Further analysis of this
situation allowed us to establish the cause: the way the β value was stochastically
1

The mean value was corroborated with the standard deviation multiplied with a Gaussian
factor, obtained from a function using a random number generator (RNG)
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sampled from its distribution meant that, on occasions, its resulting value was
very low (i.e. lower than 2) compared with its mean (8.12).

The effect can be observed in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, generated from a Matlab
simulation of the of the Ue function. In Figures 6.9, while Ue is monotonically
increasing (in a sigmoid manner), as β < 2 and decreases towards 0, Ue becomes
more rugged, approximating a step function rather than a sigmoid one. This
implies that young, undeveloped plants, require little or no resource up to a
given development stage, then suddenly transform into “devouring” individuals,
requiring a maximum amount of resource.

Figure 6.10 presents the reverse: as β becomes negative,Ue becomes a monotonically decreasing function; in other words, seeds have higher resource demands
then mature plants, which survive practically without resources. Clearly this was
not a feature declared in [23], nor expected. In the end, this can be a problem with
our interpretation of Bown et al.’s [23] parameter specification i.e. β = 8.12±2.65
perhaps implying that β cannot take values outside the 2.65 standard deviation;
however, since “normality” was discussed, and the C implementation used a Gaussian function, this could imply that in Bown et al.’s experiments [23], they did
not come across such β < 2 scenarios. This would be supported by the fact that,
due to computationally prohibitive simulation times, Bown et al. [23] performed
only a small number of experiments (10 simulation runs over 5 parametrisations)
and as such, the β < 2 scenario may have not been encountered. In our case,
benefiting from the use of a computer cluster and the execution of hundreds of
simulations per parametrisation (so that we capture the significant behaviour of
the simulation [72]), this scenario was encountered more often.

Since the C code the author possessed was not the one used in Bown et al.’s
experiments [23], but a precursor of it, we did not have reasons to doubt the
validity of Bown et al.’s results [23], but became more aware of the need for
transparency, source code scrutiny and for evidence, from SBR authors in general,
that such “small” details have been identified and addressed.
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Figure 6.9: Examples of acceptable essential uptake function (Ue ) for a pool
of simulated plants

6.4.2

Figure 6.10: Examples of unexpected
essential uptake function (Ue ) for a
pool of simulated plants

Reproductive Frequency

Another set of aspects that were observed, concerned the topic of plant fecundity.
Firstly, Bown et al.’s model [23] speaks of time dependent reproduction (Rt ):
plants become fecund (they reproduce) in a cyclic manner; for each plant, a value
representing the number of days between reproductive events, is sampled from its
species distribution and, throughout its life time, the plant will reproduce with
this precise periodicity (as long as it has sufficient resources).
In the C code we obtained, however, it emerged that plants were indeed using
this time dependent reproduction, but the generation of a reproductive event was
not based on the plant’s own age; in theory, after each Rt days in a plant’s life,
the plant would reproduce; in practice, after each Rt in the global time of the
simulation, the plant would reproduce. As such, if a plant’s Rt = 50, and the
global simulation time t = 50, irrespective of its age, the plant would generate a
reproduction event; a seed could reproduce, provided it had sufficient resources.
Although such extreme cases were improbable, and as stated before, we could
not infer that the same implementation had been used in Bown et al.’s [23]
experiments, this discovery warranted the creation of a separate branch of the
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the species-area curves generated by the cplants and
cplants cyc simulators
C simulator – cplants cyc – to represent this version of the code (see Chapter
7) and the modification of cplants so that Rt would be associated with a plant’s
age. In Figure 6.11 we present a comparison of the species-area curves obtained
from running the two simulators; note that for more confidence, we would need
to compare also the species-abundance distributions of the two, as experimented
by Bown et al. [23].

6.4.3

Calculating Fecundity

Calculating the number of propagules (seeds) that a plant generated during its
reproduction yielded further unexpected information. In [23], this number is calculated based on a storage/fecundity relation (Rf ), dictating how much resource
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a propagule will need; if, for example, a plant disposes of Sr = 100 units of
resources available for reproduction, and the quantity of resource required by a
propagule is Rmin = 10, then it will generate 10 propagules. In Bown et al.’s
model, Rmin depends on the plant’s essential uptake, Rmin = Ue (1). This way,
there are two degrees of freedom in the way the number of propagules, per plant,
is calculated.
The C code that we obtained contained a different implementation: Rmin = 0.6.
This constant value has the (beneficial) side effect of limiting the essential uptake
problem (Section 6.4.1). In the eventual case of a 0 < β < 2, Ue (1) is a very small
number, tending towards 0; consequently, Rf takes a very high value, tending
towards... infinity. Each plant found in this situation, is trying to disperse millions
of (almost resource-empty) seeds. The effect was observed due to high simulation
times in various experiments: if one such mutant plant exists in the simulation,
then each reproductive event it will execute a for loop of 105 or 106 order; provided
it successfully disperses some of its seeds, the effect will be multiplied.
The above situation prompted the creation of another simulator branch – cplants ct seed
– maintaining this Rmin = 0.6 implementation, while cplants was corrected so that
Rmin = Ue (1). Figure 6.12 details simulation results for these two simulators, emphasising a quantitative difference in results; from a qualitative perspective, the
differences are smaller e.g. z = 0.458 compared with z = 0.549.

6.5

Discussion

This chapter has provided a series of examples for the use of SA (GSN in particular) for supporting rigour in SBR. In the first part (Section 6.1) we stated
the obvious: if rigour is not a requirement, then SA can be ignored; we can say
that the need for rigour modulates the need for SA. Continuing the theoretical
approach, we suggested how SA could be used in SBR. This topic is similar to
what was expressed in SCS; for example, in the GSN standard [1, par 0.4.13]
it is mentioned that GSN can “improve comprehension amongst the key stake-
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the species-area curves generated by the cplants cyc
and cplants cyc ct seed simulators
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holders”, and we confirmed this in an SBR setting (see Section 6.3.3. The GSN
standard continues by expecting GSN to improve “the quality of the debate and
the time taken to reach agreement on the argument approaches being adopted”.
Since this is early days of GSN use in SBR, we can only confirm through the
examples detailed above, that GSN use has expanded our understanding of the
problems addressed.
In this chapter, we continued the line of retrospective GSN usage initiated in
Chapter 5. Having converted Sargent’s approach to assuring the validity of a
simulation effort, into a GSN pattern, we contrast this with the validity argument
obtained from reverse-engineering [23]. Even if sufficient information is present
in [23] in order to substantiate a validity argument following Sargent’s validity
pattern, it is difficult to reuse the arguments obtained in the reverse-engineering
process. Even if we were to complete such a task, the result would still represent
a version of what Bown et al. [23] actually meant.
In terms of using GSN for ongoing research, we described two case studies: one is
the use of GSN argument patterns as a high-level guidance for achieving fitness
for purpose (Section 6.3.3), while the second refers to the more technical level of
assuring the equivalence of two simulators (Section 6.3.2. Beyound the theory lie
practical insights; in Section 6.4 we described unexpected observations concerning
Bown et al.’s model and simulation. To finish the argument for adequate equivalence, in practice, is outside our possibilities; only through further interaction
with Bown et al. [23] can sufficient confidence be gained both in their simulation
and in our replica, as exemplified by the “public correspondence” initiated by
Will and Hegselmann [91].
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Chapter 7
Assumption Deviation Analysis
“It has long been appreciated that designers make assumptions when developing
systems. It is also known that assumptions are not always recognised as such,
or are rapidly and casually considered then forgotten. There have been highly
catastrophic consequences of this casualness” [81]. This statement epitomises a
fundamental difference between SCS and complex systems research: casualness in
SCS may have direct catastrophic consequences, whereas a similar conclusion is
not drawn with respect to complex systems research – “casualness” may continue
unsanctioned, as long as its consequences are not deemed relevant.
This chapter expands on the topic of assumption management in the context of
SBR, and introduces a technique for performing deviation analysis over research
assumptions. Inspired by work in the field of SCS, where deviation analysis is used
for obtaining insights into the possible safety implications [32], the assumption
deviation analysis (ADA) adapts the hazard and operability study (HAZOP) [56]
to the analysis of SBR assumptions. The author views this as complementary to
existing sensitivity or uncertainty analysis techniques.
The chapter addresses the thesis statement by focusing on the relation between
the way (degree) in which a model has been studied, the interpretations of its results and the conclusions and contributions being claimed. Having acknowledged
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the existence of validity evidence, confidence building requires of us to proceed
to the following phase: performing a holistic, albeit systematic, assessment of the
model uncertainty, in comparison with its interpretation and claims.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 7.1 expands on the need for adopting
assumption management and focusing on assumption analysis, as prerequisites
for rigorous SBR; Section 7.2 details related work; Section 7.3 describes the assumption deviation analysis method that the author proposes, while Section 7.4
exemplifies it through the use of our case study. Section 7.5 concludes the chapter
with a discussion.

7.1

Need for Assumption Management and Analysis

Let us assume that a SBR publication describes how a model was validated,
through plots comparing empirical data with simulation outputs (the classical
operational or black-box validation). Results are visually suggestive of a good
match. We may actually be supplied with a more conclusive, statistical analysis
of results. Having converged on a positive result of this comparison (and provided
no unexpected findings, such as those described in Section 6.4, emerge) we are
left wondering what the statistical and visual match actually imply: what do
they say about the system being modelled? This wondering is both necessary
and motivated by the fact that the model belongs to a conceptual world and is
only an analogy for the studied system (Section 1.2.1). If we know little about
the studied system, how much more do we actually know about our study tools
(models, simulations)?
One has to accept that, even after validation, the model is largely unknown
and to a similar extent, the simulator is largely unknown (since the conceptual model is different from the computer simulation [77; 83]), both to the authors
and the other stakeholders or readers; the results have been obtained, but not
the understanding. Comparing simulators to physical, engineered systems, after
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a successful validation one can observe that the physical system is behaving as
expected, but he could not be able to say exactly why, nor list the components
that are critical to its functioning.
This is where methods such as sensitivity and uncertainty analysis [47] come into
place. A better insight into the model and simulator’s workings may be obtained
as the simulator’s sensitivity to inputs and outputs is being studied: any test
enhances ones understanding of the simulator and, provided the relation between
it and the conceptual model has been verified as adequate [83], it furthers ones
understanding of the model. These traditional methods, however, determine a
holistic, high-level and coarse-grained understanding of the model and do not
fully reach the level of individual assumptions and abstractions which compose
the model. The sensitivity of the model to its fundamental assumptions should
not be treated as of less importance, to its input – output sensitivity.
To further a model’s understanding, literature suggests one should consider testing the robustness of model results against competing assumptions (or submodels)
[80]; other authors speak of white-box validation [51], which is supposed to test
each sub-model at a time. Albeit we find these examples in the literature, there
is still one aspect that is unsatisfactory: in SBR, there is no assumption management. We can perform a white-box validation, and this will provide insights
beyond (or at least different from) those obtained through the classical sensitivity or uncertainty analysis, however, this is still a coarse-grained approach, not
dealing with individual assumptions per-se (but with sub-models). If assumptions are not managed, they are not explicitly, nor exhaustively accounted for,
consequently how can a finer-grained understanding of assumptions be obtained?
Drawing a parallel from Shore’s work [81] in the domain of SCS, concerning the
management of safety-related assumptions in safety critical projects, a management of SBR assumptions implies:
1. recognising assumptions;
2. capturing assumptions;
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3. classifying assumptions as validity-related or not;
4. validating those that are validity-related;
5. justify that the assumptions management has been performed adequately.
Since there is no explicit management of assumptions in SBR, each of the phases
suggested above may be carried out with a degree of subjectivity e.g. “common
sense” may dictate which assumptions are deemed relevant for further analysis
and which are simply not taken into count. Grimm and Schmolke [38, p. 21]
provide an overview into this issue as observed in ecological modelling:
“most sensitivity analyses presented in the modeling literature only
include a subset of all model parameters because modelers tend to
‘hide’ parameters they never considered for being varied. There can be
good reasons for this, for example because the modeler wants to focus
on certain scenarios, but these reasons, and all ‘hidden’ parameters
should be documented nevertheless, preferably in a separate table or
paragraph.”
It is the author’s experience that, without performing an analysis, researchers
have no more than the 50% chance of predicting accurately the effects and implications of most assumptions; even with respect to their own models, there are no
guarantees that authors will have developed an in-depth intuition about each and
every non-analysed assumption. How can we classify an assumption as validity
related, if we have not tested it?
There is a certain preference of researchers, to study a subset of relevant assumptions, while leaving the others for “further work” (if they are declared at all). It
is understandable that one research effort may not have the resources for probing
all assumptions, and it has become the norm that such an objective is not even
desirable. Before a model is fully assessed, it has already been modified and used
in publishing a different set of experiments; the modified model can be considered
a new model altogether and, it can (subjectively) capitalise on the credibility of
the original model, it will need to be validated again [77].
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7.2

Related Work

Relevant to the topic of assumption analysis are a number of proposals, both
from the domain of computer science and ecology. In terms of computer science,
Sargent and others have already discussed about conceptual model validation [61;
77]. In the case of a non-complex domain, we can discuss of accurate conceptual
models, that can be validated to a large extent e.g. if we are simulating a computer
system, all the technical details concerning the functioning of this system are
available and the model encapsulates as much information as necessary for its
purpose.
However, when researching complex systems, the domain is hardly in the grasp
of the modeller: scientists discuss (and debate) about emergence and downward
causation [84], two processes describing the interaction between lower and higher
level of organisations within complex systems; systems (e.g. natural organisms)
are not isolated, but exist and act within an environment; drawing a line between
what is relevant or not, between what is interacting with and influencing a given
system or not, is a choice rather than a certainty. In such a context, the concept
of (hard) validation is elusive. Jakeman et al. [51] prefer to avoid the use of this
term, in favour of that of model performance.
Looking back at Figure 6.1 describing, in a GSN format, Sargent’s view on what
constitutes a valid simulation effort, we observe that the conceptual model validation is supported by a claim that “theories and assumptions underlying the
conceptual model are consistent with those in the system theories” (G CM Val.1).
Such an unqualified claim implies that all theories and assumptions should have
the desired consistency, but then, no SBR effort has kept track of all its
assumptions, nor is it usually possible to build a model out of only “consistent”
assumptions. Incomplete knowledge, together with the fact that “all models are
wrong, but some are useful” [24], imply that not everything in a model should or
can be consistent with an existing theory.
Turning towards the ecological domain, there are several techniques of relevance
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here: pattern-oriented modelling (POM) [42], Pareto Optimal Model Assessment
Cycle (POMAC) [73], Van Nes and Scheffer’s strategy to improve the contribution
of complex simulation models to ecological theory [86], etc. While the first two
techniques allow the refinement of a model based on assessing it against multiple
patterns (POM) or criteria (POMAC), Van Nes and Scheffer’s method, aimed at
improving the understanding of the way in which complex models generate their
results, relies on the analysis of simplified variants of a model.
All of the above techniques, together with sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
methods customised for complex systems models [47], allow us to obtain a better understanding of a model. What is missing though is that, even if we have
simplified our model through an approach like Van Nes and Scheffer’s, or we
have obtained an added confidence in the model’s realism through a process like
POM or POMAC, we still have not obtained an in-depth understanding of each individual assumption, without justifying why this level of
understanding is not needed. In SCS terms, even if our engineered system
has passed its certification tests, we have not investigated the potential hazards
that might affect it; we have not performed a hazard analysis in a systematic and
sustained manner.
Consequently, we investigate the use of deviation analysis for obtaining insights
into model assumptions.

7.3

Assumption Deviation Analysis (ADA)

This assumption analysis approach makes use of deviation analysis in general
and HAZOP in particular. HAZOP builds on critical examination – “a formal
technique for examining an activity and generating alternatives by asking ’What
is achieved?’, ’What else could be achieved?’, ’What should be achieved?’, ’How
is it achieved?’,... ’When is it achieved?’, ’Where is it achieved?’... ’Who achieves
it?’, and so on.” [56]. Instead of maintaining the focus on generating alternatives, HAZOP generates deviations. In practice, this implies analysing “what if”
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scenarios (deviation analysis), in corroboration with a number of keywords: no or
none, more, less, as well as, part of, other than, reverse. For each component of a
critical system, a number of at least 7 scenarios (one for each question – keyword
combination) can be analysed by a HAZOP team, with the aim of identifying
potential hazards.
In the context of SBR, the author proposes a customized approach for performing
ADA, comprising of the following steps:
1. capture model assumptions, from high-level to low-level;
2. formulate deviation keywords;
3. create deviation tables comprising all components;
4. evaluate deviations and identify the ones that:
(a) render the model unusable;
(b) require further investigation;
5. generate simulator variants for assessing deviations;
6. complete the deviation tables with results obtained from simulator variants.
ADA can be applied to low-level assumptions or to high-level design details. In
the latter case, one could assess the eventual outcome of not using a spatial
representation at all e.g. [13] and [21], or of using a different type of spatial
layout e.g. a tile layout instead of the more popular grid-based layout [20]. In
this study, the focus is placed on low-level assumptions – the ones that usually
are left unanalysed.
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7.3.1

Capture Model Assumptions

To start with, we draw a parallel between the components of a safety-critical system and a model’s assumption; engineered systems are built with components,
whereas models are built from assumptions. Although assumptions are of different types e.g. simplifications, distortions, hypotheses, “facts”, we generalise
them to: all (critical) pieces of information defining a model, without which the
model would not operate. Such a component-oriented view on assumptions makes
way also for a better accountability of assumptions and, in turn, for converging
towards a type of assumption management.

To obtain a thorough list of model assumptions, we can use ODD [40]. If we
possess an ODD description which is sufficient in enabling us to reimplement a
simulator, this contains the information needed for ADA.

In line with Shore’s proposal for the use of an Assumptions Log [81], the author
proposes here an adaptation of this tool, to be used in SBR. Table 7.1 details
the information this Assumption Log for SBR should capture, whereas Table 7.3
provides an example of filled in Assumption Log for SBR. Each entry (assumtion)
consists of four types of information: assumption statement, its impact, validity
and scope. The (expected or evaluated) impact of an assumption is a synonym
for how sensitive the model is to it: the greater the sensitivity, the greater the
impact1 . The Validity field captures the expected or evaluated validity of the assumption. In relation to domain knowledge, researchers know in advance if some
assumptions are grounded (supported by existing evidence) or if they contradict
commonly accepted knowledge (hence are invalid). The Scope field records how
the assumption influences the scope of the model.

1

By altering a critical assumption, one is sure to expect a significant change in simulation
results and vice-versa.
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Information Field Description
1 Assumption
statement of the assumption
2 Impact
assessment of the assumption’s impact over the
model’s outputs e.g. Low, Critical
3 Validity
assessment of the assumption’s validity
e.g. Grounded, Invalid, N/A (not to be assessed)
4 Scope
the effect of the assumption over the model’s
scope e.g. (-) model not relevant for studying
Table 7.1: “Assumptions Log” fields

7.3.2

Formulate Deviation Keywords

Following HAZOP, ADA requires a set of keywords to guide the analysis. To
begin with, it is satisfactory to use the standard HAZOP terms listed above,
whereas in the future, experience might allow us to propose other, SBR specific
terms.

7.3.3

Create Deviation Tables

The next stage is to arrange the assumptions and keywords into a HAZOP-like
table and begin assessing the deviations. The author calls this type of table,
“Deviation table” and its information fields are described in Table 7.2.

The impact of some deviations, on the overall model, may be obvious and hence
immediately written in the appropriate table cell. Deviations that are considered
critical should be highlited e.g. using red text colour. In the remaining cases,
however, further simulation is required and this can be marked with a ’ ?’ symbol.
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 provide an example of filled in Deviation Table.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Field
Assumption
No/None
More
Less
As well as
Part of
Other than

Description
assumption being analysed
impact if assumption is removed from model
impact if assumption is quantitatively increased
impact if assumption is quantitatively decreased
impact if assumption is qualitatively increased
impact if assumption is qualitatively decreased
assumption substituted
Table 7.2: “Deviation Table” fields

7.3.4

Generate Simulator Variants

Irrespective of the keyword, there may be ‘assumption + keyword’ combinations
for which no pertinent, simulation-free answer can be given. We need then to
develop a systematic framework for analysing these combinations. The author
proposes the use of a version control system e.g. Subversion (SVN), Git with
which to track the development of simulator variants. These are branched from
the main repository and differ from the origin by implementing a single deviation.
Outputs collected from the simulator variants can be stored in a database, where
each result entry can be related to the simulator variant (branch) and a commit
identifier – this way we assure the fact that both source code and outputs match
the investigated deviation.
Through experimentation, we will be able to fill the missing gaps in the HAZOP
table. By making the entire source code repository (with its original simulator
and variants) available, together with the results database, we open our work to
external scrutiny.
At the end of this analysis, we will have obtained a thorough understanding of the
areas of vulnerability in the model (the hazards), in addition to having sufficient
evidence for substantiating that we know the model. To know a model means
to be able to say what is the particular effect (or influence, role) of each of its
constituting assumptions, similar to knowing an engineered system means to be
able to describe the role of each of its components.
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7.4

Case Study

According to the above method, the first stage is to list Bown et al.’s [23] modelling assumptions, followed by the execution of the deviational analysis.

7.4.1

Capture Model Assumptions

Listing assumptions is not a straightforward task. Firstly, because in a publication it is often the case that not all assumptions are described, whereas from a
theoretical perspective, the computer simulation contains more assumptions than
the conceptual model, because it represents a reification of it (to be executable,
it requires concrete information not described within the conceptual model [83]).
Consequently, the author used the structured information presented in Section 4.2
– which approximately follows the ODD protocol. In order to fill the assumptions
log, an information elicitation session was performed with Bown and Eberst (first
and co-author on the case study paper [23]).
The information elicitation session yielded information that was not entirely presented in [23]; this because [23] was not written according to a documentation
standard (such as ODD), and because the author specifically asked questions
about the justifiability of different modelling decisions (questions that perhaps
the reviewers of [23] had not asked). At the end of this effort, we are in possession of two types of information: Bown et al.’s model description and the elicited
information presented above.
This information, together with what was published in [23], is then “compiled”
into a unique set of assumptions are recorded in the Assumptions Log (Table
7.3).
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Assumption
1 competition model
2 only one plant per location
3 clonal reproduction
4 no seed banking
5 plant composed of three
resource compartments

Impact Validity
Scope
?
Assumed (-) model not relevant for settings in
which plant facilitation takes place
?
?
(-) model not relevant for plants
that share resources across cells
Invalid
(-) model contradicts the biology
Invalid
(-) model contradicts the biology
Grounded (+) consistent with prevailing knowledge
?
?
?

Table 7.3: Fragment of the Assumptions Log for Bown et al.’s [23] model
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7.4.2

Create Deviation Tables and Perform Initial Evaluation

We devise different HAZOP-like tables for different types of information. We can
have a table for each type of entity (in this case, plants and spatial locations)
or one for an aspect of the model’s description (e.g. one for the plant genotype,
including the plant traits and another for its phenotype).
As we have mentioned before, at the end of this phase, each “component” –
assumption without which simulations cannot be performed – needs to appear in
a HAZOP table.
The first phase of the analysis sees deviations for which an immediate answer is
readily available, have it written in their table cell; Tables 7.4 and 7.5 present
an example of a deviation table, after this first phase. Table 7.6 captures the
deviations that may render the model unusable (recognised hazards).
Deviations that cannot be readily addressed (marked with “?” in the tables), will
be evaluated through simulation.

7.4.3

Generate Simulator Variants

A list of simulator branches to be developed results, as shown in Table 7.7. Here
each simulator branch receives a unique (encoded) name, and a description of the
difference between it and the main simulator.
Through experimentation with each simulator branch, we obtain answers for
the HAZOP questions (and insights into the original assumptions forming the
model). In Figures 7.1 and 7.2 we present simulation results concerning two
cplants branches. The first figure suggests that the way plant age is defined in
Bown et al.’s model [23], does not have a qualitative or quantitative influence
over results – the model is not sensitive to it. The model is, however, sensitive to
the assumption that plants have a development stage and to the way the number
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1
2

Trait
Ue (s)
Ur (s)

3 Du (s)
4 Ps
5 rt
6 ru
7 Rt
8 Rd
9 Rf
10 Dp
11 Vt
12 Vp
13 Pd

No/None
1) fixed uptake
2) no uptake
loss of surplus
resources
1) fixed distribution
2) no uptake
1) constant ratio
2) no allocation
less resources
for reproduction
no surplus
no time dependent
fecundity
no development
dependent fecundity
?
no seed dispersal
no survival threshold

More
greater resource
need
excessive
request
more types
of uptake
no reproduction
more resources
for reproduction
greater release
less frequent
reproduction

Less
lower resource
need
request below
need
a single type
of uptake
underdeveloped
plants
less resources
for reproduction
smaller release
frequenter
reproduction

?

?

?
more elaborate
model
quicker death

?
simpler
model
immortal
plants
quicker death
low r.d.
probability

no survival assessment immortal plant
no random death
high r.d.
probability

Table 7.4: Deviation table, addressing the plant traits
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Trait
1 Ue (s)
2 ru

As well as
?
?
?
3 Du (s)
?
4 Ps
?
5 rt
?
6 rs
?
7 Rt
?
8 Rd
?
9 Rf
?
10 Dp
11 Vt
?
12 Vp
?
13 Pd
more elaborate
model

Part of
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
simpler
model

Other than
?
?
gradient
update
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Table 7.5: Deviation table, addressing the plant traits (continuation)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Deviation
No Ue (s)
Less Ur s
No Du (s)
No Ps
More Ps
No Dp
More Vt
Less Vt
More Vp
Less Vp

Effect
plants die without resources
plants would starve to death
plants die without an uptake area
plants die without resources
plants allocate no resources for reproduction
no new plants get created without seed dispersal
plants need more resources for survival
plants need extremely few resources for survival
resource shortfall may be assessed too late
resource shortfall assessed instantly

Table 7.6: Deviations that affect the model’s usability
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No
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
3
4
5.1
5.2
5.3

Simulator Branch
cplants
cplants cyc
cplants cyc ct seed
cplants cyc no age
cplants cyc no dvs
cplants cyc no indvar
cplants cyc no res
cplants cyc var seed
cplants cyc diff alloc
cplants no
cplants no age
cplants no alloc
cplants no death
cplants no dvs
cplants no indvar
cplants no res
cplants no shortf
cplants seedb
cplants seqord
cplants ue
cplants ue ct
cplants ue lin
cplants ue rev

Description
main trunk
reproduction based on global timer
constant seed production
no plant ageing
no development stage
no individual variation
no resources
variable seed production
different allocation algorithm
features switched off
no plant ageing
no resource allocation
no plant deaths
no development stage
no individual variation
no resources
no resource shortfall
with seed bank
sequential ordering of plant events
essential uptake variations
constant essential uptake
linear essential uptake
reversed essential uptake

Table 7.7: Example of assumption variations tested on the cplants simulator
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3.5

Number of species − log(S)

3

2.5

2

1.5
cp cyc−75−3−5X−0.001−5, z=0.458
cp cyc no dvs−75−3−5X−0.001−5, z=0.323
cp cyc ct seed−75−3−5X−0.001−5, z=0.549
cp cyc no age−75−3−5X−0.001−5, z=0.44

1

n=kAz
0.5
4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

Environment size − log(e*e)

Figure 7.1: Comparison of cplants cyc branches, at default parametrisation
of propagules is calculated (see Section 6.4.3).
In Figure 7.2, we observe the role of individual variation (another assumption of
Bown et al.’s model [23]). If it is switched off, the resulting species-area curve is
qualitatively and quantitatively different from the expected one (corresponding to
the mathematical model n = kAz ). We confirmed this result by using a secondary
simulator – nplants – developed in NetLogo, hence both results are depicted.
More results generated from this assumption deviation analysis are provided in
Appendix E. We observe there that assumptions that were initially assumed as
invalid e.g. no seed banking, do not have a significant impact over the simulation
results. If an invalid assumption does not alter simulation results once it is
removed or changed, then the model is robust to it and the assumption can be
dropped or the model needs to be further investigated in order to understand the
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3.5
cp no indvar−75−3−5X−0.001−5, z=0.794
nplants no indvar−75−3−5X−0.001−5, z=0.851

Number of species − log(S)

3

n=kAz

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5
4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

Environment size − log(e*e)

Figure 7.2: Comparison between the no indvar branch (2.5 in Table 7.7) of the
cplants and nplants simulators
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reason why it was insensitive to the assumption.

7.5

Discussion

This chapter introduce the ADA technique to the domain of SBR. While we have
not provided here extensive results, spanning the entire description of Bown et
al.’s [23] model, we expect the method to be scalable and effective in expanding
our understanding of simulation models.
The chapter has addressed related work, from the domain of computer science
and ecology. There exists numerous sensitivity and uncertainty analysis techniques, as well as methods for converging on minimal model definitions that
maintain validity. None of this methods, however, delivers the same insight as
ADA. Through systematic listing of assumptions we take the first steps towards
assumption management. Through the keyword-based deviational analysis, we
gain extensive insights into the role, influence or importance of each assumption.
We can also calculate the coverage of this assumption analysis. Provided we
identify A assumptions and we use a set of K keywords, we have N = AK cases
to analyse. Out of this, a percentage Pi will be answered immediately, another
percentage Ps will be addressed through simulation, whereas the remainder P?
will not be addressed. At the end of the exercise we can quantify the unknowns
(the uncharted assumptions), through P? . There is a different confidence resulting
from a scientific claim made in the context of a model that has been analysed in
a “ADA proportion” of 90%, out of which Ps = 85%.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions

8.1

Methodological Advancements

This thesis mentions three methodological advancements:

1. Reverse-Engineering Publications into GSN Arguments
Chapter 5 describes a literal (brute force) but not-biased reverse-engineering
method through which argumentation threads from published research can be
captured into GSN arguments. This method is not seen as optimal, nor as the
most efficient in extracting structured arguments from literal text, but it serves
the purpose of showing as objectively as possible, that unless a research article
is written with structured argumentation in mind (and in this case, there should
be no reason why the underlying structured arguments cannot be delivered as
supplementary information, in order to facilitate review and understanding of
the work), researchers will continue complaining about the quality of published
work, of peer reviewing or of the lack of assurance giving information.

2. Using Structured Argumentation for SBR Purposes
Chapter 6 details a number of uses for SA in the context of SBR; this applies
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both to ongoing research and to already published research. SA can be used for
assuring the adequacy of SBR, at finer-grained or higher levels of description.

3. Applying Deviation Analysis to SBR Assumption
Chapter 7 proposes a method for performing deviation analysis on modelling
assumptions. Derived from HAZOP and taking into account the concept of assumption management and the way it is performed in SCS, the method may be
used in yielding a better, more in depth understanding into the criticality, validity
and effect of each model assumption, irrespective of its granularity.

8.2

Contributions

The first contribution of this thesis is its actual focus: that of increasing the
rigour level of SBR, through the use of proven techniques from the domain of
SCS. A successful uptake of the research provided in this thesis can make an
impact on a wide scale, as SBR is not limited to a domain, but it is inter- and
cross-disciplinary.
Secondly, the thesis provides a detailed case for the use of structured argumentation in scientific (and simulation-based) research. In line with “evidence-based”
interests, such as those taking place in engineering (through evidence-based engineering), medicine (evidence-based medicine), the use of GSN for SBR purposes
has the potential of consolidating the evidence-based approach that should constitute the very foundation of research. Evidence alone is insufficient, however,
as it has been shown in SCS. Either due to sheer volume, or due to its opacity,
those that want to make use of it need to provide also clear arguments using this
evidence.
The thesis has addressed this topic from two perspectives: a retrospective and
a dynamic one, GSN can be used for retrospective purposes such as capturing
the argument threads of different publications; eventually, arguments constitute
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an essential layer that is not explicit in an abstract, nor in a full paper format.
This type of information is inaccessible, it is not indexed in data bases (although
attempts to maintain argument data bases have been made, for other domains)
and consequently the research community cannot benefit from them.
We have shown why GSN is not perfectly suited for capturing scientific arguments; in comparison with debate-mapping tools such as Debategraph, GSN is
powerful but also limited in the type of relations between information elements
it allows. Extracting GSN arguments from plain-text papers has also proved to
be a difficult and only partially successful exercise. Without the support of the
original authors, it is simply not possible to achieve this in full; the plain text format allows for the use of a persuasive rather than a logical language; ambiguities
prevent converging towards a single GSN argument for a given piece of text.
We have also shown how GSN has been used in ongoing research. It is important
to have both these types of uses well represented. GSN allows researchers to
establish the basis of their confidence, “there and then”; it also facilitates retrospection and reaching agreements in research teams. What GSN cannot do is
solve any modelling or research problem. It is still the researchers that, through
the careful use of structured argumentation, can perform research of higher rigour.

8.3
8.3.1

Further Work
Better Reverse-Engineering of Articles into GSN
Arguments

In Chapter 5, the author used a “brute force” reverse-engineering method, in order
to convert a research article [23] into structured arguments. A principal purpose
for attempting to put the entire content of the article, sentence by sentence, into
GSN format, was to emphasize that when one attempts to lose no content from
a research paper (to apply no heuristics, to make no subjective decisions, etc.),
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the resulting structured arguments are far from the traditional tree-structured
GSN arguments as seen in Safety Critical Systems [54]. In other words, the value
generated by the researchers (authors) themselves creating and publishing their
own structured arguments, is more or less irreplaceable.
To go beyond the above effort, a more refined method of extracting arguments
out of plain text would be needed. That’s what we normally do when we read
an article. The questions that can be asked here are: can we develop a reliable
method of extracting readable (rather than comprehensive, like those generated in
Chapter 5) structured arguments out of research articles and could this method
be fully automated? The benefits of a positive answer are worth considering:
the science community could develop argument databases, to complement the
Abstracts databases, so that anyone could have a “quick look” through the core
argument of a research paper, rather than just its abstract; complicated or just
not easy to read papers would still be summarised in a structured argument that
would clearly show what is claimed and how are the claims supported.

8.3.2

ODD, TRACE and SA

Following ODD, another documentation standard was developed in the field
of ecology: transparent and comprehensive ecological modeling (TRACE) [80].
While ODD is limited to structuring a model’s description, TRACE is aimed at
structuring the modeller’s notebook, hence encompassing the model development
phase, its testing and analysis, together with considerations on its applicability
for its intended purpose. Together with ODD, TRACE is considered to provide a
complete set of templates for organising research data, as a complement1 to plain
text research articles.
It is the author’s opinion that, without SA, the package composed of ODD and
TRACE is highly useful, but still incomplete. While TRACE records information
concerning a model’s verification and validation and requires (through the “Rec1

Or supplementary data.
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ommendation” section) the “description of how initial question(s) could be answered” based on the obtained results, there is still a missing element: how the researcher bridges its conclusions with all the other aspects documented in TRACE
(problem formulation, design and formulation, model description, parametrization, calibration, verification, sensitivity analysis, validation, results, uncertainty
analysis). This is exactly where structured argumentation is needed, as through
SA the researcher provides justifications for its conclusions.
Consequently, a line of research should be dedicated to studying the use of ODD,
TRACE and SA (through GSN) together, for achieving a higher level of rigour
in research.

8.3.3

Tools and Notations for SA

This thesis has emphasized the utility of GSN for scientific purposes; it has also
suggested that the GSN standard is insufficiently adequate to SBR. The PartSupportedBy relation we proposed, for example, finds echos in Ge et al.’s effort
of proposing a looser meaning for SupportedBy [35]. The thesis proposes a set of
other relations, but we need to establish a semantic for each of these in order to
increase their applicability.
In addition, the topic of tool support is also relevant. For generating diagrams,
the author used Microsoft Visio, with a free plugin developed at the University
of York installed. There are other commercial tools available, but these either
come at a prohibitive price, or do not allow the flexibility we would require in
a research environment (there where GSN can be used beyound its standard).
Other free tools, such as NASA’s CertWare (based on the Eclipse IDE), are
still steps behind even complying with the GSN standard, although being opensource, software engineers could modify it in order to achieve the flexibility we
have discussed above.
Paul Andrews, researcher on the R-Futures project1 , within the University of
1

http://r-futures.ecs.soton.ac.uk/
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York, is working on an online GSN tool. While this is still under development, it
offers the benefits of platform independence, lack of costs and, of course, wide accessibility. To use it for research purposes, however, issues related to the security
and usability of this tool need to be addressed.

8.3.4

Model arithmetic

The path from general to specific is paved with requirements for gaining complexity (or “realism”) through replacement of simplifying assumptions with modelling
details; there exists a trade-off between generality and specificity. Each removal
or replacement of a model assumption leads to the creation of a model variant,
such that we can even speak of an arithmetic for models. If M = A + P represents the necessary formula for obtaining a model, where M represents a model,
A = {ai |i ∈ N } is a set of assumptions and P = {pi |i ∈ N } is a set of parameters,
we can then define classes of model variants:

M1 = M + (ai − ai )
M2 = M + (ai − ai ) + (aj − aj )
..
.
Mn = M + (ai − ai ) + · · · + (at − at )

where ai = {null, ¬ai , etc.} represents the substitute of an assumption ai . The
difference between two adjacent model classes should be one assumption: Mn −
Mn−1 = 1. An instantiation of a class Mn model is n assumptions away from an
instantiation of an initial model M .
There are three cases of modifications: a) assumption removal (when ai = null,
b) assumption replacement, when ai is instantiated e.g. the negation of ai and
c) assumption addition, when no assumption is removed ai = null but a new
assumption a is added to the model. From this perspective, practically any two
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Figure 8.1: Model variant hierarchy, starting from Schelling’s initial model (S),
continuing with the three variants presented in [30] (we shall name them EF,
EF+ and EF-) and finishing with three variants defined in this paper (EFc, EFc+
and EFc+-). The numbers attached to the edges represent the total assumption
distance from the root model.
models are located at a discrete distance from one another.
Varying the parameter set scopes the thoroughness with which a model can be
explored, more parameters enabling a more thorougher exploration. While assumptions represent the invariant part of a model, parameters open up a model
to external variance. This because they are in direct relation with the model’s
assumptions.

8.3.5

A bio-inspired view on simulation-based research

A model can be seen as a genotype composed of assumptions and parameters.
This genotype is at the basis of a simulator – the phenotype, formed according
to the model, the engineering technology adopted and the type of data it needs
to deliver. This organism-like entity acts in an informational environment: it
consumes data i.e. its parametrisation and additional data inputs, and outputs
data i.e. result sets. Figure 8.2 further depicts this image.
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Figure 8.2: Bio-inspired view on simulation-based research.
We can imagine now populations of these genotypes (models) being evaluated on
behalf of their phenotypes (simulators). This is, to an extent, what happens in a
simulation-based research project, where a family1 of models is usually developed,
but only a selected set deliver the required solution. We can also consider the type
of fitness that such an individual has: traditionally, this is an objective function
i.e. f (P, Vc , Vd ), where P represents the purpose of the model, Vc represents a
set of validation criteria and Vd represents validation data; alternatively, it may
depend on other individuals e.g. co-evolution of models, model cross-comparison.
In a population of models, each individual genotype is unique. It does not make
sense to have two identical genotypes in the population, albeit having more phenotypes of the same genotype is useful in gaining more confidence in the model’s
features (through result replication).
Scientific literature abounds in research performed through two types of models:
equation-based and agent-based. These two types of (meta) models differ through
the nature of assumptions they are usually built from, but they still conform to
the image depicted in Figure 8.2. While agent-based models (ABMs) are directly
associated with computer simulators, equation-based models (EBMs) may also
be embodied in computational phenotypes (solvers) facilitating their evaluation.
If this bio-inspired view is accepted, then we can take a step forward and focus
on the importance of each element in the genotype. Biological entities have a significant degree of redundancy in their genomes and the actual mechanisms and
1

A set of model variants
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pathways of gene expression are still a topic of study. Techniques such as DNA
sequencing and gene knockouts have revolutionised our understanding of living organisms. Albeit simpler and “wrong”, models (genotypes) also deserve thorough
understanding. To this date, we are not aware of a simulation study that goes
all way to fully analysing a model (by analysing its constituting assumptions).
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Appendix A
ODD Specifications
At the moment there exist two specifications of ODD, introduced in two publications: the first one, dating from 2006 [40] and the second one from 2010 [41].
The newer specification, making little structural changes, was introduced by its
authors as a replacement for the 2006 version.
In our view, the second publication, while bringing more explanations as to how
the ODD format should be filled, does not completely superseed the first publication. In cases, the new format simplifies some elements, explicitly narrowing down
their scope e.g. the Purpose is required to list only the modelling objectives, the
Process overview and scheduling should only define the process names and not
go into their details. Other elements are extended e.g. more standard complex
adaptive systems (CAS) concepts are added to the Design Concepts element.
Both versions of ODD combine rigorous specifications with looser, vaguer ones.
Rigour can be found in the prescribed sequence of ODD elements (their order and
labels should be preserved), whereas looser specifications can be found in elements
such as the Submodels, which should provide all modelling details, including
assumptions; ODD does not provide support, however, on how to efficiently deal
with the problem of assumptions (Section 1.2.3).
To elucidate ODD specifications, we use tables A.1, A.2 and A.3, where we de-
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tail its content and structure specifications, as described in the 2006 and 2010
versions. Table A.1 reflects the core information for building an ODD model description, while Table A.2 lists what we consider to be the assurance requirements,
explicitly included in the ODD specifications. In addition, Table A.3 details the
structure specifications of ODD. A good ODD model description should contain
all information required by tables A.1 and A.2, according to the structure specified by table A.3.
From the content specification in Table A.1 we observe that the 2010 format:
• simplifies the Purpose element: now it is only required to summarise the
model’s objectives;
• asks explicitly that ODD description relates model units to real ones (if
possible);
• introduces three new design concepts, while removing one.
Table A.3 shows that the 2010 format:
• renames two ODD elements;
• clarifies the scope of the Purpose element, reducing the amount of information it should contain;
• clarifies and scope of the Process overview and scheduling element, reducing
the amount of information it should contain;
• describes how new concepts can be included in the Design concepts element;
• clarifies what Input data should contain;
• explicitly asks for explanation and justification of design decisions.
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ODD
Content Specification
format
1. Purpose
a) why you need to build the model?
2006
b) what will it be used for?
2010
a) summary of objectives for which the model was developed
2. (Entities) State variables and scales
a) higher-level entities
b) full set of state variables and their units 1
2006
c) temporal scale i.e. length of time steps and time horizon
d) spatial scale 2 and extent of the model world
2010
+ what the model units represent in reality
3. Process overview and scheduling
a) environmental and individual processes and their b) effects
2006
c) type of state variable update and d) time representation
e) scheduling order of/within model processes
4. Design concepts
emergence, adaptation, fitness, prediction, sensing,
2006
interaction, stochasticity, collectives, observation
+ basic principles, objectives, learning
2010
- fitness
5. Initialization
a) creation of environment and initial population
2006
b) initial values of state variables and c) their source
d) variation of initialisation across simulations
6. Input (data)
a) imposed dynamics of certain state variables
2006
b) input data files and c) seeds of RNGs
7. Submodels
a) detailed presentation and explanation of each process
2006
b) mathematical “skeleton” of the model
c) full model description
Table A.1: ODD content specifications. The table collates specifications from the
2006 and 2010 ODD formats, according to each of the 7 ODD elements. For the
2010 format, a ‘+’ symbolises that the specification came in addition to the 2006
one, whereas a ‘-’ symbolises that the 2010 specification does not contain that
2006 item.
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ODD
Assurance Specifications
format
(Entities) State variables and scales
2006
reason for choosing scales should be explained
Process overview and scheduling
2006
basis for scheduling decisions should be described
Initialization
2006
references to initialisation data should be provided
Input
2006
[optional] provide input files, including the RNG seed
Submodels
each parameter and equation is verbally explained, in full detail
2006
what assumptions underlie equations and rules
how were submodels tested and calibrated
Table A.2: Explicit assurance specifications in ODD
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ODD
Structure Specifications and Validation Criteria
format
order of the 7 elements must be maintained
2006
all 7 elements must be documented
+ names of the 7 elements must be maintained
2010
+ ODD description referred via “the model description follows
[. . . ]”
1. Purpose
+ do not describe anything about how the model works
2010
+ should be complete and understandable by itself
2. (Entities) State variables and scales
state variables are not auxiliary1 or aggregated variables
2006
if many, variables can be listed in tables or UML class diagrams
2010
+ state variables should not be computable from other state variables
3. Process overview and scheduling
2006
visualisation via flow chart diagrams is allowed
list only the (self-explanatory) names of the model processes
2010
scheduling details the order in which processes are executed and
in which each process is executed by individuals
4. Design concepts
concepts that do not apply can be omitted
2006
order of design concepts is not compulsory
+ new design concepts can be included; they should have a short
2010
name,
be presented at the end and be marked as non-standard ODD
5. Initialization
6. Input (data)
+ environmental variables should not be affected by model vari2010
ables
+ should not define parameter or state variable values
7. Submodels
2006
if too large, can be included in online appendices or published
separately
2010
+ design decisions should be appropriately explained and justified
Table A.3: ODD structure specifications (rules)
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Appendix B
Surveyed SBR Articles using
ODD
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Appendix C
Reverse-Engineering of Case
Study Publication
In the following, excerpts from [23] will be analysed, statement by statement.
The sections in this appendix represent the sections of Bown et al.’s [23] article
that are addressed.

C.1

Abstract

A 1.1 “Biodiversity is generally accepted to include both within species and
between species variation.”
This phrase constitutes a claim: a claim about the existence of a particular state
of facts (a general acceptance, in this case). Note: the expression “generally
accepted” needs to be clarified, either through a context element, or through a
supporting argument.

A 1.2 “Consequently, the contribution to the functioning of ecosystems of variation among individuals should be accounted for.”
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The phrase can be classed as a claim. The term “consequently” points towards a
SupportedBy relation (statement A 1.1 can either be a justification or substantiation, but since GSN does not allow a claim to be justified by another, it must be
“supported” by it. As such, statement A 1.2 is solved by claim A 1.1. Note that
the scope of the claim is not explicit: who should account for this contribution?

A 1.3.a “However, very little is known about patterns of diversity below the
species level”
Statement A 1.3.a represents a claim about the absence or the lack of a particular state of facts (lack of knowledge, in this case). The term “however” does
not point towards a SupportedBy or InContextOf relation, but rather to a InconsistentWith 1 relation (the statement does not oppose the preceding claim A 1.2,
but points towards a situation inconsistent with the one in which A 1.2 is true).
Note that the agency of the statement is missing; a context is needed to clarify
who is referred to by the claim.

A 1.3.b “and less still about the patterns of individual diversity and their relation to ecosystem context and community function”
This is the second statement in phrase A 1.3 and represents a claim. The term
“and” points towards a relation: the two claims are part of the same phrase;
they work together and there is a certain relation between them; however they
can and should still be evaluated independently.

A 1.4 “We present a model for the dynamics of individuals that is physiologically based and spatially explicit”
This phrase constitues a claim; although it can be considered “editorial” or “narrative”, “descriptive” phrase, it describes the authors’ work and it can however
be a claim since it is a noun + verb phrase and can be substantiated.
1

Similar to Debategraph’s Inconsistency cross-link type.
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A 1.5 “Individuals are defined in terms of measurable parameters that relate
environmental context to phenotype and in this sense define the genotype”
• context to claim A.1.4, describes the individuals, to an extent (although arguably it is not a full context)

A 1.6 “Estimates for the variation in the parameter values are obtained from
experiments conducted on the species Rumex acetosa.”
• descriptive
• context to claim A.1.4 (physiologically based)

A 1.7 “Simulations are performed to predict the form of the relative abundance
distribution, and the dependence of the predicted number of coexisting genotypes
on patch area (the genotypearea curve).”
• descriptive
• can be used as context if there’s any element referring to simulations

A 1.8 “We find that the predicted forms of the abundance distribution and
genotypearea curve are indistinguishable from those measured at the species
level”
• claim
• adding “We find ¡through simulation¿, that” makes descriptive a context

A 1.9.a “Furthermore, we identify the importance of physiological trade-offs at
the individual level in promoting diversity”
• claim
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• “furthermore” places claim 7 on the same level as claim 6

A 1.9.b “and the sensitivity of genotype richness to the degree of similarity of
individuals in the community”
• claim
• Composite relation with claim A.1.9.a
• “and” should be replaced by “We identify”
Figure C.2 presents a GSN diagram for Bown et al.’s [23] Abstract, using a linear
arrangement of GSN elements.
Figure C.3 presents a GSN diagram for Bown et al.’s [23] Abstract, using a compact arrangement of GSN elements, with annotations and enforced goal elements).

C.2

Introduction

1.1.1.a “There exists a considerable literature based on both the structure and
function of biological communities”
• claim
• the “considerable literature...” can’t be defined as a context, as it is neither a
definition, nor can it be confined to a set of references (it is an unquantifiable,
hence open statement). Therefore it should be substantiated.

1.1.1.b “with a particular focus on exploring the link between the two”
• claim
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Figure C.1: GSN representation of [23]’s Abstract (linear arrangement)
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Figure C.2: GSN representation of [23]’s Abstract (compact arrangement)

Figure C.3: GSN representation of [23]’s Abstract (compact arrangement, with
annotations and enforced goal elements)
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• “with” implies a dependence relationship with claim 1.1.1.a (if 1.1.1.a fails,
1.1.1.b can’t logically be true, as it depends on the truth of 1.1.1.a). Consequently,
1.1.1.a is an Assumption to 1.1.1.b; 1.1.1.b can be true only in the context of
1.1.1.a.
• Also, should the content of claim 1.1.1.b be the exact statement, or should the
“with” be replaced with “The considerable literature... has a particular focus...”?

1.1.1.b “, e.g. Naeem and Li (1997), Yachi and Loreau (1999), Schwartz et al.
(2000) and Mouquet et al. (2002)”
• the supporting examples “e.g. Naeem...”, forming Sn 1.1.1.b, apply only to
1.1.1.b or to 1.1.1.a also? Since they represent examples (e.g.) they certainly
support 1.1.1.b and to a lower extent 1.1.1.a. Can we say 1.1.1.a is satisfied by
Sn 1.1.1.b? No, but we can say it is justified, to an extent. But the authors
consider it solved by Sn 1.1.1.b, since they find the e.g. sufficient.
• a new type of relation should exist: PartiallySupportedBy. In a phrase, claims
will be unsupported and linked with a PartiallySupportedBy relation to the last
block of citations (evidence), but the claim preceeding block of citations, which
will be SupportedBy them and will be substantiated.

1.1.2.a “In spite of a considerable effort to seek general relations between
species richness and function, e.g. productivity”
• claim
• “in spite of” points to a ContraryTo relation, not between claim 1.1.2.a and
claims 1.1.1 but between claim 1.1.2.a and those following from i t(1.1.2.b and
1.1.2.c)
• “e.g.” points to a context clairifying the type of general relations sought: C
1.1.2.a
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• agency missing. + context: Who made this considerable effort?

1.1.2.b “no such generalisations have been found”
• claim
• agency missing. + context: by whom, just by the author or by anyone else?

1.1.2.c “and it is now believed that such relations, if they exist, depend on the
phenotypic response of species to different environmental contexts (Mouquet et
al., 2002)”
• “and” points towards a Composite relation with claim 1.1.2.b, but which can
be evaluated independently of it.

1.1.3 “These findings acknowledge that in both structure, and structurefunction
relations, variation in behavioural responses to environment is important”
• claim
• “these” does not clarify which findings are referred to. Is it all claims preceeding
it, or just the subset of claims in the preceeding phrase (1.1.2)?
• the verb “suggest” points towards a weaker causality between claim 1.1.3 and
“these findings”. Consequently, should we use SupportedBy or PartiallySupportedBy? We choose SupportedBy to relate with the composite claim 1.1.2 and
PartiallySupportedBy to the composite claim 1.1.1;

1.1.4 “It is natural to consider how we might extend these ideas to study the
implications of the full range of variation on community structure and function”
• claim
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1.1.5.a “Not only will this inform the management of diversity by avoiding
simplistic strategies that conserve the average habitat for the population and
exploit the potential stabilising effects of intraspecific variation (Lomnicki, 1988)”
• claim. Initially considered a justification, but because it is supported by a
citation (and

1.1.5.b “but it allows a clearer understanding of the relative importance of
genetic isolation for the structure and functioning of communities”
• justification. It can also be treated as a unsupported claim.

C.3

Predicted Patterns of Diversity

Figure C.4 depicts the GSN representation of paragraph 4.2 1.
Figure C.5 exposes the GSN representation of paragraph 4.3 1.

C.4

Conclusions

Figure C.9 presents the result of activity 6 applied to G 5 1.4.b.
Figure C.10 presents the result of activity 6 applied to G 5 1.7.
Figure C.11 presents the result of activity 6 applied to G 5 1.10.
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Figure C.4: GSN representation of [23]’s Predicted Patterns of Diversity, paragraph 4.2 1
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distributions for a range of different
ecosystems

we required that each genotype
remaining at the end of the
simulation had abundance equal
to or exceeding 10.

Ten simulations were run
on each of the following
lattice sizes: 50 × 50, 30
× 30 and 20 × 20

C 4.2_1.2

Parameters of relative
abundance curve observed
for different ecosystems:
(Sugihara, 1994)

C 4.2_1.6

(Pachepsky etal.,
2001).

C 4.2_1.5

It is clear that simulations
on larger grids […]
diversity.

U 4.2_1.7

The relation between patch
size and number of
coexisting genotypes
derived above

J 4.2_1.7

G 4.2_1.8

J

The computational limits on
larger grids are currently
prohibitive

M2
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J

We make no assumptions
about correlations among
traits

G 4.3_1.2

The trait trade-offs that facilitate this
simplification of the full model detailed
here arise as a consequence of the
system dynamics in response to the
particular parameter set used

G 4.3_1.3
Importantly, for a different
parameter set the full model would
reduce to a different simplified
formulation based on a different set
of trait trade-offs

G 4.3_1.4

G 4.3_1.13
For low values of m, the
number of coexisting
genotypes is low

4.3_1.5

The complete model is
required from the outset of
the reduction process

These emergent trait
trade-offs cannot be
known a priori

G 4.3_1.6

As per the subsampling strategy
described above

J 4.3_1.2

(Pachepsky
et al., 2001)

Sn 4.3_1.1

J
G 4.3_1.14

Fig. 7 shows the effect of
varying the parameter m on
the number of individuals that
coexist

G 4.3_1.12

As m is increases to intermediate
values, the number of coexisting
genotypes increases
logarithmically

G 4.3_1.15

Fig 7

C 4.3_1.12

At the highest values, the
number reaches a maximum
value and is no longer sensitive
to m

If the system is sufficiently well mixed,
competition between these individuals
ultimately leads to the extinction of all
but one type over sufficiently long time
scales

G 4.3_1.18

<Explain limiting
similarity>

<Sn 4.3_1.16>

limiting similarity
(Kinzig et al., 1999)

C 4.3_1.16

In a mixed community, competition is
greatest between individuals that are
sufficiently alike in their behavioural
traits that they occupy similar niches.

G 4.3_1.17

A sensitivity analysis revealed that
the above behaviour could be
replicated by a simplified abstraction
of the explicit individual-based model

J 4.3_1.5

G 4.3_1.16
This increase in diversity as the
degree of behavioural differences
between individuals increases is in
line with the concept of limiting
similarity

Recent emphasis:
(Bolnick et al.,
2003)

C 4.3_1.19

G 4.3_1.1

For communities of coexisting
individuals, the following simple
four-parameter model can
reproduce the above behaviour

4.3_1.7 to 4.3_1.11

G 4.3_1.19
These results support the recent
emphasis on preserving
intraspecific variation as a
conservation strategy
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Figure C.5: GSN representation of [23]’s Predicted Patterns of Diversity, paragraph 4.3 1

G 5_1.6

G 5_1.8.b

These patterns are related at the
fundamental level to variation in
individual behaviour rather than to any
distinction arising from whether that
variation is within or between species

Intraspecific variation
important in conservation

U 5_1.9
It is important to confirm
these results in the field

G 5_1.10
Complex models may be reduced to
simplified formulations based on trait
trade-offs that emerge at the communityscale, rather than trait trade-offs that are
prescribed at the individual-scale

C 5_1.10
G 5_1.8.a
suggests

J 5_1.4

Trade-offs prescribed at
the individual-scale: as in
Marks and Lechowicz
(2006) and Reineking et al.
(2006)

Individuals that are too
similar cannot coexist

G 5_1.5

G 5_1.7

The predicted forms are consistent
with those observed where
variation is accounted for at the
species level and where
intraspecific variation is ignored

Sufficiently high levels of
differences between individual
behaviour promote diversity in
communities of the same species

As a test of the feasibility
and validity of the
approach

J
G 5_1.4.a

G 5_1.4.b

G 5_1.4.c

The model is parameterised
using data that characterises the
intraspecific variation for the
species R. acetosa

and is used to predict the
form of the abundance
distribution

and the relation between
the number of individual
types and patch size

G 5_1.1

C 5_1.2

C 5_1.3
We introduce a framework for studying
the impact of variation on the structure
and diversity of communities that does
not rely on making a distinction between
intra- and interspecific variation

Individuals are characterised in
terms of physiological traits that
govern the lifecycle dynamics
and the interaction between
individuals and the environment

The approach
incorporates measured
variation in physiological
traits of individuals.

Figure C.6: GSN representation of [23]’s Conclusion, first paragraph

G 5_2.2.a

G 5_2.2.b

The communities can be regarded
equivalently as comprising
individuals of the same species with
different genotypes

or different species with
no intraspecific variation.

G 5_2.3

G 5_2.5

G 5_2.6

The distinction arises when data
on within-species variation is
used to determine the model
parameters

The rate of geneflow between two
types is characterised by the product
of this probability and a distancedependent function characterising the
mechanism(s) of gene exchange

We are currently developing the
model to incorporate geneflow
and a seedbank in conjunction
with an associated field study.

C 5_2.4

G 5_2.1

G 5_2.4

The approach demonstrated here
concentrates on variation without
genetic mixing and with clonal
reproduction

We have shown elsewhere that
individuals can be differentiated
in the potential for geneflow

Elsewhere:
(Pachepsky et al.,
2001)

J 5_2.4
by introducing a conditional
probability that progeny have a
particular trait set as a function
of the traits of the parents

J

Figure C.7: GSN representation of [23]’s Conclusion, second paragraph
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J 5_3.1
As discussed in the
Introduction

J

C 5_3.1
Community functional
properties e.g. primary
production and nutrient
content

G 5_3.1

G 5_3.2

An advantage of characterising
individuals by physiological traits is
that the structure and dynamics of the
population can be related to functional
properties of the community

We examine such links
between individuals and
community properties in a
companion paper

Figure C.8: GSN representation of [23]’s Conclusion, third paragraph

Main

G 5_1.4.b
and is used to predict the
form of the abundance
distribution

main
G 5_1.1

G 4_1.1_Predicted Patterns

G 4.2_1.1_Predicted Patterns

We introduce a framework for studying
the impact of variation on the structure
and diversity of communities that does
not rely on making a distinction between
intra- and interspecific variation

Using the above parameterisation, the model
was used to predict the patterns of diversity
that emerge in a mixed community of
individuals

The hypothesis that the relative abundance of
individuals did not differ from a log-normal distribution
was tested for simulations where sufficient diversity
existed at the end of the simulations for statistical
analysis

Predicted Patterns

Predicted Patterns

Figure C.9: Activity 6: retrospectively substantiating claim G 5 1.4.b

Main

G 5_1.7
Sufficiently high levels of
differences between individual
behaviour promote diversity in
communities of the same species

main

G 5_1.4.b
and is used to predict the
form of the abundance
distribution

G 4.3_1.16_Predicted Patterns

This increase in diversity as the degree of
behavioural differences between individuals
increases is in line with the concept of limiting
similarity
Predicted Patterns

Figure C.10: Activity 6: retrospectively substantiating claim G 5 1.7
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Main
G 5_1.10
Complex models may be reduced to
simplified formulations based on trait
trade-offs that emerge at the communityscale, rather than trait trade-offs that are
prescribed at the individual-scale

G 4.3_1.1_Predicted Patterns

A sensitivity analysis revealed that the above
behaviour could be replicated by a simplified
abstraction of the explicit individual-based
model
Predicted Patterns

Figure C.11: Activity 6: retrospectively substantiating claim G 5 1.10
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Appendix D
Equivalence Argument Details

D.1
D.1.1

CDesc – The C Simulator
Data structures

The C simulator makes use of four data structures, as reflected in Figure D.1.
The spatial layout of the environment is a 2D grid, composed of Location 1 objects. Each spatial cell contains a resource substrate (the Substrate class) and an
instance of a Plant class.

D.1.2

Pseudocode

D.1.2.1

High-level pseudocode

A model run represents the execution of one experiment, lasting for a number of
time steps.
1

Note: The names of the data structure in the original source code are different from the
ones used in this description; the author decided to use different names, for readability purposes.
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Figure D.1: Class diagram representing data structures in the C simulator

Algorithm 1 Model run
setup environment
for each time step do
process environment
end for
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Setting up the environment consists of two phases:
Algorithm 2 setup environment
instantiate 2D grid
instantiate individuals

Instantiate 2D grid a bi-dimensional array of lattice cells is created, each
containing an instance of a substrate and of an individual. The substrate defines
the resource characteristics of the cell, while the individual is relevant when the
lattice cell is occupied.

Instantiate individuals The plant population is created. Firstly, an empty
lattice cell, where the plant will be instantiated, is chosen randomply. The instantiation consists of setting the plant’s trait values, by randomly sampling the
trait distributions, and by initialising its other state variables e.g. age.
Processing the environment consists of an iterative execution of the following two
phases:
Algorithm 3 process environment
for each time step do
resource acquisition
resource usage
end for

where resource acquisition and resource usage are defined as:
Algorithm 4 resource acquisition
for each grid cell do
assess resource demand
process resource demand
replenish substrate
end for
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Algorithm 5 resource usage
for each individual do
allocate uptake
assess death
if not dead then
assess development
assess reproduction
end if
end for

D.1.3

Low-level pseudocode

The details of the submodels are as follows:
Algorithm 6 assess resource demand
select neighbourhood of focal cell
create empty demand vector
for each lattice cell in neighbourhood do
if lattice cell occupied then
calculate demand of occupying plant on focal cell
add demand to demand vector
end if
end for

D.2

ODesc – The Occam-π Simulator

The occam-π language is a process-oriented, rather than an object-oriented language. Instead of C classes, data is contained in records; instead of functions,
execution is performed by processes (PROC ); communication among processes is
performed, in a client-server manner, via channels (CHAN ) while synchronization
via BARRIERs.
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Figure D.2: Occam-π simulator architecture

D.2.1

Architecture

In order for an occam-π simulation to work, a client-server approach is used.
Server processes always answer requests from clients; depending on the design,
some processes may only act as servers, while others can switch between client and
server roles. Topping this hierarchical architecture is a Controller process; this is
the first process started by the occam-π runtime, which spawns the , controls and
stops the simulation, collecting global information from and about the underlying
processes, which is then delivered as simulation output to the simulator user.
In the case of this plant ecology occam-π simulation, the Controller process
The standard UML class diagram needs to be adapted to the process-oriented
paradigm of occam-π in order to express the workings of the occam-π simulation; this was achieved by allowing both processes, records and channels to be
expressed using the standard UML class representation, while prefixing processes
and channels with their respective occam-π keywords. Figure D.3 provides the
result.
Reflecting to the C simulation architecture (Section D.1), there is a Location process, which contains a resource Substrate record. Independent from the Location
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Figure D.3: Diagram representing data structures in the Occam-π simulator
process is the Plant process; the two types of processes interact through channels
(CHAN ) in a many-to-many relationship.

D.2.2

Pseudocode

As mentioned above, the occam-π is executed by a Controller process. This
spawns the necessary processes (Location and Random server, Location and Plant
processes), tracks the passage of “time” and, at the end of the simulation, terminates the spawned processes.
The spawned processes execute independently and in parallel. Because the conceptual model requires the execution of plant life-cycle activities in a sequential
manner (e.g. resource uptake is followed by resource usage), barrier synchronization is used: the barrier blocks the execution of processes that are registered with
it, until all of them issue a SYNC message (see Algorithm 9 for the pseudocode).
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Location processes wait until they receive resource demands from Plant processes registered with them. They subsequently “deliver” (communicate) back
the amount of resource apportioned to each Plant (see Algorithm 10). Locations
then synchronise with a different barrier, marking the end of the resource uptake
phase.
Plant processes then execute the resource usage phase, by allocating the received
resources throughout their resource stores, increasing their development stage and
then reproducing (if conditions are met). At the end of these activities, Plant
processes synchronise, this final synchronization marking the end of a time step.
Note: to detect the passage of time, the Controller also synchronises with the
barriers.
Algorithm 7 Controller: Model run
Controller spawns servers
Controller spawns Location processes
Controller spawns Plant processes
for each time step, in parallel do
Plants submit resource demands
Plants undergo barrier synchronization
Locations release resources
Locations undergo barrier synchronization
Plants allocate resources
Plants assess development
Plants assess reproduction
Plants and Controller undergo barrier synchronization
end for
Controller terminates spawned processes

Algorithm 8 Plant: submit resource demand
calculate total resource demand
for each connected Location do
send proportional resource demand
end for
synchronise with barrier
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Algorithm 9 BARRIER: synchronization
flag = False
while flag == False do
flag = True
for all registered processes do
if process not synchronized then
flag = False
break
end if
end for
end while
for all registered processes do
release process from synchronization
end for

Algorithm 10 Location: release resources
repeat
wait for communication from a connected Plant process
if communication is a resource demand submission then
store demand
end if
until all connected plants have submitted their resource demands
calculate resources to be released to each Plant
for each connected Plant do
send proportional resources
end for
synchronise with barrier
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C Function
Occamp-π PROC
int model run(void);
int initialise simulation(void);
void set environment(void);
Controller
void set substrate(void);
void set distribution(void);
double essential uptake trait(individual ind, int dvs);
void individual development(int x, int y);
Plant
double resource shortfall threshold trait(individual ind);
void assess resource shortfall(int x, int y);
double requested uptake trait(individual ind);
void distribute resource(a resource demand dem[mdm]);
void deplete substrate(int x, int y, double tdm);
Location
void replenish substrate(int x, int y);
void process environment(void);
None
void resource acquisition(void);
Table D.1: Parallel between functions from the C simulation and processes that
in the occam-π one

D.3

AlgMapping

D.4

DataMapping

The following code extracts emphasise the way data structures are represented
in the C simulation. As an example, the Plant structure is used.
typedef struct {
//−− TRAITS
// r e s o u r c e c a p t u r e development type
int rcdt ;
// e s s e n t i a l uptake
do ub le eu y0 ;
// e s s e n t i a l uptake
do ub le eu b ;
// r e q u e s t e d / e s s e n t i a l uptake r a t i o
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C simulation
void r e p l e n i s h s u b s t r a t e ( i n t x , i n t y ) {
env [ x ] [ y ] . sub . c ur+=env [ x ] [ y ] . sub . re p ;
i f ( env [ x ] [ y ] . sub . cur>env [ x ] [ y ] . sub . s a t )
env [ x ] [ y ] . sub . c ur=env [ x ] [ y ] . sub . s a t ;
}
Occamp-π simulation, Location process
PROC r e p l e n i s h . subs (SUBSTRATE subs )
SEQ
subs [ cu r ] := ( subs [ c ur ] + subs [ r p r ] )
IF
subs [ cu r ] > subs [ s a t ]
subs [ cu r ] := subs [ s a t ]
TRUE
SKIP
:
Table D.2: Parallel between the C and occam-π implementations of the substrate
replenishment function

double r e u r ;
// St r e l e a s e r a t e
double s t r r ;
// Su r e l e a s e r a t e
double s u r r ;
// Time dependent f e c u n d i t y
int tdfv ;
// Compartment p a r t i t i o n Ps
double ps ;
// S u r v i v a l a s s e s s m e n t p e r i o d Vp
double r s p ;
// S u r v i v a l a s s e s s m e n t t h r e s h o l d Vt
double r s t ;
// Plant death p r o b a b i l i t y
double pdp ;
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//−− STATES
// Type r e f e r e n c e
int tref ;
// A l l o c a t e d r e s o u r c e
do ub le aru ;
// development s t a g e
i n t dvs ;
// age
i n t age ;
// St : s t r u c t u r a l s t o r e
do ub le s t ;
// Su : s u r p l u s s t o r e
do ub le su ;
// Ss : s t r u c t u r a l compartment
do ub le s s ;
// r e s o u r c e h i s t o r y
do ub le ∗ r h s ;
} Plant ;
The following code extracts emphasise the way data structures are represented
in the occam-π simulation.
DATA TYPE PLANT
RECORD
−−∗ TRAITS
−−∗ r e s o u r c e c a p t u r e development type
INT r c d t :
−−∗ e s s e n t i a l uptake , y0
REAL32 eu . y0 :
−−∗ e s s e n t i a l uptake , b
REAL32 eu . b :
−−∗ e s s e n t i a l uptake , a and x0
REAL32 eu . x0 , eu .
−−∗ r e q u i r e d / e s s e n t i a l uptake r a t i o
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REAL32 r e u r :
−−∗ s t r u c t u r a l s t o r e ( St ) r e l e a s e r a t e
REAL32 s t r r :
−−∗ s u r p l u s s t o r e ( Su ) r e l e a s e r a t e
REAL32 s u r r :
−−∗ s t r u c t u r a l compartment s t o r e p r o p o r t i o n
REAL32 s s s p :
−−∗ V. t . , r e s o u r c e s h o r t f a l l p e r i o d t r a i t
INT r s p :
−−∗ V. p . , r e s o u r c e s h o r t f a l l t h r e s h o l d t r a i t
REAL32 r s t :
−−∗ time dependent f e c u n d i t y t r a i t
INT t d f v :
−−∗ development dependent f e c u n d i t y t r a i t
INT ddf :
−−∗ s e e d d i s p e r s a l p a t t e r n t r a i t
INT sdp :
−−∗ p l a n t death p r o b a b i l i t y
REAL32 pdp :
−−∗ amount o f r e s o u r c e p er s e e d
REAL32 s r :
−−∗ STATES
−−∗ p l a n t ’ s l o c a l i d
INT i d :
−−∗ Type r e f e r e n c e
INT t r e f :
−−∗ t he p l a n t ’ s l o c a t i o n
VECTOR2. INT pos :
−−∗ Ss : s t r u c t u r a l compartment
REAL32 s s :
−−∗ s t r u c t u r a l s t o r e
REAL32 s t :
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−−∗ s u r p l u s s t o r e
REAL32 su :
INT age :
INT dvs :
−−∗ r e s o u r c e h i s t o r y
[ mpr ] REAL32 r h s :
INT r h s . i d x :
RANDOM.STATE r s :
C simulation

occamp-π simulation

DATA TYPE SUBSTRATE
RECORD
−−∗ i n i t i a l r e s o u r c e l e v e l
REAL32 i n i :
−−∗ c u r r e n t r e s o u r c e l e v e l
REAL32 c ur :
−−∗ s a t u r a t i o n l e v e l
REAL32 s a t :
−−∗ r e s o u r c e r e l e a s e r a t e
REAL32 r l r :
−−∗ r e s o u r c e r e p l e n i s h m e n t r a t e
REAL32 r p r :
:

typedef struct {
// i n i t i a l r e s o u r c e l e v e l
double i n i ;
// c u r r e n t r e s o u r c e l e v e l
double cu r ;
// s a t u r a t i o n l e v e l
double s a t ;
// r e s o u r c e r e l e a s e r a t e
double r e l ;
// r e s o u r c e r e p l e n i s h m e n t r a t e
double re p ;
} substrate ;

Table D.3: Parallel between the C struct and occam-π record
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Appendix E
Assumption Deviation Analysis
Results
Note: the following figures have the simulator name and parameter values encoded
in their legend entries. The parameters are listed in the following order: initial
population size, substrate level, simulation length, plant death probability and
memory length. For example, a cplants simulation with an initial diversity of 75
individuals, a substrate level of 3 units, a simulation length of 50000 time steps,
a plant death probability of 0.001 and a memory length of 6 will appear in the
legend as cplants.75.3.50000.0.001.2. In some figures, cplants is replaced with cp.

E.1
E.1.1

Parameter Variation
Varying the Size of the Environment

Figure E.1 shows the behaviour of Bown et al.’s [23] model, if the environment
size is increased from 10 × 10 grid cells to 1000 × 1000. The resulting genotypearea curve follows the expected log-normal path (n = kAz ) up to an environment
size from which it seem to level.
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Figure E.1: Results after varying the size of the environment
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This behaviour is acceptable as the initial genotype diversity becomes a limiting
factor, for larger environments. These could support a larger diversity – and
in this case, the genotype-area curve could remain log-normal –, but since the
initial diversity is limited to 75 different genotypes, this number is asymptotically
preserved as the environment gets larger.

E.1.2

Varying the Size of the Plant Memory

The plant memory is a modelling artefact, based on which it is assessed if the
plant has been sufficiently under-resourced in the past, that it will die. The size
of the plant memory represents the number of days for which the plant’s available
resources will be stored; the default value for this parameter is 5, meaning that
it will record the values for the 5 previous days.
Figure E.2 presents results from experiments where this value was increased to
100. It is observable that there is no significant effect from increasing the size of
the plant memory is.

E.1.3

Varying the Length of the Simulation

As simulation length increases, a larger number of genotypes are lost, hence the
overall diversity is lower. Figure E.3 emphasises the fact that this decrease in diversity does not change the general outlook of the genotype-area curve generated
by the simulation.

E.1.4

Varying the Plant Death Probability

Varying the plant death probability has two types of effects. If increased from
0.001 (the default value) to 0.010 (a ten-fold increase), then the resulting genotypearea curve pattern is preserved, albeit the overall diversity decreases (see Figure
E.4.
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Figure E.2: Results after varying the size of the plant resource memory
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Figure E.3: Results after varying the length of the simulation
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Figure E.4: Results after increasing the plant death probability
If decreased to zero (practically the assumption and parameter are removed from
the model), then suddenly there is an important change: there is no more loss of
diversity, irrespective of the environment size; the genotype-are relationship is no
longer log-normal, but linear (see Figure E.5). This is a very important discovery
as it implies that Bown et al.’s model is dependent on having this assumption of
random death represented – it is a critical assumption.

E.2

Adding a Seedbank to the Model

In the original model, any seed that would land on an occupied location, would
instantly die. Adding a simple seedbank to the model was performer by allowing
locations to “store” the seeds that land on them; once the occupying plant died,
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Figure E.5: Results after cancelling the plant death probability
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Figure E.6: Results after adding a seedbank to the model
a seed randomly selected from the location’s seedbank would replace it.
Figure E.6 shows the difference between the original model and the seedbank
enhanced one. We can observe that this assumption, invalid from a biological
point of view, makes no difference if addressed through the addition of a seedbank.
The resulting genotype-area curve of the altered model is approximately identical
to the original one.
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Glossary
ABM
ALife
ADA
CAS
CoSMoS
EBM
GSN
HAZOP
IBM
M&S
ODD
POM
POMAC
SA
SBR
SCS
TRACE
V&V

Agent-Based Modelling
Artificial Life
Assumption Deviation Analysis
Complex Adaptive Systems
Complex Systems Modelling and Simulation project
Equation-Based Modelling
Goal Structuring Notation
Hazard and Operability Study
Individual-Based Modelling
Modelling and Simulation
Overview, Design Concepts and Details protocol
Pattern-Oriented Modelling
Pareto Optimal Model Assessment Cycle
Structured Argumentation
Simulation-Based Research
Safety-Critical Systems
Transparent and Comprehensive Ecological Modeling
Verification and validation
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